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Dec 28, 2007 
 
Brian Millsap 
 
Dear  Millsap, 
 
As a supporter of scientifically sound wildlife management who 
understands the value wolves can bring to ecosystems, I am writing to 
urge you to take a more balanced approach to Mexican wolf recovery 
efforts in the Southwest. 
 



After ten years of reintroduction efforts, there are fewer than 60 
wolves in the wild lands of the Southwest, more than 40 short of the 
reintroduction goal of establishing 102 wolves in the wild by 2006. 
 
Mexican wolves are one of the most endangered animals in the world and 
 
play an important role in restoring balance to Southwest forests.  But 
despite these facts, the Service hasn't made much progress in 
restoring them. 
 
There are millions of acres of public land in the Southwest where 
wolves could thrive, but Mexican wolves continue to be confined to a 
much smaller, politically defined recovery area.  The rules as they 
stand do not live up to the promise of the Endangered Species Act. 
 
I am asking you to make the following changes in the reintroduction 
rule. 
 
First, "uplist" the Mexican wolf to Experimental Essential 
status.  This will preserve the management flexibility of the rule, 
but require that other agencies consult about impacts on wolves. 
 
Second, allow the wolves to disperse beyond the recovery area, and to 
be released where biologists say is best. 
 
Third, don't limit wolf numbers, or allow any new reasons to kill them 
and ensure that any authorized removals take into account individual 
wolves' genetic value, the size and health of the population, the 
number of breeding pairs, and whether progress toward recovery is 
being made.  Give the wolves a real chance at recovery. 
 
I am confident that if you make all of these changes, the Mexican gray 
wolf recovery program will get back on track and these wolves will 
have a real chance at recovery in the wild lands of the Southwest. 
 
Thank you for considering my viewpoints on this incredibly important 
matter. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Ms. Donna Udell 
3012 W Coriander Dr 
Tucson, AZ 85741-3658 
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Dec 28, 2007 
 
Brian Millsap 
 
Dear  Millsap, 
 
As a supporter of scientifically sound wildlife management who 
understands the value wolves can bring to ecosystems, I am writing to 
urge you to take a more balanced approach to Mexican wolf recovery 
efforts in the Southwest. 



 
After ten years of reintroduction efforts, there are fewer than 60 
wolves in the wild lands of the Southwest, more than 40 short of the 
reintroduction goal of establishing 102 wolves in the wild by 2006. 
 
Mexican wolves are one of the most endangered animals in the world and 
 
play an important role in restoring balance to Southwest forests.  But 
despite these facts, the Service hasn't made much progress in 
restoring them. 
 
There are millions of acres of public land in the Southwest where 
wolves could thrive, but Mexican wolves continue to be confined to a 
much smaller, politically defined recovery area.  The rules as they 
stand do not live up to the promise of the Endangered Species Act. 
 
As one of 900,000 members and supporters of Defenders of Wildlife, I 
am asking you to make the following changes in the reintroduction 
rule. 
 
First, "uplist" the Mexican wolf to Experimental Essential 
status.  This will preserve the management flexibility of the rule, 
but require that other agencies consult about impacts on wolves. 
 
Second, allow the wolves to disperse beyond the recovery area, and to 
be released where biologists say is best. 
 
Third, don't limit wolf numbers, or allow any new reasons to kill them 
and ensure that any authorized removals take into account individual 
wolves' genetic value, the size and health of the population, the 
number of breeding pairs, and whether progress toward recovery is 
being made. 
 
I am confident that if you make all of these changes, the Mexican gray 
wolf recovery program will get back on track and these wolves will 
have a real chance at recovery in the wild lands of the Southwest. 
 
Thank you for considering my viewpoints on this incredibly important 
matter. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Dr. Lilvia Soto 
4175 E Fort Lowell Rd 
Tucson, AZ 85712-1000 
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Dec 28, 2007 
 
Brian Millsap 
 
Dear  Millsap, 
 
As a supporter of scientifically sound wildlife management who 
understands the value wolves can bring to ecosystems, I am writing to 
urge you to take a more balanced approach to Mexican wolf recovery 
efforts in the Southwest. 



 
After ten years of reintroduction efforts, there are fewer than 60 
wolves in the wild lands of the Southwest, more than 40 short of the 
reintroduction goal of establishing 102 wolves in the wild by 2006. 
 
Mexican wolves are one of the most endangered animals in the world and 
 
play an important role in restoring balance to Southwest forests.  But 
despite these facts, the Service hasn't made much progress in 
restoring them. 
 
There are millions of acres of public land in the Southwest where 
wolves could thrive, but Mexican wolves continue to be confined to a 
much smaller, politically defined recovery area.  The rules as they 
stand do not live up to the promise of the Endangered Species Act. 
 
As one of 900,000 members and supporters of Defenders of Wildlife, I 
am asking you to make the following changes in the reintroduction 
rule. 
 
First, "uplist" the Mexican wolf to Experimental Essential 
status.  This will preserve the management flexibility of the rule, 
but require that other agencies consult about impacts on wolves. 
 
Second, allow the wolves to disperse beyond the recovery area, and to 
be released where biologists say is best. 
 
Third, don't limit wolf numbers, or allow any new reasons to kill them 
and ensure that any authorized removals take into account individual 
wolves' genetic value, the size and health of the population, the 
number of breeding pairs, and whether progress toward recovery is 
being made. 
 
I am confident that if you make all of these changes, the Mexican gray 
wolf recovery program will get back on track and these wolves will 
have a real chance at recovery in the wild lands of the Southwest. 
 
Thank you for considering my viewpoints on this incredibly important 
matter. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Ms. Diane Serpa 
4349 E Windsor Ct 
Gilbert, AZ 85296-9679 
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Dec 28, 2007 
 
Brian Millsap 
 
Dear  Millsap, 
 
As a supporter of scientifically sound wildlife management who 
understands the value wolves can bring to ecosystems, I am writing to 
urge you to take a more balanced approach to Mexican wolf recovery 
efforts in the Southwest. 



 
After ten years of reintroduction efforts, there are fewer than 60 
wolves in the wild lands of the Southwest, more than 40 short of the 
reintroduction goal of establishing 102 wolves in the wild by 2006. 
 
Mexican wolves are one of the most endangered animals in the world and 
 
play an important role in restoring balance to Southwest forests.  But 
despite these facts, the Service hasn't made much progress in 
restoring them. 
 
There are millions of acres of public land in the Southwest where 
wolves could thrive, but Mexican wolves continue to be confined to a 
much smaller, politically defined recovery area.  The rules as they 
stand do not live up to the promise of the Endangered Species Act. 
 
As one of 900,000 members and supporters of Defenders of Wildlife, I 
am asking you to make the following changes in the reintroduction 
rule. 
 
First, "uplist" the Mexican wolf to Experimental Essential 
status.  This will preserve the management flexibility of the rule, 
but require that other agencies consult about impacts on wolves. 
 
Second, allow the wolves to disperse beyond the recovery area, and to 
be released where biologists say is best. 
 
Third, don't limit wolf numbers, or allow any new reasons to kill them 
and ensure that any authorized removals take into account individual 
wolves' genetic value, the size and health of the population, the 
number of breeding pairs, and whether progress toward recovery is 
being made. 
 
I am confident that if you make all of these changes, the Mexican gray 
wolf recovery program will get back on track and these wolves will 
have a real chance at recovery in the wild lands of the Southwest. 
 
Thank you for considering my viewpoints on this incredibly important 
matter. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Ms. Laura Lewnes 
6425 N Sun Bluff Dr 
Tucson, AZ 85704-6959 
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Dec 28, 2007 
 
Brian Millsap 
 
Dear  Millsap, 
 
As a supporter of scientifically sound wildlife management who 
understands the value wolves can bring to ecosystems, I am writing to 
urge you to take a more balanced approach to Mexican wolf recovery 
efforts in the Southwest. 



 
After ten years of reintroduction efforts, there are fewer than 60 
wolves in the wild lands of the Southwest, more than 40 short of the 
reintroduction goal of establishing 102 wolves in the wild by 2006. 
 
Mexican wolves are one of the most endangered animals in the world and 
 
play an important role in restoring balance to Southwest forests.  But 
despite these facts, the Service hasn't made much progress in 
restoring them. 
 
There are millions of acres of public land in the Southwest where 
wolves could thrive, but Mexican wolves continue to be confined to a 
much smaller, politically defined recovery area.  The rules as they 
stand do not live up to the promise of the Endangered Species Act. 
 
As one of 900,000 members and supporters of Defenders of Wildlife, I 
am asking you to make the following changes in the reintroduction 
rule. 
 
First, "uplist" the Mexican wolf to Experimental Essential 
status.  This will preserve the management flexibility of the rule, 
but require that other agencies consult about impacts on wolves. 
 
Second, allow the wolves to disperse beyond the recovery area, and to 
be released where biologists say is best. 
 
Third, don't limit wolf numbers, or allow any new reasons to kill them 
and ensure that any authorized removals take into account individual 
wolves' genetic value, the size and health of the population, the 
number of breeding pairs, and whether progress toward recovery is 
being made. 
 
I am confident that if you make all of these changes, the Mexican gray 
wolf recovery program will get back on track and these wolves will 
have a real chance at recovery in the wild lands of the Southwest. 
 
Attitudes towards these astonishing animals are shrouded in myth and 
ignorance. We are learning with global warming the problems of not 
examining our assumptions and last minute fixes. Let's not do this 
with wolves. It's too important. 
 
Thank you for considering my viewpoints on this incredibly important 
matter. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Ms. DIANNE CHANNELL 
708 Juniper Dr 
Santa Fe, NM 87501-1328 
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Dec 28, 2007 
 
Brian Millsap 
 
Dear  Millsap, 
 
As a supporter of scientifically sound wildlife management who 
understands the value wolves can bring to ecosystems, I am writing to 
urge you to take a more balanced approach to Mexican wolf recovery 
efforts in the Southwest. 



 
After ten years of reintroduction efforts, there are fewer than 60 
wolves in the wild lands of the Southwest, more than 40 short of the 
reintroduction goal of establishing 102 wolves in the wild by 2006. 
 
Mexican wolves are one of the most endangered animals in the world and 
 
play an important role in restoring balance to Southwest forests.  But 
despite these facts, the Service hasn't made much progress in 
restoring them. 
 
There are millions of acres of public land in the Southwest where 
wolves could thrive, but Mexican wolves continue to be confined to a 
much smaller, politically defined recovery area.  The rules as they 
stand do not live up to the promise of the Endangered Species Act. 
 
As one of 900,000 members and supporters of Defenders of Wildlife, I 
am asking you to make the following changes in the reintroduction 
rule. 
 
First, "uplist" the Mexican wolf to Experimental Essential 
status.  This will preserve the management flexibility of the rule, 
but require that other agencies consult about impacts on wolves. 
 
Second, allow the wolves to disperse beyond the recovery area, and to 
be released where biologists say is best. 
 
Third, don't limit wolf numbers, or allow any new reasons to kill them 
and ensure that any authorized removals take into account individual 
wolves' genetic value, the size and health of the population, the 
number of breeding pairs, and whether progress toward recovery is 
being made. 
 
I am confident that if you make all of these changes, the Mexican gray 
wolf recovery program will get back on track and these wolves will 
have a real chance at recovery in the wild lands of the Southwest. 
 
Thank you for considering my viewpoints on this incredibly important 
matter. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Mrs. Pam Eaton 
2582 Elmira Rd 
Newfield, NY 14867-9426 
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Dec 28, 2007 
 
Brian Millsap 
 
Dear  Millsap, 
 
As a supporter of scientifically sound wildlife management who 
understands the value wolves can bring to ecosystems, I am writing to 
urge you to take a more balanced approach to Mexican wolf recovery 
efforts in the Southwest. 



 
After ten years of reintroduction efforts, there are fewer than 60 
wolves in the wild lands of the Southwest, more than 40 short of the 
reintroduction goal of establishing 102 wolves in the wild by 2006. 
 
Mexican wolves are one of the most endangered animals in the world and 
 
play an important role in restoring balance to Southwest forests.  But 
despite these facts, the Service hasn't made much progress in 
restoring them. 
 
There are millions of acres of public land in the Southwest where 
wolves could thrive, but Mexican wolves continue to be confined to a 
much smaller, politically defined recovery area.  The rules as they 
stand do not live up to the promise of the Endangered Species Act. 
 
As one of 900,000 members and supporters of Defenders of Wildlife, I 
am asking you to make the following changes in the reintroduction 
rule. 
 
First, "uplist" the Mexican wolf to Experimental Essential 
status.  This will preserve the management flexibility of the rule, 
but require that other agencies consult about impacts on wolves. 
 
Second, allow the wolves to disperse beyond the recovery area, and to 
be released where biologists say is best. 
 
Third, don't limit wolf numbers, or allow any new reasons to kill them 
and ensure that any authorized removals take into account individual 
wolves' genetic value, the size and health of the population, the 
number of breeding pairs, and whether progress toward recovery is 
being made. 
 
I am confident that if you make all of these changes, the Mexican gray 
wolf recovery program will get back on track and these wolves will 
have a real chance at recovery in the wild lands of the Southwest. 
 
Thank you for considering my viewpoints on this incredibly important 
matter. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Mr. William Thompson 
18626 N Spanish Garden Dr Apt 151 
Apt. #161 
Sun City West, AZ 85375-4730 
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Dec 28, 2007 
 
Brian Millsap 
 
Dear  Millsap, 
 
As a supporter of scientifically sound wildlife management who 
understands the value wolves can bring to ecosystems, I am writing to 
urge you to take a more balanced approach to Mexican wolf recovery 
efforts in the Southwest. 



 
After ten years of reintroduction efforts, there are fewer than 60 
wolves in the wild lands of the Southwest, more than 40 short of the 
reintroduction goal of establishing 102 wolves in the wild by 2006. 
 
Mexican wolves are one of the most endangered animals in the world and 
 
play an important role in restoring balance to Southwest forests.  But 
despite these facts, the Service hasn't made much progress in 
restoring them. 
 
There are millions of acres of public land in the Southwest where 
wolves could thrive, but Mexican wolves continue to be confined to a 
much smaller, politically defined recovery area.  The rules as they 
stand do not live up to the promise of the Endangered Species Act. 
 
As one of 900,000 members and supporters of Defenders of Wildlife, I 
am asking you to make the following changes in the reintroduction 
rule. 
 
First, "uplist" the Mexican wolf to Experimental Essential 
status.  This will preserve the management flexibility of the rule, 
but require that other agencies consult about impacts on wolves. 
 
Second, allow the wolves to disperse beyond the recovery area, and to 
be released where biologists say is best. 
 
Third, don't limit wolf numbers, or allow any new reasons to kill them 
and ensure that any authorized removals take into account individual 
wolves' genetic value, the size and health of the population, the 
number of breeding pairs, and whether progress toward recovery is 
being made. 
 
I am confident that if you make all of these changes, the Mexican gray 
wolf recovery program will get back on track and these wolves will 
have a real chance at recovery in the wild lands of the Southwest. 
 
Thank you for considering my viewpoints on this incredibly important 
matter. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Ms. Eva Vangi-Stern 
54 Avenida Pastor 
Rio Rico, AZ 85648-8001 
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Dec 28, 2007 
 
Brian Millsap 
 
Dear  Millsap, 
 
As a supporter of scientifically sound wildlife management who 
understands the value wolves can bring to ecosystems, I am writing to 
urge you to take a more balanced approach to Mexican wolf recovery 
efforts in the Southwest. 



 
After ten years of reintroduction efforts, there are fewer than 60 
wolves in the wild lands of the Southwest, more than 40 short of the 
reintroduction goal of establishing 102 wolves in the wild by 2006. 
 
Mexican wolves are one of the most endangered animals in the world and 
 
play an important role in restoring balance to Southwest forests.  But 
despite these facts, the Service hasn't made much progress in 
restoring them. 
 
There are millions of acres of public land in the Southwest where 
wolves could thrive, but Mexican wolves continue to be confined to a 
much smaller, politically defined recovery area.  The rules as they 
stand do not live up to the promise of the Endangered Species Act. 
 
As one of 900,000 members and supporters of Defenders of Wildlife, I 
am asking you to make the following changes in the reintroduction 
rule. 
 
First, "uplist" the Mexican wolf to Experimental Essential 
status.  This will preserve the management flexibility of the rule, 
but require that other agencies consult about impacts on wolves. 
 
Second, allow the wolves to disperse beyond the recovery area, and to 
be released where biologists say is best. 
 
Third, don't limit wolf numbers, or allow any new reasons to kill them 
and ensure that any authorized removals take into account individual 
wolves' genetic value, the size and health of the population, the 
number of breeding pairs, and whether progress toward recovery is 
being made. 
 
I am confident that if you make all of these changes, the Mexican gray 
wolf recovery program will get back on track and these wolves will 
have a real chance at recovery in the wild lands of the Southwest. 
 
Thank you for considering my viewpoints on this incredibly important 
matter. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Mrs. Shawna Phillians 
12922 W Sharon Dr 
El Mirage, AZ 85335-6379 
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Dec 28, 2007 
 
Brian Millsap 
 
Dear  Millsap, 
 
As a supporter of scientifically sound wildlife management who 
understands the value wolves can bring to ecosystems, I am writing to 
urge you to take a more balanced approach to Mexican wolf recovery 
efforts in the Southwest. 



 
After ten years of reintroduction efforts, there are fewer than 60 
wolves in the wild lands of the Southwest, more than 40 short of the 
reintroduction goal of establishing 102 wolves in the wild by 2006. 
 
Mexican wolves are one of the most endangered animals in the world and 
 
play an important role in restoring balance to Southwest forests.  But 
despite these facts, the Service hasn't made much progress in 
restoring them. 
 
There are millions of acres of public land in the Southwest where 
wolves could thrive, but Mexican wolves continue to be confined to a 
much smaller, politically defined recovery area.  The rules as they 
stand do not live up to the promise of the Endangered Species Act. 
 
As one of 900,000 members and supporters of Defenders of Wildlife, I 
am asking you to make the following changes in the reintroduction 
rule. 
 
First, "uplist" the Mexican wolf to Experimental Essential 
status.  This will preserve the management flexibility of the rule, 
but require that other agencies consult about impacts on wolves. 
 
Second, allow the wolves to disperse beyond the recovery area, and to 
be released where biologists say is best. 
 
Third, don't limit wolf numbers, or allow any new reasons to kill them 
and ensure that any authorized removals take into account individual 
wolves' genetic value, the size and health of the population, the 
number of breeding pairs, and whether progress toward recovery is 
being made. 
 
I am confident that if you make all of these changes, the Mexican gray 
wolf recovery program will get back on track and these wolves will 
have a real chance at recovery in the wild lands of the Southwest. 
 
Thank you for considering my viewpoints on this incredibly important 
matter. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Ms. Gail Sikes 
6507 E Hubbell St 
Scottsdale, AZ 85257-2560 
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Dec 28, 2007 
 
Brian Millsap 
 
Dear  Millsap, 
 
As a supporter of scientifically sound wildlife management who 
understands the value wolves can bring to ecosystems, I am writing to 
urge you to take a more balanced approach to Mexican wolf recovery 



efforts in the Southwest. 
 
After ten years of reintroduction efforts, there are fewer than 60 
wolves in the wild lands of the Southwest, more than 40 short of the 
reintroduction goal of establishing 102 wolves in the wild by 2006. 
 
Mexican wolves are one of the most endangered animals in the world and 
 
play an important role in restoring balance to Southwest forests.  But 
despite these facts, the Service hasn't made much progress in 
restoring them. 
 
There are millions of acres of public land in the Southwest where 
wolves could thrive, but Mexican wolves continue to be confined to a 
much smaller, politically defined recovery area.  The rules as they 
stand do not live up to the promise of the Endangered Species Act. 
 
As one of 900,000 members and supporters of Defenders of Wildlife, I 
am asking you to make the following changes in the reintroduction 
rule. 
 
First, "uplist" the Mexican wolf to Experimental Essential 
status.  This will preserve the management flexibility of the rule, 
but require that other agencies consult about impacts on wolves. 
 
Second, allow the wolves to disperse beyond the recovery area, and to 
be released where biologists say is best. 
 
Third, don't limit wolf numbers, or allow any new reasons to kill them 
and ensure that any authorized removals take into account individual 
wolves' genetic value, the size and health of the population, the 
number of breeding pairs, and whether progress toward recovery is 
being made. 
 
I am confident that if you make all of these changes, the Mexican gray 
wolf recovery program will get back on track and these wolves will 
have a real chance at recovery in the wild lands of the Southwest. 
 
Thank you for considering my viewpoints on this incredibly important 
matter. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Mr. Robert Myers 
5210 N Eisenhower Rd 
Roswell, NM 88201-8603 
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Dec 28, 2007 
 
Brian Millsap 
 
Dear  Millsap, 
 
As a supporter of scientifically sound wildlife management who 
understands the value wolves can bring to ecosystems, I am writing to 
urge you to take a more balanced approach to Mexican wolf recovery 
efforts in the Southwest. 



 
After ten years of reintroduction efforts, there are fewer than 60 
wolves in the wild lands of the Southwest, more than 40 short of the 
reintroduction goal of establishing 102 wolves in the wild by 2006. 
 
Mexican wolves are one of the most endangered animals in the world and 
 
play an important role in restoring balance to Southwest forests.  But 
despite these facts, the Service hasn't made much progress in 
restoring them. 
 
There are millions of acres of public land in the Southwest where 
wolves could thrive, but Mexican wolves continue to be confined to a 
much smaller, politically defined recovery area.  The rules as they 
stand do not live up to the promise of the Endangered Species Act. 
 
As one of 900,000 members and supporters of Defenders of Wildlife, I 
am asking you to make the following changes in the reintroduction 
rule. 
 
First, "uplist" the Mexican wolf to Experimental Essential 
status.  This will preserve the management flexibility of the rule, 
but require that other agencies consult about impacts on wolves. 
 
Second, allow the wolves to disperse beyond the recovery area, and to 
be released where biologists say is best. 
 
Third, don't limit wolf numbers, or allow any new reasons to kill them 
and ensure that any authorized removals take into account individual 
wolves' genetic value, the size and health of the population, the 
number of breeding pairs, and whether progress toward recovery is 
being made. 
 
I am confident that if you make all of these changes, the Mexican gray 
wolf recovery program will get back on track and these wolves will 
have a real chance at recovery in the wild lands of the Southwest. 
 
Thank you for considering my viewpoints on this incredibly important 
matter. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Ms. Barbara Fitzgerald 
2573 W Gail Dr 
Chandler, AZ 85224-3936 
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Dec 28, 2007 
 
Brian Millsap 
 
Dear  Millsap, 
 
As a supporter of scientifically sound wildlife management who 
understands the value wolves can bring to ecosystems, I am writing to 
urge you to take a more balanced approach to Mexican wolf recovery 
efforts in the Southwest. 



 
After ten years of reintroduction efforts, there are fewer than 60 
wolves in the wild lands of the Southwest, more than 40 short of the 
reintroduction goal of establishing 102 wolves in the wild by 2006. 
 
Mexican wolves are one of the most endangered animals in the world and 
 
play an important role in restoring balance to Southwest forests.  But 
despite these facts, the Service hasn't made much progress in 
restoring them. 
 
There are millions of acres of public land in the Southwest where 
wolves could thrive, but Mexican wolves continue to be confined to a 
much smaller, politically defined recovery area.  The rules as they 
stand do not live up to the promise of the Endangered Species Act. 
 
As one of 900,000 members and supporters of Defenders of Wildlife, I 
am asking you to make the following changes in the reintroduction 
rule. 
 
First, "uplist" the Mexican wolf to Experimental Essential 
status.  This will preserve the management flexibility of the rule, 
but require that other agencies consult about impacts on wolves. 
 
Second, allow the wolves to disperse beyond the recovery area, and to 
be released where biologists say is best. 
 
Third, don't limit wolf numbers, or allow any new reasons to kill them 
and ensure that any authorized removals take into account individual 
wolves' genetic value, the size and health of the population, the 
number of breeding pairs, and whether progress toward recovery is 
being made. 
 
I am confident that if you make all of these changes, the Mexican gray 
wolf recovery program will get back on track and these wolves will 
have a real chance at recovery in the wild lands of the Southwest. 
 
Thank you for considering my viewpoints on this incredibly important 
matter. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Mrs. Aidea Sluyter 
5920 N Abington Rd 
Tucson, AZ 85743-7609 
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Dec 28, 2007 
 
Brian Millsap 
 
Dear  Millsap, 
 
As a supporter of scientifically sound wildlife management who 
understands the value wolves can bring to ecosystems, I am writing to 
urge you to take a more balanced approach to Mexican wolf recovery 
efforts in the Southwest. 



 
After ten years of reintroduction efforts, there are fewer than 60 
wolves in the wild lands of the Southwest, more than 40 short of the 
reintroduction goal of establishing 102 wolves in the wild by 2006. 
 
Mexican wolves are one of the most endangered animals in the world and 
 
play an important role in restoring balance to Southwest forests.  But 
despite these facts, the Service hasn't made much progress in 
restoring them. 
 
There are millions of acres of public land in the Southwest where 
wolves could thrive, but Mexican wolves continue to be confined to a 
much smaller, politically defined recovery area.  The rules as they 
stand do not live up to the promise of the Endangered Species Act. 
 
As one of 900,000 members and supporters of Defenders of Wildlife, I 
am asking you to make the following changes in the reintroduction 
rule. 
 
First, "uplist" the Mexican wolf to Experimental Essential 
status.  This will preserve the management flexibility of the rule, 
but require that other agencies consult about impacts on wolves. 
 
Second, allow the wolves to disperse beyond the recovery area, and to 
be released where biologists say is best. 
 
Third, don't limit wolf numbers, or allow any new reasons to kill them 
and ensure that any authorized removals take into account individual 
wolves' genetic value, the size and health of the population, the 
number of breeding pairs, and whether progress toward recovery is 
being made. 
 
I am confident that if you make all of these changes, the Mexican gray 
wolf recovery program will get back on track and these wolves will 
have a real chance at recovery in the wild lands of the Southwest. 
 
Thank you for considering my viewpoints on this incredibly important 
matter. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Mrs. Judith Henkewick 
128 Kletha Ovi 
Flagstaff, AZ 86001-9686 
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Dec 28, 2007 
 
Brian Millsap 
 
Dear  Millsap, 
 
As a supporter of scientifically sound wildlife management who 
understands the value wolves can bring to ecosystems, I am writing to 
urge you to take a more balanced approach to Mexican wolf recovery 
efforts in the Southwest. 



 
After ten years of reintroduction efforts, there are fewer than 60 
wolves in the wild lands of the Southwest, more than 40 short of the 
reintroduction goal of establishing 102 wolves in the wild by 2006. 
 
Mexican wolves are one of the most endangered animals in the world and 
 
play an important role in restoring balance to Southwest forests.  But 
despite these facts, the Service hasn't made much progress in 
restoring them. 
 
There are millions of acres of public land in the Southwest where 
wolves could thrive, but Mexican wolves continue to be confined to a 
much smaller, politically defined recovery area.  The rules as they 
stand do not live up to the promise of the Endangered Species Act. 
 
As one of 900,000 members and supporters of Defenders of Wildlife, I 
am asking you to make the following changes in the reintroduction 
rule. 
 
First, "uplist" the Mexican wolf to Experimental Essential 
status.  This will preserve the management flexibility of the rule, 
but require that other agencies consult about impacts on wolves. 
 
Second, allow the wolves to disperse beyond the recovery area, and to 
be released where biologists say is best. 
 
Third, don't limit wolf numbers, or allow any new reasons to kill them 
and ensure that any authorized removals take into account individual 
wolves' genetic value, the size and health of the population, the 
number of breeding pairs, and whether progress toward recovery is 
being made. 
 
I am confident that if you make all of these changes, the Mexican gray 
wolf recovery program will get back on track and these wolves will 
have a real chance at recovery in the wild lands of the Southwest. 
 
Thank you for considering my viewpoints on this incredibly important 
matter. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Ms. Susan Thorpe 
429 E Lester St 
Tucson, AZ 85705-8923 
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Dr. Brian Millsap, State Administrator, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service 
NM 
 
Dear Dr. U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, 
 
The opportunity to comment on the rule-change for managing 
reintroduced Mexican gray wolves comes not a moment too soon. 
Fish and Wildlife Service management, with its heavy reliance on 
predator control targeting the wolves, has suppressed the wolf 
population and contributed to inbreeding. The solution must 
comply with the conservation mandate of the Endangered Species 
Act and not allow loss of wolves - from any and all sources, 
including government take and illegal poaching - to keep the 
population from rapid growth and genetic rescue. 
 
To this end, please develop a Conservation Alternative to be 
analyzed in the draft environmental impact statement that would 



upgrade the legal status of the reintroduced Mexican wolves from 
their current "experimental non-essential" standing to a fully 
protected endangered status. 
 
Please do not include any alternative for analysis that would 
increase take of wolves, set any limits on wolf numbers, 
restrict their movements, or in any other respect infringe on 
the potential of establishing additional Mexican wolf 
populations, one of which is already called for in the 1982 
Mexican Wolf Recovery Plan and more of which will likely be 
required in a future revision of that plan. 
 
The Conservation Alternative should include the following 
provisions: 
 
1) Allow release of wolves from the captive breeding population 
directly into New Mexico. This is particularly important to 
enable the Fish and Wildlife Service to release genetically 
valuable animals into areas in which no wolf packs have 
established territories. 
2) Allow wolves to roam freely outside the boundaries of the 
Blue Range 
Wolf Recovery Area and not be geographically constrained by any 
other politically derived restrictions - just as other 
endangered species are allowed free movement. 
3) Require livestock owners using public lands to remove or 
render inedible the carcasses of non-wolf-killed stock so as to 
prevent wolves from being attracted to areas where domestic 
animals are vulnerable and habituating to preying on stock. This 
could be accomplished, at least in part, by holding blameless 
for subsequent depredations any wolf that has scavenged on dead 
livestock - and protecting such wolves from any governmental or 
private "take" or predator control. 
4) Authorize release of wolves into the White Sands Wolf 
Recovery Area, which is just a few dozen miles to the east of 
the Blue Range Wolf Recovery Area. White Sands has already been 
analyzed for its suitability for wolves and could serve as a 
home for genetically valuable wolves that might not otherwise be 
released. White Sands has only been found "unsuitable" if wolves 
are required to stay within its boundaries, but as part of a 
population that interacts with wolves in the Gila, it would 
serve an important role. 
 
Thank you for your consideration. 
 
 
Sincerely, 
Dorothy Krueger 
jamet B-123 
Mackinaw City, MI 49701 
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Dr. Brian Millsap, State Administrator, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service 
NM 
 
Dear Dr. U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, 
 
The opportunity to comment on the rule-change for managing 
reintroduced Mexican gray wolves comes not a moment too soon. 
Fish and Wildlife Service management, with its heavy reliance on 
predator control targeting the wolves, has suppressed the wolf 
population and contributed to inbreeding. The solution must 
comply with the conservation mandate of the Endangered Species 
Act and not allow loss of wolves - from any and all sources, 
including government take and illegal poaching - to keep the 
population from rapid growth and genetic rescue. 
 
To this end, please develop a Conservation Alternative to be 
analyzed in the draft environmental impact statement that would 



upgrade the legal status of the reintroduced Mexican wolves from 
their current "experimental non-essential" standing to a fully 
protected endangered status. 
 
Please do not include any alternative for analysis that would 
increase take of wolves, set any limits on wolf numbers, 
restrict their movements, or in any other respect infringe on 
the potential of establishing additional Mexican wolf 
populations, one of which is already called for in the 1982 
Mexican Wolf Recovery Plan and more of which will likely be 
required in a future revision of that plan. 
 
The Conservation Alternative should include the following 
provisions: 
 
1) Allow release of wolves from the captive breeding population 
directly into New Mexico. This is particularly important to 
enable the Fish and Wildlife Service to release genetically 
valuable animals into areas in which no wolf packs have 
established territories. 
2) Allow wolves to roam freely outside the boundaries of the 
Blue Range 
Wolf Recovery Area and not be geographically constrained by any 
other politically derived restrictions - just as other 
endangered species are allowed free movement. 
3) Require livestock owners using public lands to remove or 
render inedible the carcasses of non-wolf-killed stock so as to 
prevent wolves from being attracted to areas where domestic 
animals are vulnerable and habituating to preying on stock. This 
could be accomplished, at least in part, by holding blameless 
for subsequent depredations any wolf that has scavenged on dead 
livestock - and protecting such wolves from any governmental or 
private "take" or predator control. 
4) Authorize release of wolves into the White Sands Wolf 
Recovery Area, which is just a few dozen miles to the east of 
the Blue Range Wolf Recovery Area. White Sands has already been 
analyzed for its suitability for wolves and could serve as a 
home for genetically valuable wolves that might not otherwise be 
released. White Sands has only been found "unsuitable" if wolves 
are required to stay within its boundaries, but as part of a 
population that interacts with wolves in the Gila, it would 
serve an important role. 
 
Thank you for your consideration. 
 
 
Sincerely, 
Paleidia Melanson 
55 Franklin Ave 
Hyannis, MA 02601 
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Dr. Brian Millsap, State Administrator, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service 
NM 
 
Dear Dr. U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, 
 
The opportunity to comment on the rule-change for managing 
reintroduced Mexican gray wolves comes not a moment too soon. 
Fish and Wildlife Service management, with its heavy reliance on 
predator control targeting the wolves, has suppressed the wolf 
population and contributed to inbreeding. The solution must 
comply with the conservation mandate of the Endangered Species 
Act and not allow loss of wolves - from any and all sources, 
including government take and illegal poaching - to keep the 
population from rapid growth and genetic rescue. 
 
To this end, please develop a Conservation Alternative to be 



analyzed in the draft environmental impact statement that would 
upgrade the legal status of the reintroduced Mexican wolves from 
their current "experimental non-essential" standing to a fully 
protected endangered status. 
 
Please do not include any alternative for analysis that would 
increase take of wolves, set any limits on wolf numbers, 
restrict their movements, or in any other respect infringe on 
the potential of establishing additional Mexican wolf 
populations, one of which is already called for in the 1982 
Mexican Wolf Recovery Plan and more of which will likely be 
required in a future revision of that plan. 
 
The Conservation Alternative should include the following 
provisions: 
 
1) Allow release of wolves from the captive breeding population 
directly into New Mexico. This is particularly important to 
enable the Fish and Wildlife Service to release genetically 
valuable animals into areas in which no wolf packs have 
established territories. 
2) Allow wolves to roam freely outside the boundaries of the 
Blue Range 
Wolf Recovery Area and not be geographically constrained by any 
other politically derived restrictions - just as other 
endangered species are allowed free movement. 
3) Require livestock owners using public lands to remove or 
render inedible the carcasses of non-wolf-killed stock so as to 
prevent wolves from being attracted to areas where domestic 
animals are vulnerable and habituating to preying on stock. This 
could be accomplished, at least in part, by holding blameless 
for subsequent depredations any wolf that has scavenged on dead 
livestock - and protecting such wolves from any governmental or 
private "take" or predator control. 
4) Authorize release of wolves into the White Sands Wolf 
Recovery Area, which is just a few dozen miles to the east of 
the Blue Range Wolf Recovery Area. White Sands has already been 
analyzed for its suitability for wolves and could serve as a 
home for genetically valuable wolves that might not otherwise be 
released. White Sands has only been found "unsuitable" if wolves 
are required to stay within its boundaries, but as part of a 
population that interacts with wolves in the Gila, it would 
serve an important role. 
 
Thank you for your consideration. 
 
 
Sincerely, 
diane Causey 
131 Mono Ave 
Fairfax, CA 94930 
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Dr. Brian Millsap, State Administrator, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service 
NM 
 
Dear Dr. U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, 
 
The opportunity to comment on the rule-change for managing 
reintroduced Mexican gray wolves comes not a moment too soon. 
Fish and Wildlife Service management, with its heavy reliance on 
predator control targeting the wolves, has suppressed the wolf 
population and contributed to inbreeding. The solution must 
comply with the conservation mandate of the Endangered Species 
Act and not allow loss of wolves - from any and all sources, 
including government take and illegal poaching - to keep the 
population from rapid growth and genetic rescue. 
 
To this end, please develop a Conservation Alternative to be 
analyzed in the draft environmental impact statement that would 



upgrade the legal status of the reintroduced Mexican wolves from 
their current "experimental non-essential" standing to a fully 
protected endangered status. 
 
Please do not include any alternative for analysis that would 
increase take of wolves, set any limits on wolf numbers, 
restrict their movements, or in any other respect infringe on 
the potential of establishing additional Mexican wolf 
populations, one of which is already called for in the 1982 
Mexican Wolf Recovery Plan and more of which will likely be 
required in a future revision of that plan. 
 
The Conservation Alternative should include the following 
provisions: 
 
1) Allow release of wolves from the captive breeding population 
directly into New Mexico. This is particularly important to 
enable the Fish and Wildlife Service to release genetically 
valuable animals into areas in which no wolf packs have 
established territories. 
2) Allow wolves to roam freely outside the boundaries of the 
Blue Range 
Wolf Recovery Area and not be geographically constrained by any 
other politically derived restrictions - just as other 
endangered species are allowed free movement. 
3) Require livestock owners using public lands to remove or 
render inedible the carcasses of non-wolf-killed stock so as to 
prevent wolves from being attracted to areas where domestic 
animals are vulnerable and habituating to preying on stock. This 
could be accomplished, at least in part, by holding blameless 
for subsequent depredations any wolf that has scavenged on dead 
livestock - and protecting such wolves from any governmental or 
private "take" or predator control. 
4) Authorize release of wolves into the White Sands Wolf 
Recovery Area, which is just a few dozen miles to the east of 
the Blue Range Wolf Recovery Area. White Sands has already been 
analyzed for its suitability for wolves and could serve as a 
home for genetically valuable wolves that might not otherwise be 
released. White Sands has only been found "unsuitable" if wolves 
are required to stay within its boundaries, but as part of a 
population that interacts with wolves in the Gila, it would 
serve an important role. 
 
Thank you for your consideration. 
 
 
Sincerely, 
Lynn Elliott 
2614 Woodmont Dr 
Durham, NC 27705 
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Dr. Brian Millsap, State Administrator, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service 
NM 
 
Dear Dr. U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, 
 
The opportunity to comment on the rule-change for managing 
reintroduced Mexican gray wolves comes not a moment too soon. 
Fish and Wildlife Service management, with its heavy reliance on 
predator control targeting the wolves, has suppressed the wolf 
population and contributed to inbreeding. The solution must 
comply with the conservation mandate of the Endangered Species 
Act and not allow loss of wolves - from any and all sources, 
including government take and illegal poaching - to keep the 
population from rapid growth and genetic rescue. 
 
To this end, please develop a Conservation Alternative to be 
analyzed in the draft environmental impact statement that would 



upgrade the legal status of the reintroduced Mexican wolves from 
their current "experimental non-essential" standing to a fully 
protected endangered status. 
 
Please do not include any alternative for analysis that would 
increase take of wolves, set any limits on wolf numbers, 
restrict their movements, or in any other respect infringe on 
the potential of establishing additional Mexican wolf 
populations, one of which is already called for in the 1982 
Mexican Wolf Recovery Plan and more of which will likely be 
required in a future revision of that plan. 
 
The Conservation Alternative should include the following 
provisions: 
 
1) Allow release of wolves from the captive breeding population 
directly into New Mexico. This is particularly important to 
enable the Fish and Wildlife Service to release genetically 
valuable animals into areas in which no wolf packs have 
established territories. 
2) Allow wolves to roam freely outside the boundaries of the 
Blue Range 
Wolf Recovery Area and not be geographically constrained by any 
other politically derived restrictions - just as other 
endangered species are allowed free movement. 
3) Require livestock owners using public lands to remove or 
render inedible the carcasses of non-wolf-killed stock so as to 
prevent wolves from being attracted to areas where domestic 
animals are vulnerable and habituating to preying on stock. This 
could be accomplished, at least in part, by holding blameless 
for subsequent depredations any wolf that has scavenged on dead 
livestock - and protecting such wolves from any governmental or 
private "take" or predator control. 
4) Authorize release of wolves into the White Sands Wolf 
Recovery Area, which is just a few dozen miles to the east of 
the Blue Range Wolf Recovery Area. White Sands has already been 
analyzed for its suitability for wolves and could serve as a 
home for genetically valuable wolves that might not otherwise be 
released. White Sands has only been found "unsuitable" if wolves 
are required to stay within its boundaries, but as part of a 
population that interacts with wolves in the Gila, it would 
serve an important role. 
 
Thank you for your consideration. 
 
 
Sincerely, 
Christine Houck 
7237 Rising Sun Avenue 
Philadelphia, PA 19111 
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Dr. Brian Millsap, State Administrator, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service 
NM 
 
Dear Dr. U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, 
 
The opportunity to comment on the rule-change for managing 
reintroduced Mexican gray wolves comes not a moment too soon. 
Fish and Wildlife Service management, with its heavy reliance on 
predator control targeting the wolves, has suppressed the wolf 
population and contributed to inbreeding. The solution must 
comply with the conservation mandate of the Endangered Species 
Act and not allow loss of wolves - from any and all sources, 
including government take and illegal poaching - to keep the 
population from rapid growth and genetic rescue. 
 
To this end, please develop a Conservation Alternative to be 
analyzed in the draft environmental impact statement that would 



upgrade the legal status of the reintroduced Mexican wolves from 
their current "experimental non-essential" standing to a fully 
protected endangered status. 
 
Please do not include any alternative for analysis that would 
increase take of wolves, set any limits on wolf numbers, 
restrict their movements, or in any other respect infringe on 
the potential of establishing additional Mexican wolf 
populations, one of which is already called for in the 1982 
Mexican Wolf Recovery Plan and more of which will likely be 
required in a future revision of that plan. 
 
The Conservation Alternative should include the following 
provisions: 
 
1) Allow release of wolves from the captive breeding population 
directly into New Mexico. This is particularly important to 
enable the Fish and Wildlife Service to release genetically 
valuable animals into areas in which no wolf packs have 
established territories. 
2) Allow wolves to roam freely outside the boundaries of the 
Blue Range 
Wolf Recovery Area and not be geographically constrained by any 
other politically derived restrictions - just as other 
endangered species are allowed free movement. 
3) Require livestock owners using public lands to remove or 
render inedible the carcasses of non-wolf-killed stock so as to 
prevent wolves from being attracted to areas where domestic 
animals are vulnerable and habituating to preying on stock. This 
could be accomplished, at least in part, by holding blameless 
for subsequent depredations any wolf that has scavenged on dead 
livestock - and protecting such wolves from any governmental or 
private "take" or predator control. 
4) Authorize release of wolves into the White Sands Wolf 
Recovery Area, which is just a few dozen miles to the east of 
the Blue Range Wolf Recovery Area. White Sands has already been 
analyzed for its suitability for wolves and could serve as a 
home for genetically valuable wolves that might not otherwise be 
released. White Sands has only been found "unsuitable" if wolves 
are required to stay within its boundaries, but as part of a 
population that interacts with wolves in the Gila, it would 
serve an important role. 
 
Thank you for your consideration. 
 
 
Sincerely, 
Susan Dorchin 
7588 Mansfield Hollow Rd 
Delray Beach, FL 33446 
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Dr. Brian Millsap, State Administrator, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service 
NM 
 
Dear Dr. U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, 
 
The opportunity to comment on the rule-change for managing 
reintroduced Mexican gray wolves comes not a moment too soon. 
Fish and Wildlife Service management, with its heavy reliance on 
predator control targeting the wolves, has suppressed the wolf 
population and contributed to inbreeding. The solution must 
comply with the conservation mandate of the Endangered Species 
Act and not allow loss of wolves - from any and all sources, 
including government take and illegal poaching - to keep the 
population from rapid growth and genetic rescue. 
 
To this end, please develop a Conservation Alternative to be 
analyzed in the draft environmental impact statement that would 



upgrade the legal status of the reintroduced Mexican wolves from 
their current "experimental non-essential" standing to a fully 
protected endangered status. 
 
Please do not include any alternative for analysis that would 
increase take of wolves, set any limits on wolf numbers, 
restrict their movements, or in any other respect infringe on 
the potential of establishing additional Mexican wolf 
populations, one of which is already called for in the 1982 
Mexican Wolf Recovery Plan and more of which will likely be 
required in a future revision of that plan. 
 
The Conservation Alternative should include the following 
provisions: 
 
1) Allow release of wolves from the captive breeding population 
directly into New Mexico. This is particularly important to 
enable the Fish and Wildlife Service to release genetically 
valuable animals into areas in which no wolf packs have 
established territories. 
2) Allow wolves to roam freely outside the boundaries of the 
Blue Range 
Wolf Recovery Area and not be geographically constrained by any 
other politically derived restrictions - just as other 
endangered species are allowed free movement. 
3) Require livestock owners using public lands to remove or 
render inedible the carcasses of non-wolf-killed stock so as to 
prevent wolves from being attracted to areas where domestic 
animals are vulnerable and habituating to preying on stock. This 
could be accomplished, at least in part, by holding blameless 
for subsequent depredations any wolf that has scavenged on dead 
livestock - and protecting such wolves from any governmental or 
private "take" or predator control. 
4) Authorize release of wolves into the White Sands Wolf 
Recovery Area, which is just a few dozen miles to the east of 
the Blue Range Wolf Recovery Area. White Sands has already been 
analyzed for its suitability for wolves and could serve as a 
home for genetically valuable wolves that might not otherwise be 
released. White Sands has only been found "unsuitable" if wolves 
are required to stay within its boundaries, but as part of a 
population that interacts with wolves in the Gila, it would 
serve an important role. 
 
Thank you for your consideration. 
 
 
Sincerely, 
Edith Ogella 
4868 Rhoads Ave. 
Santa Barbara, CA 93111-2847 
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Dr. Brian Millsap, State Administrator, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service 
NM 
 
Dear Dr. U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, 
 
The opportunity to comment on the rule-change for managing 
reintroduced Mexican gray wolves comes not a moment too soon. 
Fish and Wildlife Service management, with its heavy reliance on 
predator control targeting the wolves, has suppressed the wolf 
population and contributed to inbreeding. The solution must 
comply with the conservation mandate of the Endangered Species 
Act and not allow loss of wolves - from any and all sources, 
including government take and illegal poaching - to keep the 
population from rapid growth and genetic rescue. 
 
To this end, please develop a Conservation Alternative to be 
analyzed in the draft environmental impact statement that would 



upgrade the legal status of the reintroduced Mexican wolves from 
their current "experimental non-essential" standing to a fully 
protected endangered status. 
 
Please do not include any alternative for analysis that would 
increase take of wolves, set any limits on wolf numbers, 
restrict their movements, or in any other respect infringe on 
the potential of establishing additional Mexican wolf 
populations, one of which is already called for in the 1982 
Mexican Wolf Recovery Plan and more of which will likely be 
required in a future revision of that plan. 
 
The Conservation Alternative should include the following 
provisions: 
 
1) Allow release of wolves from the captive breeding population 
directly into New Mexico. This is particularly important to 
enable the Fish and Wildlife Service to release genetically 
valuable animals into areas in which no wolf packs have 
established territories. 
2) Allow wolves to roam freely outside the boundaries of the 
Blue Range 
Wolf Recovery Area and not be geographically constrained by any 
other politically derived restrictions - just as other 
endangered species are allowed free movement. 
3) Require livestock owners using public lands to remove or 
render inedible the carcasses of non-wolf-killed stock so as to 
prevent wolves from being attracted to areas where domestic 
animals are vulnerable and habituating to preying on stock. This 
could be accomplished, at least in part, by holding blameless 
for subsequent depredations any wolf that has scavenged on dead 
livestock - and protecting such wolves from any governmental or 
private "take" or predator control. 
4) Authorize release of wolves into the White Sands Wolf 
Recovery Area, which is just a few dozen miles to the east of 
the Blue Range Wolf Recovery Area. White Sands has already been 
analyzed for its suitability for wolves and could serve as a 
home for genetically valuable wolves that might not otherwise be 
released. White Sands has only been found "unsuitable" if wolves 
are required to stay within its boundaries, but as part of a 
population that interacts with wolves in the Gila, it would 
serve an important role. 
 
Thank you for your consideration. 
 
 
Sincerely, 
Verlene Lewis 
192 N. 2000 E. 
St. George, UT 84790 
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Dr. Brian Millsap, State Administrator, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service 
NM 
 
Dear Dr. U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, 
 
The opportunity to comment on the rule-change for managing 
reintroduced Mexican gray wolves comes not a moment too soon. 
Fish and Wildlife Service management, with its heavy reliance on 
predator control targeting the wolves, has suppressed the wolf 
population and contributed to inbreeding. The solution must 
comply with the conservation mandate of the Endangered Species 
Act and not allow loss of wolves - from any and all sources, 
including government take and illegal poaching - to keep the 
population from rapid growth and genetic rescue. 
 
To this end, please develop a Conservation Alternative to be 
analyzed in the draft environmental impact statement that would 



upgrade the legal status of the reintroduced Mexican wolves from 
their current "experimental non-essential" standing to a fully 
protected endangered status. 
 
Please do not include any alternative for analysis that would 
increase take of wolves, set any limits on wolf numbers, 
restrict their movements, or in any other respect infringe on 
the potential of establishing additional Mexican wolf 
populations, one of which is already called for in the 1982 
Mexican Wolf Recovery Plan and more of which will likely be 
required in a future revision of that plan. 
 
The Conservation Alternative should include the following 
provisions: 
 
1) Allow release of wolves from the captive breeding population 
directly into New Mexico. This is particularly important to 
enable the Fish and Wildlife Service to release genetically 
valuable animals into areas in which no wolf packs have 
established territories. 
2) Allow wolves to roam freely outside the boundaries of the 
Blue Range 
Wolf Recovery Area and not be geographically constrained by any 
other politically derived restrictions - just as other 
endangered species are allowed free movement. 
3) Require livestock owners using public lands to remove or 
render inedible the carcasses of non-wolf-killed stock so as to 
prevent wolves from being attracted to areas where domestic 
animals are vulnerable and habituating to preying on stock. This 
could be accomplished, at least in part, by holding blameless 
for subsequent depredations any wolf that has scavenged on dead 
livestock - and protecting such wolves from any governmental or 
private "take" or predator control. 
4) Authorize release of wolves into the White Sands Wolf 
Recovery Area, which is just a few dozen miles to the east of 
the Blue Range Wolf Recovery Area. White Sands has already been 
analyzed for its suitability for wolves and could serve as a 
home for genetically valuable wolves that might not otherwise be 
released. White Sands has only been found "unsuitable" if wolves 
are required to stay within its boundaries, but as part of a 
population that interacts with wolves in the Gila, it would 
serve an important role. 
 
Thank you for your consideration. 
 
 
Sincerely, 
Elizabeth Morgan 
43260 Silk Tree Ln 
Palm Desert, CA 92260 
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Dr. Brian Millsap, State Administrator, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service 
NM 
 
Dear Dr. U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, 
 
The opportunity to comment on the rule-change for managing 
reintroduced Mexican gray wolves comes not a moment too soon. 
Fish and Wildlife Service management, with its heavy reliance on 
predator control targeting the wolves, has suppressed the wolf 
population and contributed to inbreeding. The solution must 
comply with the conservation mandate of the Endangered Species 
Act and not allow loss of wolves - from any and all sources, 
including government take and illegal poaching - to keep the 
population from rapid growth and genetic rescue. 
 
To this end, please develop a Conservation Alternative to be 
analyzed in the draft environmental impact statement that would 



upgrade the legal status of the reintroduced Mexican wolves from 
their current "experimental non-essential" standing to a fully 
protected endangered status. 
 
Please do not include any alternative for analysis that would 
increase take of wolves, set any limits on wolf numbers, 
restrict their movements, or in any other respect infringe on 
the potential of establishing additional Mexican wolf 
populations, one of which is already called for in the 1982 
Mexican Wolf Recovery Plan and more of which will likely be 
required in a future revision of that plan. 
 
The Conservation Alternative should include the following 
provisions: 
 
1) Allow release of wolves from the captive breeding population 
directly into New Mexico. This is particularly important to 
enable the Fish and Wildlife Service to release genetically 
valuable animals into areas in which no wolf packs have 
established territories. 
2) Allow wolves to roam freely outside the boundaries of the 
Blue Range 
Wolf Recovery Area and not be geographically constrained by any 
other politically derived restrictions - just as other 
endangered species are allowed free movement. 
3) Require livestock owners using public lands to remove or 
render inedible the carcasses of non-wolf-killed stock so as to 
prevent wolves from being attracted to areas where domestic 
animals are vulnerable and habituating to preying on stock. This 
could be accomplished, at least in part, by holding blameless 
for subsequent depredations any wolf that has scavenged on dead 
livestock - and protecting such wolves from any governmental or 
private "take" or predator control. 
4) Authorize release of wolves into the White Sands Wolf 
Recovery Area, which is just a few dozen miles to the east of 
the Blue Range Wolf Recovery Area. White Sands has already been 
analyzed for its suitability for wolves and could serve as a 
home for genetically valuable wolves that might not otherwise be 
released. White Sands has only been found "unsuitable" if wolves 
are required to stay within its boundaries, but as part of a 
population that interacts with wolves in the Gila, it would 
serve an important role. 
 
Thank you for your consideration. 
 
 
Sincerely, 
Jerri Miller 
12518 Martha St 
Valley Village, CA 91607 
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Dr. Brian Millsap, State Administrator, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service 
NM 
 
Dear Dr. U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, 
 
The opportunity to comment on the rule-change for managing 
reintroduced Mexican gray wolves comes not a moment too soon. 
Fish and Wildlife Service management, with its heavy reliance on 
predator control targeting the wolves, has suppressed the wolf 
population and contributed to inbreeding. The solution must 
comply with the conservation mandate of the Endangered Species 
Act and not allow loss of wolves - from any and all sources, 
including government take and illegal poaching - to keep the 
population from rapid growth and genetic rescue. 
 
To this end, please develop a Conservation Alternative to be 
analyzed in the draft environmental impact statement that would 



upgrade the legal status of the reintroduced Mexican wolves from 
their current "experimental non-essential" standing to a fully 
protected endangered status. 
 
Please do not include any alternative for analysis that would 
increase take of wolves, set any limits on wolf numbers, 
restrict their movements, or in any other respect infringe on 
the potential of establishing additional Mexican wolf 
populations, one of which is already called for in the 1982 
Mexican Wolf Recovery Plan and more of which will likely be 
required in a future revision of that plan. 
 
The Conservation Alternative should include the following 
provisions: 
 
1) Allow release of wolves from the captive breeding population 
directly into New Mexico. This is particularly important to 
enable the Fish and Wildlife Service to release genetically 
valuable animals into areas in which no wolf packs have 
established territories. 
2) Allow wolves to roam freely outside the boundaries of the 
Blue Range 
Wolf Recovery Area and not be geographically constrained by any 
other politically derived restrictions - just as other 
endangered species are allowed free movement. 
3) Require livestock owners using public lands to remove or 
render inedible the carcasses of non-wolf-killed stock so as to 
prevent wolves from being attracted to areas where domestic 
animals are vulnerable and habituating to preying on stock. This 
could be accomplished, at least in part, by holding blameless 
for subsequent depredations any wolf that has scavenged on dead 
livestock - and protecting such wolves from any governmental or 
private "take" or predator control. 
4) Authorize release of wolves into the White Sands Wolf 
Recovery Area, which is just a few dozen miles to the east of 
the Blue Range Wolf Recovery Area. White Sands has already been 
analyzed for its suitability for wolves and could serve as a 
home for genetically valuable wolves that might not otherwise be 
released. White Sands has only been found "unsuitable" if wolves 
are required to stay within its boundaries, but as part of a 
population that interacts with wolves in the Gila, it would 
serve an important role. 
 
Thank you for your consideration. 
 
 
Sincerely, 
Cierra Buer 
401 De Costa Lane 
Oakland, OR 97462 
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Dr. Brian Millsap, State Administrator, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service 
NM 
 
Dear Dr. U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, 
 
The opportunity to comment on the rule-change for managing 
reintroduced Mexican gray wolves comes not a moment too soon. 
Fish and Wildlife Service management, with its heavy reliance on 
predator control targeting the wolves, has suppressed the wolf 
population and contributed to inbreeding. The solution must 
comply with the conservation mandate of the Endangered Species 
Act and not allow loss of wolves - from any and all sources, 
including government take and illegal poaching - to keep the 
population from rapid growth and genetic rescue. 
 
To this end, please develop a Conservation Alternative to be 
analyzed in the draft environmental impact statement that would 



upgrade the legal status of the reintroduced Mexican wolves from 
their current "experimental non-essential" standing to a fully 
protected endangered status. 
 
Please do not include any alternative for analysis that would 
increase take of wolves, set any limits on wolf numbers, 
restrict their movements, or in any other respect infringe on 
the potential of establishing additional Mexican wolf 
populations, one of which is already called for in the 1982 
Mexican Wolf Recovery Plan and more of which will likely be 
required in a future revision of that plan. 
 
The Conservation Alternative should include the following 
provisions: 
 
1) Allow release of wolves from the captive breeding population 
directly into New Mexico. This is particularly important to 
enable the Fish and Wildlife Service to release genetically 
valuable animals into areas in which no wolf packs have 
established territories. 
2) Allow wolves to roam freely outside the boundaries of the 
Blue Range 
Wolf Recovery Area and not be geographically constrained by any 
other politically derived restrictions - just as other 
endangered species are allowed free movement. 
3) Require livestock owners using public lands to remove or 
render inedible the carcasses of non-wolf-killed stock so as to 
prevent wolves from being attracted to areas where domestic 
animals are vulnerable and habituating to preying on stock. This 
could be accomplished, at least in part, by holding blameless 
for subsequent depredations any wolf that has scavenged on dead 
livestock - and protecting such wolves from any governmental or 
private "take" or predator control. 
4) Authorize release of wolves into the White Sands Wolf 
Recovery Area, which is just a few dozen miles to the east of 
the Blue Range Wolf Recovery Area. White Sands has already been 
analyzed for its suitability for wolves and could serve as a 
home for genetically valuable wolves that might not otherwise be 
released. White Sands has only been found "unsuitable" if wolves 
are required to stay within its boundaries, but as part of a 
population that interacts with wolves in the Gila, it would 
serve an important role. 
 
Thank you for your consideration. 
 
 
Sincerely, 
Nick Rodin 
PO Box 935 
Soquel, CA 95073 
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Dr. Brian Millsap, State Administrator, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service 
NM 
 
Dear Dr. U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, 
 
The opportunity to comment on the rule-change for managing 
reintroduced Mexican gray wolves comes not a moment too soon. 
Fish and Wildlife Service management, with its heavy reliance on 
predator control targeting the wolves, has suppressed the wolf 
population and contributed to inbreeding. The solution must 
comply with the conservation mandate of the Endangered Species 
Act and not allow loss of wolves - from any and all sources, 
including government take and illegal poaching - to keep the 
population from rapid growth and genetic rescue. 
 
To this end, please develop a Conservation Alternative to be 



analyzed in the draft environmental impact statement that would 
upgrade the legal status of the reintroduced Mexican wolves from 
their current "experimental non-essential" standing to a fully 
protected endangered status. 
 
Please do not include any alternative for analysis that would 
increase take of wolves, set any limits on wolf numbers, 
restrict their movements, or in any other respect infringe on 
the potential of establishing additional Mexican wolf 
populations, one of which is already called for in the 1982 
Mexican Wolf Recovery Plan and more of which will likely be 
required in a future revision of that plan. 
 
The Conservation Alternative should include the following 
provisions: 
 
1) Allow release of wolves from the captive breeding population 
directly into New Mexico. This is particularly important to 
enable the Fish and Wildlife Service to release genetically 
valuable animals into areas in which no wolf packs have 
established territories. 
2) Allow wolves to roam freely outside the boundaries of the 
Blue Range Wolf Recovery Area and not be geographically 
constrained by any other politically derived restrictions - just 
as other endangered species are allowed free movement. 
3) Require livestock owners using public lands to remove or 
render inedible the carcasses of non-wolf-killed stock so as to 
prevent wolves from being attracted to areas where domestic 
animals are vulnerable and habituating to preying on stock. This 
could be accomplished, at least in part, by holding blameless 
for subsequent depredations any wolf that has scavenged on dead 
livestock - and protecting such wolves from any governmental or 
private "take" or predator control. 
4) Authorize release of wolves into the White Sands Wolf 
Recovery Area, which is just a few dozen miles to the east of 
the Blue Range Wolf Recovery Area. White Sands has already been 
analyzed for its suitability for wolves and could serve as a 
home for genetically valuable wolves that might not otherwise be 
released. White Sands has only been found "unsuitable" if wolves 
are required to stay within its boundaries, but as part of a 
population that interacts with wolves in the Gila, it would 
serve an important role. 
 
Thank you for your time and consideration in this important 
matter. 
 
 
Sincerely, 
Lynelle Behler 
26 Press Box Ct. 
O'Fallon, MO 63366 
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Dr. Brian Millsap, State Administrator, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service 
NM 
 
Dear Dr. U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, 
 
The opportunity to comment on the rule-change for managing 
reintroduced Mexican gray wolves comes not a moment too soon. 
Fish and Wildlife Service management, with its heavy reliance on 
predator control targeting the wolves, has suppressed the wolf 
population and contributed to inbreeding. The solution must 
comply with the conservation mandate of the Endangered Species 
Act and not allow loss of wolves - from any and all sources, 
including government take and illegal poaching - to keep the 
population from rapid growth and genetic rescue. 
 
To this end, please develop a Conservation Alternative to be 
analyzed in the draft environmental impact statement that would 



upgrade the legal status of the reintroduced Mexican wolves from 
their current "experimental non-essential" standing to a fully 
protected endangered status. 
 
Please do not include any alternative for analysis that would 
increase take of wolves, set any limits on wolf numbers, 
restrict their movements, or in any other respect infringe on 
the potential of establishing additional Mexican wolf 
populations, one of which is already called for in the 1982 
Mexican Wolf Recovery Plan and more of which will likely be 
required in a future revision of that plan. 
 
The Conservation Alternative should include the following 
provisions: 
 
1) Allow release of wolves from the captive breeding population 
directly into New Mexico. This is particularly important to 
enable the Fish and Wildlife Service to release genetically 
valuable animals into areas in which no wolf packs have 
established territories. 
2) Allow wolves to roam freely outside the boundaries of the 
Blue Range 
Wolf Recovery Area and not be geographically constrained by any 
other politically derived restrictions - just as other 
endangered species are allowed free movement. 
3) Require livestock owners using public lands to remove or 
render inedible the carcasses of non-wolf-killed stock so as to 
prevent wolves from being attracted to areas where domestic 
animals are vulnerable and habituating to preying on stock. This 
could be accomplished, at least in part, by holding blameless 
for subsequent depredations any wolf that has scavenged on dead 
livestock - and protecting such wolves from any governmental or 
private "take" or predator control. 
4) Authorize release of wolves into the White Sands Wolf 
Recovery Area, which is just a few dozen miles to the east of 
the Blue Range Wolf Recovery Area. White Sands has already been 
analyzed for its suitability for wolves and could serve as a 
home for genetically valuable wolves that might not otherwise be 
released. White Sands has only been found "unsuitable" if wolves 
are required to stay within its boundaries, but as part of a 
population that interacts with wolves in the Gila, it would 
serve an important role. 
 
Thank you for your consideration. 
 
 
Sincerely, 
V Moran 
POB 2858 
Grass Valley, CA 95945 
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Dr. Brian Millsap, State Administrator, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service 
NM 
 
Dear Dr. U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, 
 
The opportunity to comment on the rule-change for managing 
reintroduced Mexican gray wolves comes not a moment too soon. 
Fish and Wildlife Service management, with its heavy reliance on 
predator control targeting the wolves, has suppressed the wolf 
population and contributed to inbreeding. The solution must 
comply with the conservation mandate of the Endangered Species 
Act and not allow loss of wolves - from any and all sources, 
including government take and illegal poaching - to keep the 
population from rapid growth and genetic rescue. 
 
To this end, please develop a Conservation Alternative to be 
analyzed in the draft environmental impact statement that would 



upgrade the legal status of the reintroduced Mexican wolves from 
their current "experimental non-essential" standing to a fully 
protected endangered status. 
 
Please do not include any alternative for analysis that would 
increase take of wolves, set any limits on wolf numbers, 
restrict their movements, or in any other respect infringe on 
the potential of establishing additional Mexican wolf 
populations, one of which is already called for in the 1982 
Mexican Wolf Recovery Plan and more of which will likely be 
required in a future revision of that plan. 
 
The Conservation Alternative should include the following 
provisions: 
 
1) Allow release of wolves from the captive breeding population 
directly into New Mexico. This is particularly important to 
enable the Fish and Wildlife Service to release genetically 
valuable animals into areas in which no wolf packs have 
established territories. 
2) Allow wolves to roam freely outside the boundaries of the 
Blue Range 
Wolf Recovery Area and not be geographically constrained by any 
other politically derived restrictions - just as other 
endangered species are allowed free movement. 
3) Require livestock owners using public lands to remove or 
render inedible the carcasses of non-wolf-killed stock so as to 
prevent wolves from being attracted to areas where domestic 
animals are vulnerable and habituating to preying on stock. This 
could be accomplished, at least in part, by holding blameless 
for subsequent depredations any wolf that has scavenged on dead 
livestock - and protecting such wolves from any governmental or 
private "take" or predator control. 
4) Authorize release of wolves into the White Sands Wolf 
Recovery Area, which is just a few dozen miles to the east of 
the Blue Range Wolf Recovery Area. White Sands has already been 
analyzed for its suitability for wolves and could serve as a 
home for genetically valuable wolves that might not otherwise be 
released. White Sands has only been found "unsuitable" if wolves 
are required to stay within its boundaries, but as part of a 
population that interacts with wolves in the Gila, it would 
serve an important role. 
 
Thank you for your consideration. 
 
 
Sincerely, 
Marcy Morris 
207 Peak Dr. 
Brooksville, FL 34601 
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Dr. Brian Millsap, State Administrator, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service 
NM 
 
Dear Dr. U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, 
 
The opportunity to comment on the rule-change for managing 
reintroduced Mexican gray wolves comes not a moment too soon. 
Fish and Wildlife Service management, with its heavy reliance on 
predator control targeting the wolves, has suppressed the wolf 
population and contributed to inbreeding. The solution must 
comply with the conservation mandate of the Endangered Species 
Act and not allow loss of wolves - from any and all sources, 
including government take and illegal poaching - to keep the 
population from rapid growth and genetic rescue. 
 
To this end, please develop a Conservation Alternative to be 
analyzed in the draft environmental impact statement that would 



upgrade the legal status of the reintroduced Mexican wolves from 
their current "experimental non-essential" standing to a fully 
protected endangered status. 
 
Please do not include any alternative for analysis that would 
increase take of wolves, set any limits on wolf numbers, 
restrict their movements, or in any other respect infringe on 
the potential of establishing additional Mexican wolf 
populations, one of which is already called for in the 1982 
Mexican Wolf Recovery Plan and more of which will likely be 
required in a future revision of that plan. 
 
The Conservation Alternative should include the following 
provisions: 
 
1) Allow release of wolves from the captive breeding population 
directly into New Mexico. This is particularly important to 
enable the Fish and Wildlife Service to release genetically 
valuable animals into areas in which no wolf packs have 
established territories. 
2) Allow wolves to roam freely outside the boundaries of the 
Blue Range 
Wolf Recovery Area and not be geographically constrained by any 
other politically derived restrictions - just as other 
endangered species are allowed free movement. 
3) Require livestock owners using public lands to remove or 
render inedible the carcasses of non-wolf-killed stock so as to 
prevent wolves from being attracted to areas where domestic 
animals are vulnerable and habituating to preying on stock. This 
could be accomplished, at least in part, by holding blameless 
for subsequent depredations any wolf that has scavenged on dead 
livestock - and protecting such wolves from any governmental or 
private "take" or predator control. 
4) Authorize release of wolves into the White Sands Wolf 
Recovery Area, which is just a few dozen miles to the east of 
the Blue Range Wolf Recovery Area. White Sands has already been 
analyzed for its suitability for wolves and could serve as a 
home for genetically valuable wolves that might not otherwise be 
released. White Sands has only been found "unsuitable" if wolves 
are required to stay within its boundaries, but as part of a 
population that interacts with wolves in the Gila, it would 
serve an important role. 
 
Thank you for your consideration. 
 
 
Sincerely, 
sunday alcorn 
2021 oriole street 
slidell, LA 70460 
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Dr. Brian Millsap, State Administrator, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service 
NM 
 
Dear Dr. U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, 
 
The opportunity to comment on the rule-change for managing 
reintroduced Mexican gray wolves comes not a moment too soon. 
Fish and Wildlife Service management, with its heavy reliance on 
predator control targeting the wolves, has suppressed the wolf 
population and contributed to inbreeding. The solution must 
comply with the conservation mandate of the Endangered Species 
Act and not allow loss of wolves - from any and all sources, 
including government take and illegal poaching - to keep the 
population from rapid growth and genetic rescue. 
 
To this end, please develop a Conservation Alternative to be 
analyzed in the draft environmental impact statement that would 



upgrade the legal status of the reintroduced Mexican wolves from 
their current "experimental non-essential" standing to a fully 
protected endangered status. 
 
Please do not include any alternative for analysis that would 
increase take of wolves, set any limits on wolf numbers, 
restrict their movements, or in any other respect infringe on 
the potential of establishing additional Mexican wolf 
populations, one of which is already called for in the 1982 
Mexican Wolf Recovery Plan and more of which will likely be 
required in a future revision of that plan. 
 
The Conservation Alternative should include the following 
provisions: 
 
1) Allow release of wolves from the captive breeding population 
directly into New Mexico. This is particularly important to 
enable the Fish and Wildlife Service to release genetically 
valuable animals into areas in which no wolf packs have 
established territories. 
2) Allow wolves to roam freely outside the boundaries of the 
Blue Range 
Wolf Recovery Area and not be geographically constrained by any 
other politically derived restrictions - just as other 
endangered species are allowed free movement. 
3) Require livestock owners using public lands to remove or 
render inedible the carcasses of non-wolf-killed stock so as to 
prevent wolves from being attracted to areas where domestic 
animals are vulnerable and habituating to preying on stock. This 
could be accomplished, at least in part, by holding blameless 
for subsequent depredations any wolf that has scavenged on dead 
livestock - and protecting such wolves from any governmental or 
private "take" or predator control. 
4) Authorize release of wolves into the White Sands Wolf 
Recovery Area, which is just a few dozen miles to the east of 
the Blue Range Wolf Recovery Area. White Sands has already been 
analyzed for its suitability for wolves and could serve as a 
home for genetically valuable wolves that might not otherwise be 
released. White Sands has only been found "unsuitable" if wolves 
are required to stay within its boundaries, but as part of a 
population that interacts with wolves in the Gila, it would 
serve an important role. 
 
Thank you for your consideration. 
 
 
Sincerely, 
Mike Breslow 
2114 W. Grant Road 
# 77 
Tucson, AZ 85745 
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Dec 28, 2007 
 
Brian Millsap 
 
Dear  Millsap, 
 
As a supporter of scientifically sound wildlife management who 
understands the value wolves can bring to ecosystems, I am writing to 
urge you to take a more balanced approach to Mexican wolf recovery 
efforts in the Southwest. 



 
After ten years of reintroduction efforts, there are fewer than 60 
wolves in the wild lands of the Southwest, more than 40 short of the 
reintroduction goal of establishing 102 wolves in the wild by 2006. 
 
Mexican wolves are one of the most endangered animals in the world and 
 
play an important role in restoring balance to Southwest forests.  But 
despite these facts, the Service hasn't made much progress in 
restoring them. 
 
There are millions of acres of public land in the Southwest where 
wolves could thrive, but Mexican wolves continue to be confined to a 
much smaller, politically defined recovery area.  The rules as they 
stand do not live up to the promise of the Endangered Species Act. 
 
As one of 900,000 members and supporters of Defenders of Wildlife, I 
am asking you to make the following changes in the reintroduction 
rule. 
 
First, "uplist" the Mexican wolf to Experimental Essential 
status.  This will preserve the management flexibility of the rule, 
but require that other agencies consult about impacts on wolves. 
 
Second, allow the wolves to disperse beyond the recovery area, and to 
be released where biologists say is best. 
 
Third, don't limit wolf numbers, or allow any new reasons to kill them 
and ensure that any authorized removals take into account individual 
wolves' genetic value, the size and health of the population, the 
number of breeding pairs, and whether progress toward recovery is 
being made. 
 
I am confident that if you make all of these changes, the Mexican gray 
wolf recovery program will get back on track and these wolves will 
have a real chance at recovery in the wild lands of the Southwest. 
 
Thank you for considering my viewpoints on this incredibly important 
matter. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Miss Michelle Junkermeier 
1925 W Adobe Dr 
Phoenix, AZ 85027-2006 
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Dec 28, 2007 
 
Brian Millsap 
 
Dear  Millsap, 
 
As a supporter of scientifically sound wildlife management who 
understands the value wolves can bring to ecosystems, I am writing to 
urge you to take a more balanced approach to Mexican wolf recovery 



efforts in the Southwest. 
 
After ten years of reintroduction efforts, there are fewer than 60 
wolves in the wild lands of the Southwest, more than 40 short of the 
reintroduction goal of establishing 102 wolves in the wild by 2006. 
 
Mexican wolves are one of the most endangered animals in the world and 
 
play an important role in restoring balance to Southwest forests.  But 
despite these facts, the Service hasn't made much progress in 
restoring them. 
 
There are millions of acres of public land in the Southwest where 
wolves could thrive, but Mexican wolves continue to be confined to a 
much smaller, politically defined recovery area.  The rules as they 
stand do not live up to the promise of the Endangered Species Act. 
 
As one of 900,000 members and supporters of Defenders of Wildlife, I 
am asking you to make the following changes in the reintroduction 
rule. 
 
First, "uplist" the Mexican wolf to Experimental Essential 
status.  This will preserve the management flexibility of the rule, 
but require that other agencies consult about impacts on wolves. 
 
Second, allow the wolves to disperse beyond the recovery area, and to 
be released where biologists say is best. 
 
Third, don't limit wolf numbers, or allow any new reasons to kill them 
and ensure that any authorized removals take into account individual 
wolves' genetic value, the size and health of the population, the 
number of breeding pairs, and whether progress toward recovery is 
being made. 
 
I am confident that if you make all of these changes, the Mexican gray 
wolf recovery program will get back on track and these wolves will 
have a real chance at recovery in the wild lands of the Southwest. 
 
Thank you for considering my viewpoints on this incredibly important 
matter. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Ms. Melanie Mangels 
1625 NE Club House Dr Apt 302 
North Kansas City, MO 64116-3110 
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Dec 28, 2007 
 
Brian Millsap 
 
Dear  Millsap, 
 
As a supporter of scientifically sound wildlife management who 
understands the value wolves can bring to ecosystems, I am writing to 
urge you to take a more balanced approach to Mexican wolf recovery 
efforts in the Southwest. 



 
After ten years of reintroduction efforts, there are fewer than 60 
wolves in the wild lands of the Southwest, more than 40 short of the 
reintroduction goal of establishing 102 wolves in the wild by 2006. 
 
Mexican wolves are one of the most endangered animals in the world and 
 
play an important role in restoring balance to Southwest forests.  But 
despite these facts, the Service hasn't made much progress in 
restoring them. 
 
There are millions of acres of public land in the Southwest where 
wolves could thrive, but Mexican wolves continue to be confined to a 
much smaller, politically defined recovery area.  The rules as they 
stand do not live up to the promise of the Endangered Species Act. 
 
As one of 900,000 members and supporters of Defenders of Wildlife, I 
am asking you to make the following changes in the reintroduction 
rule. 
 
First, "uplist" the Mexican wolf to Experimental Essential 
status.  This will preserve the management flexibility of the rule, 
but require that other agencies consult about impacts on wolves. 
 
Second, allow the wolves to disperse beyond the recovery area, and to 
be released where biologists say is best. 
 
Third, don't limit wolf numbers, or allow any new reasons to kill them 
and ensure that any authorized removals take into account individual 
wolves' genetic value, the size and health of the population, the 
number of breeding pairs, and whether progress toward recovery is 
being made. 
 
I am confident that if you make all of these changes, the Mexican gray 
wolf recovery program will get back on track and these wolves will 
have a real chance at recovery in the wild lands of the Southwest. 
 
Thank you for considering my viewpoints on this incredibly important 
matter. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Ms. Tara Grey 
9 Camino Sudeste 
Santa Fe, NM 87508-9344 
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Dec 28, 2007 
 
Brian Millsap 
 
Dear  Millsap, 
 
As a supporter of scientifically sound wildlife management who 
understands the value wolves can bring to ecosystems, I am writing to 
urge you to take a more balanced approach to Mexican wolf recovery 
efforts in the Southwest. 



 
After ten years of reintroduction efforts, there are fewer than 60 
wolves in the wild lands of the Southwest, more than 40 short of the 
reintroduction goal of establishing 102 wolves in the wild by 2006. 
 
Mexican wolves are one of the most endangered animals in the world and 
 
play an important role in restoring balance to Southwest forests.  But 
despite these facts, the Service hasn't made much progress in 
restoring them. 
 
There are millions of acres of public land in the Southwest where 
wolves could thrive, but Mexican wolves continue to be confined to a 
much smaller, politically defined recovery area.  The rules as they 
stand do not live up to the promise of the Endangered Species Act. 
 
As one of 900,000 members and supporters of Defenders of Wildlife, I 
am asking you to make the following changes in the reintroduction 
rule. 
 
First, "uplist" the Mexican wolf to Experimental Essential 
status.  This will preserve the management flexibility of the rule, 
but require that other agencies consult about impacts on wolves. 
 
Second, allow the wolves to disperse beyond the recovery area, and to 
be released where biologists say is best. 
 
Third, don't limit wolf numbers, or allow any new reasons to kill them 
and ensure that any authorized removals take into account individual 
wolves' genetic value, the size and health of the population, the 
number of breeding pairs, and whether progress toward recovery is 
being made. 
 
I am confident that if you make all of these changes, the Mexican gray 
wolf recovery program will get back on track and these wolves will 
have a real chance at recovery in the wild lands of the Southwest. 
 
Thank you for considering my viewpoints on this incredibly important 
matter. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Mr. Craig Walker 
455 S Mesa Dr 
Mesa, AZ 85210-2500 
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Dec 28, 2007 
 
Brian Millsap 
 
Dear  Millsap, 
 
As a supporter of scientifically sound wildlife management who 
understands the value wolves can bring to ecosystems, I am writing to 
urge you to take a more balanced approach to Mexican wolf recovery 
efforts in the Southwest. 



 
After ten years of reintroduction efforts, there are fewer than 60 
wolves in the wild lands of the Southwest, more than 40 short of the 
reintroduction goal of establishing 102 wolves in the wild by 2006. 
 
Mexican wolves are one of the most endangered animals in the world and 
 
play an important role in restoring balance to Southwest forests.  But 
despite these facts, the Service hasn't made much progress in 
restoring them. 
 
There are millions of acres of public land in the Southwest where 
wolves could thrive, but Mexican wolves continue to be confined to a 
much smaller, politically defined recovery area.  The rules as they 
stand do not live up to the promise of the Endangered Species Act. 
 
As one of 900,000 members and supporters of Defenders of Wildlife, I 
am asking you to make the following changes in the reintroduction 
rule. 
 
First, "uplist" the Mexican wolf to Experimental Essential 
status.  This will preserve the management flexibility of the rule, 
but require that other agencies consult about impacts on wolves. 
 
Second, allow the wolves to disperse beyond the recovery area, and to 
be released where biologists say is best. 
 
Third, don't limit wolf numbers, or allow any new reasons to kill them 
and ensure that any authorized removals take into account individual 
wolves' genetic value, the size and health of the population, the 
number of breeding pairs, and whether progress toward recovery is 
being made. 
 
I am confident that if you make all of these changes, the Mexican gray 
wolf recovery program will get back on track and these wolves will 
have a real chance at recovery in the wild lands of the Southwest. 
 
Thank you for considering my viewpoints on this incredibly important 
matter. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Mrs. Kathryn Richardson 
PO Box 638 
Eagar, AZ 85925-0638 
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Dec 28, 2007 
 
Brian Millsap 
 
Dear  Millsap, 
 
As a supporter of scientifically sound wildlife management who 
understands the value wolves can bring to ecosystems, I am writing to 
urge you to take a more balanced approach to Mexican wolf recovery 
efforts in the Southwest. 



 
After ten years of reintroduction efforts, there are fewer than 60 
wolves in the wild lands of the Southwest, more than 40 short of the 
reintroduction goal of establishing 102 wolves in the wild by 2006. 
 
Mexican wolves are one of the most endangered animals in the world and 
 
play an important role in restoring balance to Southwest forests.  But 
despite these facts, the Service hasn't made much progress in 
restoring them. 
 
There are millions of acres of public land in the Southwest where 
wolves could thrive, but Mexican wolves continue to be confined to a 
much smaller, politically defined recovery area.  The rules as they 
stand do not live up to the promise of the Endangered Species Act. 
 
As one of 900,000 members and supporters of Defenders of Wildlife, I 
am asking you to make the following changes in the reintroduction 
rule. 
 
First, "uplist" the Mexican wolf to Experimental Essential 
status.  This will preserve the management flexibility of the rule, 
but require that other agencies consult about impacts on wolves. 
 
Second, allow the wolves to disperse beyond the recovery area, and to 
be released where biologists say is best. 
 
Third, don't limit wolf numbers, or allow any new reasons to kill them 
and ensure that any authorized removals take into account individual 
wolves' genetic value, the size and health of the population, the 
number of breeding pairs, and whether progress toward recovery is 
being made. 
 
I am confident that if you make all of these changes, the Mexican gray 
wolf recovery program will get back on track and these wolves will 
have a real chance at recovery in the wild lands of the Southwest. 
 
Thank you for considering my viewpoints on this incredibly important 
matter. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Ms. Melanie Mangels 
1625 NE Club House Dr Apt 302 
North Kansas City, MO 64116-3110 
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Dec 28, 2007 
 
Brian Millsap 
 
Dear  Millsap, 
 
As a supporter of scientifically sound wildlife management who 
understands the value wolves can bring to ecosystems, I am writing to 
urge you to take a more balanced approach to Mexican wolf recovery 
efforts in the Southwest. 



 
After ten years of reintroduction efforts, there are fewer than 60 
wolves in the wild lands of the Southwest, more than 40 short of the 
reintroduction goal of establishing 102 wolves in the wild by 2006. 
 
Mexican wolves are one of the most endangered animals in the world and 
 
play an important role in restoring balance to Southwest forests.  But 
despite these facts, the Service hasn't made much progress in 
restoring them. 
 
There are millions of acres of public land in the Southwest where 
wolves could thrive, but Mexican wolves continue to be confined to a 
much smaller, politically defined recovery area.  The rules as they 
stand do not live up to the promise of the Endangered Species Act. 
 
As one of 900,000 members and supporters of Defenders of Wildlife, I 
am asking you to make the following changes in the reintroduction 
rule. 
 
First, "uplist" the Mexican wolf to Experimental Essential 
status.  This will preserve the management flexibility of the rule, 
but require that other agencies consult about impacts on wolves. 
 
Second, allow the wolves to disperse beyond the recovery area, and to 
be released where biologists say is best. 
 
Third, don't limit wolf numbers, or allow any new reasons to kill them 
and ensure that any authorized removals take into account individual 
wolves' genetic value, the size and health of the population, the 
number of breeding pairs, and whether progress toward recovery is 
being made. 
 
I am confident that if you make all of these changes, the Mexican gray 
wolf recovery program will get back on track and these wolves will 
have a real chance at recovery in the wild lands of the Southwest. 
 
Thank you for considering my viewpoints on this incredibly important 
matter. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Ms. Sarah Brownrigg 
4821 Solecito Cir 
Santa Fe, NM 87507-2780 
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Dear State Administrator Millsap, 
  
I am writing you today to submit my comments regarding the future of  
Mexican gray wolves in Arizona and New Mexico.  As a resident of 
Arizona,  
I am concerned about the species' future and hope that whatever 
decision  
is reached will be one that is supportive of Mexican gray wolf recovery  
and propagation.  I fully support a plan that will ensure a bright 
future  
for wolf recovery in Arizona and New Mexico. 



  
Thank you for your time. 
  
Sincerely, 
  
Ms. Angela Froehlich 
12230 N 39th Way 
Phoenix, AZ 85032   
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These are my comments concerning saving the Mexican Wolf: 
  
1.  Wolves must be managed by highly successful professional science-
based  
wolf recovery plans. 
  
2.  There should be a moratorium on predator control. 
  
3.  End SOP13.  Every wolf must remain alive. 
  



4.  Recovery should have the highest priority.  Establish critical 
habitat  
for the wolves. 
  
5.  More research and monitoring of wolf populations should be done and  
more public education programs should be done.  
  
6.  Positive interactions with wolves would be excellent, especially in  
public schools. 
  
7.  People have an irrational fear of wolves, dogs and bees.  Far more  
dangerous are bears and mountain lions. 
  
8.  104 million livestock have been raised:  648 digestive-caused 
deaths.   
Dogs killed 22,000 and wolves killed only 4,400. 
  
9.  USFW's proposals and actions are based on politics.  This needs to  
stop!  They should be based on science or federal law. 
  
Thank you for your consideration. 
  
Sincerely, 
  
Judith L. Chase 
1500 Pacheco St. 
Santa Fe, NM 87505 
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Dr. Brian Millsap, State Administrator, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service 
NM 
 
Dear Dr. U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, 
 
Please develop a Conservation Alternative to be analyzed in the 
draft environmental impact statement that would upgrade the 
legal status of the reintroduced Mexican wolves from their 
current "experimental non-essential" standing to a fully 
protected endangered status. 
 
Please do not include any alternative for analysis that would 
increase take of wolves, set any limits on wolf numbers, 
restrict their movements, or in any other respect infringe on 
the potential of establishing additional Mexican wolf 
populations. 
 



The Conservation Alternative should include the following 
provisions: 
 
1) Allow release of wolves from the captive breeding population 
directly into New Mexico. This is particularly important to 
enable the Fish and Wildlife Service to release genetically 
valuable animals into areas in which no wolf packs have 
established territories. 
2) Allow wolves to roam freely outside the boundaries of the 
Blue Range Wolf Recovery Area. 
3) Require livestock owners using public lands to remove or 
render inedible the carcasses of non-wolf-killed stock so as to 
prevent wolves from being attracted to areas where domestic 
animals are vulnerable and habituating to preying on stock. This 
could be accomplished, at least in part, by holding blameless 
for subsequent depredations any wolf that has scavenged on dead 
livestock - and protecting such wolves from any governmental or 
private "take" or predator control. 
4) Authorize release of wolves into the White Sands Wolf 
Recovery Area, which is just a few dozen miles to the east of 
the Blue Range Wolf Recovery Area. White Sands has only been 
found "unsuitable" if wolves are required to stay within its 
boundaries, but as part of a population that interacts with 
wolves in the Gila, it would serve an important role. 
 
Thank you for your consideration. 
 
 
Sincerely, 
LINDA KURTZ 
2150 FOSS CT 
ANN ARBOR, MI 48103 
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Dr. Brian Millsap, State Administrator, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service 
NM 
 
Dear Dr. U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, 
 
The opportunity to comment on the rule-change for managing 
reintroduced Mexican gray wolves comes not a moment too soon. 
Fish and Wildlife Service management, with its heavy reliance on 
predator control targeting the wolves, has suppressed the wolf 
population and contributed to inbreeding. The solution must 
comply with the conservation mandate of the Endangered Species 
Act and not allow loss of wolves - from any and all sources, 
including government take and illegal poaching - to keep the 
population from rapid growth and genetic rescue. 
 
To this end, please develop a Conservation Alternative to be 
analyzed in the draft environmental impact statement that would 



upgrade the legal status of the reintroduced Mexican wolves from 
their current "experimental non-essential" standing to a fully 
protected endangered status. 
 
Please do not include any alternative for analysis that would 
increase take of wolves, set any limits on wolf numbers, 
restrict their movements, or in any other respect infringe on 
the potential of establishing additional Mexican wolf 
populations, one of which is already called for in the 1982 
Mexican Wolf Recovery Plan and more of which will likely be 
required in a future revision of that plan. 
 
The Conservation Alternative should include the following 
provisions: 
 
1) Allow release of wolves from the captive breeding population 
directly into New Mexico. This is particularly important to 
enable the Fish and Wildlife Service to release genetically 
valuable animals into areas in which no wolf packs have 
established territories. 
2) Allow wolves to roam freely outside the boundaries of the 
Blue Range 
Wolf Recovery Area and not be geographically constrained by any 
other politically derived restrictions - just as other 
endangered species are allowed free movement. 
3) Require livestock owners using public lands to remove or 
render inedible the carcasses of non-wolf-killed stock so as to 
prevent wolves from being attracted to areas where domestic 
animals are vulnerable and habituating to preying on stock. This 
could be accomplished, at least in part, by holding blameless 
for subsequent depredations any wolf that has scavenged on dead 
livestock - and protecting such wolves from any governmental or 
private "take" or predator control. 
4) Authorize release of wolves into the White Sands Wolf 
Recovery Area, which is just a few dozen miles to the east of 
the Blue Range Wolf Recovery Area. White Sands has already been 
analyzed for its suitability for wolves and could serve as a 
home for genetically valuable wolves that might not otherwise be 
released. White Sands has only been found "unsuitable" if wolves 
are required to stay within its boundaries, but as part of a 
population that interacts with wolves in the Gila, it would 
serve an important role. 
 
Thank you for your consideration. 
 
 
Sincerely, 
Linda Morgan 
10 Cherrywood Court 
San Pablo, CA 94806 
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Dr. Brian Millsap, State Administrator, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service 
NM 
 
Dear Dr. U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, 
 
The opportunity to comment on the rule-change for managing 
reintroduced Mexican gray wolves comes not a moment too soon. 
Fish and Wildlife Service management, with its heavy reliance on 
predator control targeting the wolves, has suppressed the wolf 
population and contributed to inbreeding. The solution must 
comply with the conservation mandate of the Endangered Species 
Act and not allow loss of wolves - from any and all sources, 
including government take and illegal poaching - to keep the 
population from rapid growth and genetic rescue. 
 
To this end, please develop a Conservation Alternative to be 
analyzed in the draft environmental impact statement that would 



upgrade the legal status of the reintroduced Mexican wolves from 
their current "experimental non-essential" standing to a fully 
protected endangered status. 
 
Please do not include any alternative for analysis that would 
increase take of wolves, set any limits on wolf numbers, 
restrict their movements, or in any other respect infringe on 
the potential of establishing additional Mexican wolf 
populations, one of which is already called for in the 1982 
Mexican Wolf Recovery Plan and more of which will likely be 
required in a future revision of that plan. 
 
The Conservation Alternative should include the following 
provisions: 
 
1) Allow release of wolves from the captive breeding population 
directly into New Mexico. This is particularly important to 
enable the Fish and Wildlife Service to release genetically 
valuable animals into areas in which no wolf packs have 
established territories. 
2) Allow wolves to roam freely outside the boundaries of the 
Blue Range 
Wolf Recovery Area and not be geographically constrained by any 
other politically derived restrictions - just as other 
endangered species are allowed free movement. 
3) Require livestock owners using public lands to remove or 
render inedible the carcasses of non-wolf-killed stock so as to 
prevent wolves from being attracted to areas where domestic 
animals are vulnerable and habituating to preying on stock. This 
could be accomplished, at least in part, by holding blameless 
for subsequent depredations any wolf that has scavenged on dead 
livestock - and protecting such wolves from any governmental or 
private "take" or predator control. 
4) Authorize release of wolves into the White Sands Wolf 
Recovery Area, which is just a few dozen miles to the east of 
the Blue Range Wolf Recovery Area. White Sands has already been 
analyzed for its suitability for wolves and could serve as a 
home for genetically valuable wolves that might not otherwise be 
released. White Sands has only been found "unsuitable" if wolves 
are required to stay within its boundaries, but as part of a 
population that interacts with wolves in the Gila, it would 
serve an important role. 
 
Thank you for your consideration. 
 
 
Sincerely, 
Natalie Goldstein 
3 Deputron Hollow Rd 
Brooktondale, NY 14817 
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Dr. Brian Millsap, State Administrator, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service 
NM 
 
Dear Dr. U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, 
 
The opportunity to comment on the rule-change for managing 
reintroduced Mexican gray wolves comes not a moment too soon. 
Fish and Wildlife Service management, with its heavy reliance on 
predator control targeting the wolves, has suppressed the wolf 
population and contributed to inbreeding. The solution must 
comply with the conservation mandate of the Endangered Species 
Act and not allow loss of wolves - from any and all sources, 
including government take and illegal poaching - to keep the 
population from rapid growth and genetic rescue. 
 
To this end, please develop a Conservation Alternative to be 
analyzed in the draft environmental impact statement that would 



upgrade the legal status of the reintroduced Mexican wolves from 
their current "experimental non-essential" standing to a fully 
protected endangered status. 
 
Please do not include any alternative for analysis that would 
increase take of wolves, set any limits on wolf numbers, 
restrict their movements, or in any other respect infringe on 
the potential of establishing additional Mexican wolf 
populations, one of which is already called for in the 1982 
Mexican Wolf Recovery Plan and more of which will likely be 
required in a future revision of that plan. 
 
The Conservation Alternative should include the following 
provisions: 
 
1) Allow release of wolves from the captive breeding population 
directly into New Mexico. This is particularly important to 
enable the Fish and Wildlife Service to release genetically 
valuable animals into areas in which no wolf packs have 
established territories. 
2) Allow wolves to roam freely outside the boundaries of the 
Blue Range 
Wolf Recovery Area and not be geographically constrained by any 
other politically derived restrictions - just as other 
endangered species are allowed free movement. 
3) Require livestock owners using public lands to remove or 
render inedible the carcasses of non-wolf-killed stock so as to 
prevent wolves from being attracted to areas where domestic 
animals are vulnerable and habituating to preying on stock. This 
could be accomplished, at least in part, by holding blameless 
for subsequent depredations any wolf that has scavenged on dead 
livestock - and protecting such wolves from any governmental or 
private "take" or predator control. 
4) Authorize release of wolves into the White Sands Wolf 
Recovery Area, which is just a few dozen miles to the east of 
the Blue Range Wolf Recovery Area. White Sands has already been 
analyzed for its suitability for wolves and could serve as a 
home for genetically valuable wolves that might not otherwise be 
released. White Sands has only been found "unsuitable" if wolves 
are required to stay within its boundaries, but as part of a 
population that interacts with wolves in the Gila, it would 
serve an important role. 
 
Thank you for your consideration. 
 
 
Sincerely, 
Mary McAlinden 
"151, Lynne Street" 
Van Buren, ME 04785 
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Dr. Brian Millsap, State Administrator, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service 
NM 
 
Dear Dr. U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, 
 
The opportunity to comment on the rule-change for managing 
reintroduced Mexican gray wolves comes not a moment too soon. 
Fish and Wildlife Service management, with its heavy reliance on 
predator control targeting the wolves, has suppressed the wolf 
population and contributed to inbreeding. The solution must 
comply with the conservation mandate of the Endangered Species 
Act and not allow loss of wolves - from any and all sources, 
including government take and illegal poaching - to keep the 
population from rapid growth and genetic rescue. 
 
To this end, please develop a Conservation Alternative to be 
analyzed in the draft environmental impact statement that would 



upgrade the legal status of the reintroduced Mexican wolves from 
their current "experimental non-essential" standing to a fully 
protected endangered status. 
 
Please do not include any alternative for analysis that would 
increase take of wolves, set any limits on wolf numbers, 
restrict their movements, or in any other respect infringe on 
the potential of establishing additional Mexican wolf 
populations, one of which is already called for in the 1982 
Mexican Wolf Recovery Plan and more of which will likely be 
required in a future revision of that plan. 
 
The Conservation Alternative should include the following 
provisions: 
 
1) Allow release of wolves from the captive breeding population 
directly into New Mexico. This is particularly important to 
enable the Fish and Wildlife Service to release genetically 
valuable animals into areas in which no wolf packs have 
established territories. 
2) Allow wolves to roam freely outside the boundaries of the 
Blue Range 
Wolf Recovery Area and not be geographically constrained by any 
other politically derived restrictions - just as other 
endangered species are allowed free movement. 
3) Require livestock owners using public lands to remove or 
render inedible the carcasses of non-wolf-killed stock so as to 
prevent wolves from being attracted to areas where domestic 
animals are vulnerable and habituating to preying on stock. This 
could be accomplished, at least in part, by holding blameless 
for subsequent depredations any wolf that has scavenged on dead 
livestock - and protecting such wolves from any governmental or 
private "take" or predator control. 
4) Authorize release of wolves into the White Sands Wolf 
Recovery Area, which is just a few dozen miles to the east of 
the Blue Range Wolf Recovery Area. White Sands has already been 
analyzed for its suitability for wolves and could serve as a 
home for genetically valuable wolves that might not otherwise be 
released. White Sands has only been found "unsuitable" if wolves 
are required to stay within its boundaries, but as part of a 
population that interacts with wolves in the Gila, it would 
serve an important role. 
 
Thank you for your consideration. 
 
 
Sincerely, 
Kelly Valencia 
631 Mega Dr 
Duncan, SC 29334 
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Dr. Brian Millsap, State Administrator, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service 
NM 
 
Dear Dr. U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, 
 
The opportunity to comment on the rule-change for managing 
reintroduced Mexican gray wolves comes not a moment too soon. 
Fish and Wildlife Service management, with its heavy reliance on 
predator control targeting the wolves, has suppressed the wolf 
population and contributed to inbreeding. The solution must 
comply with the conservation mandate of the Endangered Species 
Act and not allow loss of wolves - from any and all sources, 
including government take and illegal poaching - to keep the 
population from rapid growth and genetic rescue. 
 
To this end, please develop a Conservation Alternative to be 
analyzed in the draft environmental impact statement that would 



upgrade the legal status of the reintroduced Mexican wolves from 
their current "experimental non-essential" standing to a fully 
protected endangered status. 
 
Please do not include any alternative for analysis that would 
increase take of wolves, set any limits on wolf numbers, 
restrict their movements, or in any other respect infringe on 
the potential of establishing additional Mexican wolf 
populations, one of which is already called for in the 1982 
Mexican Wolf Recovery Plan and more of which will likely be 
required in a future revision of that plan. 
 
The Conservation Alternative should include the following 
provisions: 
 
1) Allow release of wolves from the captive breeding population 
directly into New Mexico. This is particularly important to 
enable the Fish and Wildlife Service to release genetically 
valuable animals into areas in which no wolf packs have 
established territories. 
2) Allow wolves to roam freely outside the boundaries of the 
Blue Range 
Wolf Recovery Area and not be geographically constrained by any 
other politically derived restrictions - just as other 
endangered species are allowed free movement. 
3) Require livestock owners using public lands to remove or 
render inedible the carcasses of non-wolf-killed stock so as to 
prevent wolves from being attracted to areas where domestic 
animals are vulnerable and habituating to preying on stock. This 
could be accomplished, at least in part, by holding blameless 
for subsequent depredations any wolf that has scavenged on dead 
livestock - and protecting such wolves from any governmental or 
private "take" or predator control. 
4) Authorize release of wolves into the White Sands Wolf 
Recovery Area, which is just a few dozen miles to the east of 
the Blue Range Wolf Recovery Area. White Sands has already been 
analyzed for its suitability for wolves and could serve as a 
home for genetically valuable wolves that might not otherwise be 
released. White Sands has only been found "unsuitable" if wolves 
are required to stay within its boundaries, but as part of a 
population that interacts with wolves in the Gila, it would 
serve an important role. 
 
Thank you for your consideration. 
 
 
Sincerely, 
Brian Moehl 
230 Dewane Dr. 
El Cajon, CA 92020 
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Dr. Brian Millsap, State Administrator, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service 
NM 
 
Dear Dr. U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, 
 
The opportunity to comment on the rule-change for managing 
reintroduced Mexican gray wolves comes not a moment too soon. 
Fish and Wildlife Service management, with its heavy reliance on 
predator control targeting the wolves, has suppressed the wolf 
population and contributed to inbreeding. The solution must 
comply with the conservation mandate of the Endangered Species 
Act and not allow loss of wolves - from any and all sources, 
including government take and illegal poaching - to keep the 
population from rapid growth and genetic rescue. 
 
To this end, please develop a Conservation Alternative to be 



analyzed in the draft environmental impact statement that would 
upgrade the legal status of the reintroduced Mexican wolves from 
their current "experimental non-essential" standing to a fully 
protected endangered status. 
 
Please do not include any alternative for analysis that would 
increase take of wolves, set any limits on wolf numbers, 
restrict their movements, or in any other respect infringe on 
the potential of establishing additional Mexican wolf 
populations, one of which is already called for in the 1982 
Mexican Wolf Recovery Plan and more of which will likely be 
required in a future revision of that plan. 
 
The Conservation Alternative should include the following 
provisions: 
 
1) Allow release of wolves from the captive breeding population 
directly into New Mexico. This is particularly important to 
enable the Fish and Wildlife Service to release genetically 
valuable animals into areas in which no wolf packs have 
established territories. 
2) Allow wolves to roam freely outside the boundaries of the 
Blue Range 
Wolf Recovery Area and not be geographically constrained by any 
other politically derived restrictions - just as other 
endangered species are allowed free movement. 
3) Require livestock owners using public lands to remove or 
render inedible the carcasses of non-wolf-killed stock so as to 
prevent wolves from being attracted to areas where domestic 
animals are vulnerable and habituating to preying on stock. This 
could be accomplished, at least in part, by holding blameless 
for subsequent depredations any wolf that has scavenged on dead 
livestock - and protecting such wolves from any governmental or 
private "take" or predator control. 
4) Authorize release of wolves into the White Sands Wolf 
Recovery Area, which is just a few dozen miles to the east of 
the Blue Range Wolf Recovery Area. White Sands has already been 
analyzed for its suitability for wolves and could serve as a 
home for genetically valuable wolves that might not otherwise be 
released. White Sands has only been found "unsuitable" if wolves 
are required to stay within its boundaries, but as part of a 
population that interacts with wolves in the Gila, it would 
serve an important role. 
 
Thank you for your consideration. 
 
 
Sincerely, 
Shirley Puga 
101 N. Vulcan Avenue 
Encinitas, CA 92024 
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Dr. Brian Millsap, State Administrator, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service 
NM 
 
Dear Dr. U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, 
 
The opportunity to comment on the rule-change for managing 
reintroduced Mexican gray wolves comes not a moment too soon. 
Fish and Wildlife Service management, with its heavy reliance on 
predator control targeting the wolves, has suppressed the wolf 
population and contributed to inbreeding. The solution must 
comply with the conservation mandate of the Endangered Species 
Act and not allow loss of wolves - from any and all sources, 
including government take and illegal poaching - to keep the 
population from rapid growth and genetic rescue. 
 
To this end, please develop a Conservation Alternative to be 
analyzed in the draft environmental impact statement that would 



upgrade the legal status of the reintroduced Mexican wolves from 
their current "experimental non-essential" standing to a fully 
protected endangered status. 
 
Please do not include any alternative for analysis that would 
increase take of wolves, set any limits on wolf numbers, 
restrict their movements, or in any other respect infringe on 
the potential of establishing additional Mexican wolf 
populations, one of which is already called for in the 1982 
Mexican Wolf Recovery Plan and more of which will likely be 
required in a future revision of that plan. 
 
The Conservation Alternative should include the following 
provisions: 
 
1) Allow release of wolves from the captive breeding population 
directly into New Mexico. This is particularly important to 
enable the Fish and Wildlife Service to release genetically 
valuable animals into areas in which no wolf packs have 
established territories. 
2) Allow wolves to roam freely outside the boundaries of the 
Blue Range 
Wolf Recovery Area and not be geographically constrained by any 
other politically derived restrictions - just as other 
endangered species are allowed free movement. 
3) Require livestock owners using public lands to remove or 
render inedible the carcasses of non-wolf-killed stock so as to 
prevent wolves from being attracted to areas where domestic 
animals are vulnerable and habituating to preying on stock. This 
could be accomplished, at least in part, by holding blameless 
for subsequent depredations any wolf that has scavenged on dead 
livestock - and protecting such wolves from any governmental or 
private "take" or predator control. 
4) Authorize release of wolves into the White Sands Wolf 
Recovery Area, which is just a few dozen miles to the east of 
the Blue Range Wolf Recovery Area. White Sands has already been 
analyzed for its suitability for wolves and could serve as a 
home for genetically valuable wolves that might not otherwise be 
released. White Sands has only been found "unsuitable" if wolves 
are required to stay within its boundaries, but as part of a 
population that interacts with wolves in the Gila, it would 
serve an important role. 
 
Thank you for your consideration. 
 
 
Sincerely, 
Jim Notestine 
7721 E LESTER ST 
Tucson, AZ 85715 
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Dr. Brian Millsap, State Administrator, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service 
NM 
 
Dear Dr. U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, 
 
The opportunity to comment on the rule-change for managing 
reintroduced Mexican gray wolves comes not a moment too soon. 
Fish and Wildlife Service management, with its heavy reliance on 
predator control targeting the wolves, has suppressed the wolf 
population and contributed to inbreeding. The solution must 
comply with the conservation mandate of the Endangered Species 
Act and not allow loss of wolves - from any and all sources, 
including government take and illegal poaching - to keep the 
population from rapid growth and genetic rescue. 
 
To this end, please develop a Conservation Alternative to be 
analyzed in the draft environmental impact statement that would 



upgrade the legal status of the reintroduced Mexican wolves from 
their current "experimental non-essential" standing to a fully 
protected endangered status. 
 
Please do not include any alternative for analysis that would 
increase take of wolves, set any limits on wolf numbers, 
restrict their movements, or in any other respect infringe on 
the potential of establishing additional Mexican wolf 
populations, one of which is already called for in the 1982 
Mexican Wolf Recovery Plan and more of which will likely be 
required in a future revision of that plan. 
 
The Conservation Alternative should include the following 
provisions: 
 
1) Allow release of wolves from the captive breeding population 
directly into New Mexico. This is particularly important to 
enable the Fish and Wildlife Service to release genetically 
valuable animals into areas in which no wolf packs have 
established territories. 
2) Allow wolves to roam freely outside the boundaries of the 
Blue Range 
Wolf Recovery Area and not be geographically constrained by any 
other politically derived restrictions - just as other 
endangered species are allowed free movement. 
3) Require livestock owners using public lands to remove or 
render inedible the carcasses of non-wolf-killed stock so as to 
prevent wolves from being attracted to areas where domestic 
animals are vulnerable and habituating to preying on stock. This 
could be accomplished, at least in part, by holding blameless 
for subsequent depredations any wolf that has scavenged on dead 
livestock - and protecting such wolves from any governmental or 
private "take" or predator control. 
4) Authorize release of wolves into the White Sands Wolf 
Recovery Area, which is just a few dozen miles to the east of 
the Blue Range Wolf Recovery Area. White Sands has already been 
analyzed for its suitability for wolves and could serve as a 
home for genetically valuable wolves that might not otherwise be 
released. White Sands has only been found "unsuitable" if wolves 
are required to stay within its boundaries, but as part of a 
population that interacts with wolves in the Gila, it would 
serve an important role. 
 
Thank you for your consideration. 
 
 
Sincerely, 
Vincent Smith BSc(Hons) 
10 Church Road 
Pendeen, AL TR19 7SF 
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Dr. Brian Millsap, State Administrator, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service 
NM 
 
Dear Dr. U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, 
 
The opportunity to comment on the rule-change for managing 
reintroduced Mexican gray wolves comes not a moment too soon. 
Fish and Wildlife Service management, with its heavy reliance on 
predator control targeting the wolves, has suppressed the wolf 
population and contributed to inbreeding. The solution must 
comply with the conservation mandate of the Endangered Species 
Act and not allow loss of wolves - from any and all sources, 
including government take and illegal poaching - to keep the 
population from rapid growth and genetic rescue. 
 
To this end, please develop a Conservation Alternative to be 



analyzed in the draft environmental impact statement that would 
upgrade the legal status of the reintroduced Mexican wolves from 
their current "experimental non-essential" standing to a fully 
protected endangered status. 
 
Please do not include any alternative for analysis that would 
increase take of wolves, set any limits on wolf numbers, 
restrict their movements, or in any other respect infringe on 
the potential of establishing additional Mexican wolf 
populations, one of which is already called for in the 1982 
Mexican Wolf Recovery Plan and more of which will likely be 
required in a future revision of that plan. 
 
The Conservation Alternative should include the following 
provisions: 
 
1) Allow release of wolves from the captive breeding population 
directly into New Mexico. This is particularly important to 
enable the Fish and Wildlife Service to release genetically 
valuable animals into areas in which no wolf packs have 
established territories. 
2) Allow wolves to roam freely outside the boundaries of the 
Blue Range 
Wolf Recovery Area and not be geographically constrained by any 
other politically derived restrictions - just as other 
endangered species are allowed free movement. 
3) Require livestock owners using public lands to remove or 
render inedible the carcasses of non-wolf-killed stock so as to 
prevent wolves from being attracted to areas where domestic 
animals are vulnerable and habituating to preying on stock. This 
could be accomplished, at least in part, by holding blameless 
for subsequent depredations any wolf that has scavenged on dead 
livestock - and protecting such wolves from any governmental or 
private "take" or predator control. 
4) Authorize release of wolves into the White Sands Wolf 
Recovery Area, which is just a few dozen miles to the east of 
the Blue Range Wolf Recovery Area. White Sands has already been 
analyzed for its suitability for wolves and could serve as a 
home for genetically valuable wolves that might not otherwise be 
released. White Sands has only been found "unsuitable" if wolves 
are required to stay within its boundaries, but as part of a 
population that interacts with wolves in the Gila, it would 
serve an important role. 
 
Thank you for your consideration. 
 
 
Sincerely, 
Patricia Ross 
2418 Wilawana Rd. 
Elmira, NY 14901 
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Dr. Brian Millsap, State Administrator, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service 
NM 
 
Dear Dr. U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, 
 
The opportunity to comment on the rule-change for managing 
reintroduced Mexican gray wolves comes not a moment too soon. 
Fish and Wildlife Service management, with its heavy reliance on 
predator control targeting the wolves, has suppressed the wolf 
population and contributed to inbreeding. The solution must 
comply with the conservation mandate of the Endangered Species 
Act and not allow loss of wolves - from any and all sources, 
including government take and illegal poaching - to keep the 
population from rapid growth and genetic rescue. 
 
To this end, please develop a Conservation Alternative to be 
analyzed in the draft environmental impact statement that would 



upgrade the legal status of the reintroduced Mexican wolves from 
their current "experimental non-essential" standing to a fully 
protected endangered status. 
 
Please do not include any alternative for analysis that would 
increase take of wolves, set any limits on wolf numbers, 
restrict their movements, or in any other respect infringe on 
the potential of establishing additional Mexican wolf 
populations, one of which is already called for in the 1982 
Mexican Wolf Recovery Plan and more of which will likely be 
required in a future revision of that plan. 
 
The Conservation Alternative should include the following 
provisions: 
 
1) Allow release of wolves from the captive breeding population 
directly into New Mexico. This is particularly important to 
enable the Fish and Wildlife Service to release genetically 
valuable animals into areas in which no wolf packs have 
established territories. 
2) Allow wolves to roam freely outside the boundaries of the 
Blue Range 
Wolf Recovery Area and not be geographically constrained by any 
other politically derived restrictions - just as other 
endangered species are allowed free movement. 
3) Require livestock owners using public lands to remove or 
render inedible the carcasses of non-wolf-killed stock so as to 
prevent wolves from being attracted to areas where domestic 
animals are vulnerable and habituating to preying on stock. This 
could be accomplished, at least in part, by holding blameless 
for subsequent depredations any wolf that has scavenged on dead 
livestock - and protecting such wolves from any governmental or 
private "take" or predator control. 
4) Authorize release of wolves into the White Sands Wolf 
Recovery Area, which is just a few dozen miles to the east of 
the Blue Range Wolf Recovery Area. White Sands has already been 
analyzed for its suitability for wolves and could serve as a 
home for genetically valuable wolves that might not otherwise be 
released. White Sands has only been found "unsuitable" if wolves 
are required to stay within its boundaries, but as part of a 
population that interacts with wolves in the Gila, it would 
serve an important role. 
 
Thank you for your consideration. 
 
 
Sincerely, 
Frank Bartell 
1024 N. 5th St. 
Phila, PA 19123 
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Dr. Brian Millsap, State Administrator, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service 
NM 
 
Dear Dr. U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, 
 
The opportunity to comment on the rule-change for managing 
reintroduced Mexican gray wolves comes not a moment too soon. 
Fish and Wildlife Service management, with its heavy reliance on 
predator control targeting the wolves, has suppressed the wolf 
population and contributed to inbreeding. The solution must 
comply with the conservation mandate of the Endangered Species 
Act and not allow loss of wolves - from any and all sources, 
including government take and illegal poaching - to keep the 
population from rapid growth and genetic rescue. 
 
To this end, please develop a Conservation Alternative to be 
analyzed in the draft environmental impact statement that would 



upgrade the legal status of the reintroduced Mexican wolves from 
their current "experimental non-essential" standing to a fully 
protected endangered status. 
 
Please do not include any alternative for analysis that would 
increase take of wolves, set any limits on wolf numbers, 
restrict their movements, or in any other respect infringe on 
the potential of establishing additional Mexican wolf 
populations, one of which is already called for in the 1982 
Mexican Wolf Recovery Plan and more of which will likely be 
required in a future revision of that plan. 
 
The Conservation Alternative should include the following 
provisions: 
 
1) Allow release of wolves from the captive breeding population 
directly into New Mexico. This is particularly important to 
enable the Fish and Wildlife Service to release genetically 
valuable animals into areas in which no wolf packs have 
established territories. 
2) Allow wolves to roam freely outside the boundaries of the 
Blue Range 
Wolf Recovery Area and not be geographically constrained by any 
other politically derived restrictions - just as other 
endangered species are allowed free movement. 
3) Require livestock owners using public lands to remove or 
render inedible the carcasses of non-wolf-killed stock so as to 
prevent wolves from being attracted to areas where domestic 
animals are vulnerable and habituating to preying on stock. This 
could be accomplished, at least in part, by holding blameless 
for subsequent depredations any wolf that has scavenged on dead 
livestock - and protecting such wolves from any governmental or 
private "take" or predator control. 
4) Authorize release of wolves into the White Sands Wolf 
Recovery Area, which is just a few dozen miles to the east of 
the Blue Range Wolf Recovery Area. White Sands has already been 
analyzed for its suitability for wolves and could serve as a 
home for genetically valuable wolves that might not otherwise be 
released. White Sands has only been found "unsuitable" if wolves 
are required to stay within its boundaries, but as part of a 
population that interacts with wolves in the Gila, it would 
serve an important role. 
 
Thank you for your consideration. 
 
 
Sincerely, 
Robert Cardillo 
841 E. Carlson Street 
Cheyenne, WY 82009 
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Dr. Brian Millsap, State Administrator, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service 
NM 
 
Dear Dr. U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, 
 
The opportunity to comment on the rule-change for managing 
reintroduced Mexican gray wolves comes not a moment too soon. 
Fish and Wildlife Service management, with its heavy reliance on 
predator control targeting the wolves, has suppressed the wolf 
population and contributed to inbreeding. The solution must 
comply with the conservation mandate of the Endangered Species 
Act and not allow loss of wolves - from any and all sources, 
including government take and illegal poaching - to keep the 
population from rapid growth and genetic rescue. 
 
To this end, please develop a Conservation Alternative to be 
analyzed in the draft environmental impact statement that would 



upgrade the legal status of the reintroduced Mexican wolves from 
their current "experimental non-essential" standing to a fully 
protected endangered status. 
 
Please do not include any alternative for analysis that would 
increase take of wolves, set any limits on wolf numbers, 
restrict their movements, or in any other respect infringe on 
the potential of establishing additional Mexican wolf 
populations, one of which is already called for in the 1982 
Mexican Wolf Recovery Plan and more of which will likely be 
required in a future revision of that plan. 
 
The Conservation Alternative should include the following 
provisions: 
 
1) Allow release of wolves from the captive breeding population 
directly into New Mexico. This is particularly important to 
enable the Fish and Wildlife Service to release genetically 
valuable animals into areas in which no wolf packs have 
established territories. 
2) Allow wolves to roam freely outside the boundaries of the 
Blue Range 
Wolf Recovery Area and not be geographically constrained by any 
other politically derived restrictions - just as other 
endangered species are allowed free movement. 
3) Require livestock owners using public lands to remove or 
render inedible the carcasses of non-wolf-killed stock so as to 
prevent wolves from being attracted to areas where domestic 
animals are vulnerable and habituating to preying on stock. This 
could be accomplished, at least in part, by holding blameless 
for subsequent depredations any wolf that has scavenged on dead 
livestock - and protecting such wolves from any governmental or 
private "take" or predator control. 
4) Authorize release of wolves into the White Sands Wolf 
Recovery Area, which is just a few dozen miles to the east of 
the Blue Range Wolf Recovery Area. White Sands has already been 
analyzed for its suitability for wolves and could serve as a 
home for genetically valuable wolves that might not otherwise be 
released. White Sands has only been found "unsuitable" if wolves 
are required to stay within its boundaries, but as part of a 
population that interacts with wolves in the Gila, it would 
serve an important role. 
 
Thank you for your consideration. 
 
 
Sincerely, 
Sharlene Hinds 
2701 6th Ave 
Fort Worth, TX 76110-3010 
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Dr. Brian Millsap, State Administrator, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service 
NM 
 
Dear Dr. U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, 
 
The opportunity to comment on the rule-change for managing 
reintroduced Mexican gray wolves comes not a moment too soon. 
Fish and Wildlife Service management, with its heavy reliance on 
predator control targeting the wolves, has suppressed the wolf 
population and contributed to inbreeding. The solution must 
comply with the conservation mandate of the Endangered Species 
Act and not allow loss of wolves - from any and all sources, 
including government take and illegal poaching - to keep the 
population from rapid growth and genetic rescue. 
 
To this end, please develop a Conservation Alternative to be 
analyzed in the draft environmental impact statement that would 



upgrade the legal status of the reintroduced Mexican wolves from 
their current "experimental non-essential" standing to a fully 
protected endangered status. 
 
Please do not include any alternative for analysis that would 
increase take of wolves, set any limits on wolf numbers, 
restrict their movements, or in any other respect infringe on 
the potential of establishing additional Mexican wolf 
populations, one of which is already called for in the 1982 
Mexican Wolf Recovery Plan and more of which will likely be 
required in a future revision of that plan. 
 
The Conservation Alternative should include the following 
provisions: 
 
1) Allow release of wolves from the captive breeding population 
directly into New Mexico. This is particularly important to 
enable the Fish and Wildlife Service to release genetically 
valuable animals into areas in which no wolf packs have 
established territories. 
2) Allow wolves to roam freely outside the boundaries of the 
Blue Range 
Wolf Recovery Area and not be geographically constrained by any 
other politically derived restrictions - just as other 
endangered species are allowed free movement. 
3) Require livestock owners using public lands to remove or 
render inedible the carcasses of non-wolf-killed stock so as to 
prevent wolves from being attracted to areas where domestic 
animals are vulnerable and habituating to preying on stock. This 
could be accomplished, at least in part, by holding blameless 
for subsequent depredations any wolf that has scavenged on dead 
livestock - and protecting such wolves from any governmental or 
private "take" or predator control. 
4) Authorize release of wolves into the White Sands Wolf 
Recovery Area, which is just a few dozen miles to the east of 
the Blue Range Wolf Recovery Area. White Sands has already been 
analyzed for its suitability for wolves and could serve as a 
home for genetically valuable wolves that might not otherwise be 
released. White Sands has only been found "unsuitable" if wolves 
are required to stay within its boundaries, but as part of a 
population that interacts with wolves in the Gila, it would 
serve an important role. 
 
Thank you for your consideration. 
 
 
Sincerely, 
Bill Leikam 
530 Kendall Ave 
Palo Alto, CA 94306 
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Dr. Brian Millsap, State Administrator, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service 
NM 
 
Dear Dr. U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, 
 
The opportunity to comment on the rule-change for managing 
reintroduced Mexican gray wolves comes not a moment too soon. 
Fish and Wildlife Service management, with its heavy reliance on 
predator control targeting the wolves, has suppressed the wolf 
population and contributed to inbreeding. The solution must 
comply with the conservation mandate of the Endangered Species 
Act and not allow loss of wolves - from any and all sources, 
including government take and illegal poaching - to keep the 
population from rapid growth and genetic rescue. 
 
To this end, please develop a Conservation Alternative to be 
analyzed in the draft environmental impact statement that would 



upgrade the legal status of the reintroduced Mexican wolves from 
their current "experimental non-essential" standing to a fully 
protected endangered status. 
 
Please do not include any alternative for analysis that would 
increase take of wolves, set any limits on wolf numbers, 
restrict their movements, or in any other respect infringe on 
the potential of establishing additional Mexican wolf 
populations, one of which is already called for in the 1982 
Mexican Wolf Recovery Plan and more of which will likely be 
required in a future revision of that plan. 
 
The Conservation Alternative should include the following 
provisions: 
 
1) Allow release of wolves from the captive breeding population 
directly into New Mexico. This is particularly important to 
enable the Fish and Wildlife Service to release genetically 
valuable animals into areas in which no wolf packs have 
established territories. 
2) Allow wolves to roam freely outside the boundaries of the 
Blue Range 
Wolf Recovery Area and not be geographically constrained by any 
other politically derived restrictions - just as other 
endangered species are allowed free movement. 
3) Require livestock owners using public lands to remove or 
render inedible the carcasses of non-wolf-killed stock so as to 
prevent wolves from being attracted to areas where domestic 
animals are vulnerable and habituating to preying on stock. This 
could be accomplished, at least in part, by holding blameless 
for subsequent depredations any wolf that has scavenged on dead 
livestock - and protecting such wolves from any governmental or 
private "take" or predator control. 
4) Authorize release of wolves into the White Sands Wolf 
Recovery Area, which is just a few dozen miles to the east of 
the Blue Range Wolf Recovery Area. White Sands has already been 
analyzed for its suitability for wolves and could serve as a 
home for genetically valuable wolves that might not otherwise be 
released. White Sands has only been found "unsuitable" if wolves 
are required to stay within its boundaries, but as part of a 
population that interacts with wolves in the Gila, it would 
serve an important role. 
 
Thank you for your consideration. 
 
 
Sincerely, 
D J Spence-Gilbert 
3356 N 92nd Street 
Milwaukee, WI 53222-3507 
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Dr. Brian Millsap, State Administrator, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service 
NM 
 
Dear Dr. U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, 
 
The opportunity to comment on the rule-change for managing 
reintroduced Mexican gray wolves comes not a moment too soon. 
Fish and Wildlife Service management, with its heavy reliance on 
predator control targeting the wolves, has suppressed the wolf 
population and contributed to inbreeding. The solution must 
comply with the conservation mandate of the Endangered Species 
Act and not allow loss of wolves - from any and all sources, 
including government take and illegal poaching - to keep the 
population from rapid growth and genetic rescue. 
 
To this end, please develop a Conservation Alternative to be 
analyzed in the draft environmental impact statement that would 



upgrade the legal status of the reintroduced Mexican wolves from 
their current "experimental non-essential" standing to a fully 
protected endangered status. 
 
Please do not include any alternative for analysis that would 
increase take of wolves, set any limits on wolf numbers, 
restrict their movements, or in any other respect infringe on 
the potential of establishing additional Mexican wolf 
populations, one of which is already called for in the 1982 
Mexican Wolf Recovery Plan and more of which will likely be 
required in a future revision of that plan. 
 
The Conservation Alternative should include the following 
provisions: 
 
1) Allow release of wolves from the captive breeding population 
directly into New Mexico. This is particularly important to 
enable the Fish and Wildlife Service to release genetically 
valuable animals into areas in which no wolf packs have 
established territories. 
2) Allow wolves to roam freely outside the boundaries of the 
Blue Range 
Wolf Recovery Area and not be geographically constrained by any 
other politically derived restrictions - just as other 
endangered species are allowed free movement. 
3) Require livestock owners using public lands to remove or 
render inedible the carcasses of non-wolf-killed stock so as to 
prevent wolves from being attracted to areas where domestic 
animals are vulnerable and habituating to preying on stock. This 
could be accomplished, at least in part, by holding blameless 
for subsequent depredations any wolf that has scavenged on dead 
livestock - and protecting such wolves from any governmental or 
private "take" or predator control. 
4) Authorize release of wolves into the White Sands Wolf 
Recovery Area, which is just a few dozen miles to the east of 
the Blue Range Wolf Recovery Area. White Sands has already been 
analyzed for its suitability for wolves and could serve as a 
home for genetically valuable wolves that might not otherwise be 
released. White Sands has only been found "unsuitable" if wolves 
are required to stay within its boundaries, but as part of a 
population that interacts with wolves in the Gila, it would 
serve an important role. 
 
Thank you for your consideration. 
 
 
Sincerely, 
ERNEST SCHOLZ 
1175 CHESTNUTst#101 
SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94109 
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Dr. Brian Millsap, State Administrator, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service 
NM 
 
Dear Dr. U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, 
 
The opportunity to comment on the rule-change for managing 
reintroduced Mexican gray wolves comes not a moment too soon. 
Fish and Wildlife Service management, with its heavy reliance on 
predator control targeting the wolves, has suppressed the wolf 
population and contributed to inbreeding. The solution must 
comply with the conservation mandate of the Endangered Species 
Act and not allow loss of wolves - from any and all sources, 
including government take and illegal poaching - to keep the 
population from rapid growth and genetic rescue. 
 
To this end, please develop a Conservation Alternative to be 
analyzed in the draft environmental impact statement that would 



upgrade the legal status of the reintroduced Mexican wolves from 
their current "experimental non-essential" standing to a fully 
protected endangered status. 
 
Please do not include any alternative for analysis that would 
increase take of wolves, set any limits on wolf numbers, 
restrict their movements, or in any other respect infringe on 
the potential of establishing additional Mexican wolf 
populations, one of which is already called for in the 1982 
Mexican Wolf Recovery Plan and more of which will likely be 
required in a future revision of that plan. 
 
The Conservation Alternative should include the following 
provisions: 
 
1) Allow release of wolves from the captive breeding population 
directly into New Mexico. This is particularly important to 
enable the Fish and Wildlife Service to release genetically 
valuable animals into areas in which no wolf packs have 
established territories. 
2) Allow wolves to roam freely outside the boundaries of the 
Blue Range 
Wolf Recovery Area and not be geographically constrained by any 
other politically derived restrictions - just as other 
endangered species are allowed free movement. 
3) Require livestock owners using public lands to remove or 
render inedible the carcasses of non-wolf-killed stock so as to 
prevent wolves from being attracted to areas where domestic 
animals are vulnerable and habituating to preying on stock. This 
could be accomplished, at least in part, by holding blameless 
for subsequent depredations any wolf that has scavenged on dead 
livestock - and protecting such wolves from any governmental or 
private "take" or predator control. 
4) Authorize release of wolves into the White Sands Wolf 
Recovery Area, which is just a few dozen miles to the east of 
the Blue Range Wolf Recovery Area. White Sands has already been 
analyzed for its suitability for wolves and could serve as a 
home for genetically valuable wolves that might not otherwise be 
released. White Sands has only been found "unsuitable" if wolves 
are required to stay within its boundaries, but as part of a 
population that interacts with wolves in the Gila, it would 
serve an important role. 
 
Thank you for your consideration. 
 
 
Sincerely, 
Donata Ahern 
445 South St. 
East Aurora, NY 14052 
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Dr. Brian Millsap, State Administrator, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service 
NM 
 
Dear Dr. U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, 
 
The opportunity to comment on the rule-change for managing 
reintroduced Mexican gray wolves comes not a moment too soon. 
Fish and Wildlife Service management, with its heavy reliance on 
predator control targeting the wolves, has suppressed the wolf 
population and contributed to inbreeding. The solution must 
comply with the conservation mandate of the Endangered Species 
Act and not allow loss of wolves - from any and all sources, 
including government take and illegal poaching - to keep the 
population from rapid growth and genetic rescue. 
 
To this end, please develop a Conservation Alternative to be 
analyzed in the draft environmental impact statement that would 



upgrade the legal status of the reintroduced Mexican wolves from 
their current "experimental non-essential" standing to a fully 
protected endangered status. 
 
Please do not include any alternative for analysis that would 
increase take of wolves, set any limits on wolf numbers, 
restrict their movements, or in any other respect infringe on 
the potential of establishing additional Mexican wolf 
populations, one of which is already called for in the 1982 
Mexican Wolf Recovery Plan and more of which will likely be 
required in a future revision of that plan. 
 
The Conservation Alternative should include the following 
provisions: 
 
1) Allow release of wolves from the captive breeding population 
directly into New Mexico. This is particularly important to 
enable the Fish and Wildlife Service to release genetically 
valuable animals into areas in which no wolf packs have 
established territories. 
2) Allow wolves to roam freely outside the boundaries of the 
Blue Range 
Wolf Recovery Area and not be geographically constrained by any 
other politically derived restrictions - just as other 
endangered species are allowed free movement. 
3) Require livestock owners using public lands to remove or 
render inedible the carcasses of non-wolf-killed stock so as to 
prevent wolves from being attracted to areas where domestic 
animals are vulnerable and habituating to preying on stock. This 
could be accomplished, at least in part, by holding blameless 
for subsequent depredations any wolf that has scavenged on dead 
livestock - and protecting such wolves from any governmental or 
private "take" or predator control. 
4) Authorize release of wolves into the White Sands Wolf 
Recovery Area, which is just a few dozen miles to the east of 
the Blue Range Wolf Recovery Area. White Sands has already been 
analyzed for its suitability for wolves and could serve as a 
home for genetically valuable wolves that might not otherwise be 
released. White Sands has only been found "unsuitable" if wolves 
are required to stay within its boundaries, but as part of a 
population that interacts with wolves in the Gila, it would 
serve an important role. 
 
Thank you for your consideration. 
 
 
Sincerely, 
Marchelle Hedrick 
8962 Rutherford Grove St. 
Las Vegas, NV 89148 
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Dr. Brian Millsap, State Administrator, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service 
NM 
 
Dear Dr. U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, 
 
The opportunity to comment on the rule-change for managing 
reintroduced Mexican gray wolves comes not a moment too soon. 
Fish and Wildlife Service management, with its heavy reliance on 
predator control targeting the wolves, has suppressed the wolf 
population and contributed to inbreeding. The solution must 
comply with the conservation mandate of the Endangered Species 
Act and not allow loss of wolves - from any and all sources, 
including government take and illegal poaching - to keep the 
population from rapid growth and genetic rescue. 
 
To this end, please develop a Conservation Alternative to be 
analyzed in the draft environmental impact statement that would 



upgrade the legal status of the reintroduced Mexican wolves from 
their current "experimental non-essential" standing to a fully 
protected endangered status. 
 
Please do not include any alternative for analysis that would 
increase take of wolves, set any limits on wolf numbers, 
restrict their movements, or in any other respect infringe on 
the potential of establishing additional Mexican wolf 
populations, one of which is already called for in the 1982 
Mexican Wolf Recovery Plan and more of which will likely be 
required in a future revision of that plan. 
 
The Conservation Alternative should include the following 
provisions: 
 
1) Allow release of wolves from the captive breeding population 
directly into New Mexico. This is particularly important to 
enable the Fish and Wildlife Service to release genetically 
valuable animals into areas in which no wolf packs have 
established territories. 
2) Allow wolves to roam freely outside the boundaries of the 
Blue Range 
Wolf Recovery Area and not be geographically constrained by any 
other politically derived restrictions - just as other 
endangered species are allowed free movement. 
3) Require livestock owners using public lands to remove or 
render inedible the carcasses of non-wolf-killed stock so as to 
prevent wolves from being attracted to areas where domestic 
animals are vulnerable and habituating to preying on stock. This 
could be accomplished, at least in part, by holding blameless 
for subsequent depredations any wolf that has scavenged on dead 
livestock - and protecting such wolves from any governmental or 
private "take" or predator control. 
4) Authorize release of wolves into the White Sands Wolf 
Recovery Area, which is just a few dozen miles to the east of 
the Blue Range Wolf Recovery Area. White Sands has already been 
analyzed for its suitability for wolves and could serve as a 
home for genetically valuable wolves that might not otherwise be 
released. White Sands has only been found "unsuitable" if wolves 
are required to stay within its boundaries, but as part of a 
population that interacts with wolves in the Gila, it would 
serve an important role. 
 
Thank you for your consideration. 
 
 
Sincerely, 
Rachel Campbell 
8479 e vista del lago 
scottsdale, AZ 85255 
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Dr. Brian Millsap, State Administrator, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service 
NM 
 
Dear Dr. U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, 
 
The opportunity to comment on the rule-change for managing 
reintroduced Mexican gray wolves comes not a moment too soon. 
Fish and Wildlife Service management, with its heavy reliance on 
predator control targeting the wolves, has suppressed the wolf 
population and contributed to inbreeding. The solution must 
comply with the conservation mandate of the Endangered Species 
Act and not allow loss of wolves - from any and all sources, 
including government take and illegal poaching - to keep the 
population from rapid growth and genetic rescue. 
 
To this end, please develop a Conservation Alternative to be 
analyzed in the draft environmental impact statement that would 



upgrade the legal status of the reintroduced Mexican wolves from 
their current "experimental non-essential" standing to a fully 
protected endangered status. 
 
Please do not include any alternative for analysis that would 
increase take of wolves, set any limits on wolf numbers, 
restrict their movements, or in any other respect infringe on 
the potential of establishing additional Mexican wolf 
populations, one of which is already called for in the 1982 
Mexican Wolf Recovery Plan and more of which will likely be 
required in a future revision of that plan. 
 
The Conservation Alternative should include the following 
provisions: 
 
1) Allow release of wolves from the captive breeding population 
directly into New Mexico. This is particularly important to 
enable the Fish and Wildlife Service to release genetically 
valuable animals into areas in which no wolf packs have 
established territories. 
2) Allow wolves to roam freely outside the boundaries of the 
Blue Range 
Wolf Recovery Area and not be geographically constrained by any 
other politically derived restrictions - just as other 
endangered species are allowed free movement. 
3) Require livestock owners using public lands to remove or 
render inedible the carcasses of non-wolf-killed stock so as to 
prevent wolves from being attracted to areas where domestic 
animals are vulnerable and habituating to preying on stock. This 
could be accomplished, at least in part, by holding blameless 
for subsequent depredations any wolf that has scavenged on dead 
livestock - and protecting such wolves from any governmental or 
private "take" or predator control. 
4) Authorize release of wolves into the White Sands Wolf 
Recovery Area, which is just a few dozen miles to the east of 
the Blue Range Wolf Recovery Area. White Sands has already been 
analyzed for its suitability for wolves and could serve as a 
home for genetically valuable wolves that might not otherwise be 
released. White Sands has only been found "unsuitable" if wolves 
are required to stay within its boundaries, but as part of a 
population that interacts with wolves in the Gila, it would 
serve an important role. 
 
Thank you for your consideration. 
 
 
Sincerely, 
Ashley Perry 
862 David Ave. #C 
Monterey, CA 90046 
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Dr. Brian Millsap, State Administrator, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service 
NM 
 
Dear Dr. U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, 
 
The opportunity to comment on the rule-change for managing 
reintroduced Mexican gray wolves comes not a moment too soon. 
Fish and Wildlife Service management, with its heavy reliance on 
predator control targeting the wolves, has suppressed the wolf 
population and contributed to inbreeding. The solution must 
comply with the conservation mandate of the Endangered Species 
Act and not allow loss of wolves - from any and all sources, 
including government take and illegal poaching - to keep the 
population from rapid growth and genetic rescue. 
 
To this end, please develop a Conservation Alternative to be 
analyzed in the draft environmental impact statement that would 



upgrade the legal status of the reintroduced Mexican wolves from 
their current "experimental non-essential" standing to a fully 
protected endangered status. 
 
Please do not include any alternative for analysis that would 
increase take of wolves, set any limits on wolf numbers, 
restrict their movements, or in any other respect infringe on 
the potential of establishing additional Mexican wolf 
populations, one of which is already called for in the 1982 
Mexican Wolf Recovery Plan and more of which will likely be 
required in a future revision of that plan. 
 
The Conservation Alternative should include the following 
provisions: 
 
1) Allow release of wolves from the captive breeding population 
directly into New Mexico. This is particularly important to 
enable the Fish and Wildlife Service to release genetically 
valuable animals into areas in which no wolf packs have 
established territories. 
2) Allow wolves to roam freely outside the boundaries of the 
Blue Range 
Wolf Recovery Area and not be geographically constrained by any 
other politically derived restrictions - just as other 
endangered species are allowed free movement. 
3) Require livestock owners using public lands to remove or 
render inedible the carcasses of non-wolf-killed stock so as to 
prevent wolves from being attracted to areas where domestic 
animals are vulnerable and habituating to preying on stock. This 
could be accomplished, at least in part, by holding blameless 
for subsequent depredations any wolf that has scavenged on dead 
livestock - and protecting such wolves from any governmental or 
private "take" or predator control. 
4) Authorize release of wolves into the White Sands Wolf 
Recovery Area, which is just a few dozen miles to the east of 
the Blue Range Wolf Recovery Area. White Sands has already been 
analyzed for its suitability for wolves and could serve as a 
home for genetically valuable wolves that might not otherwise be 
released. White Sands has only been found "unsuitable" if wolves 
are required to stay within its boundaries, but as part of a 
population that interacts with wolves in the Gila, it would 
serve an important role. 
 
Thank you for your consideration. 
 
 
Sincerely, 
Michael Freeman 
5500 W Indian Camp Rd 
Prescott, AZ 86305 
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Dr. Brian Millsap, State Administrator, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service 
NM 
 
Dear Dr. U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, 
 
The opportunity to comment on the rule-change for managing 
reintroduced Mexican gray wolves comes not a moment too soon. 
Fish and Wildlife Service management, with its heavy reliance on 
predator control targeting the wolves, has suppressed the wolf 
population and contributed to inbreeding. The solution must 
comply with the conservation mandate of the Endangered Species 
Act and not allow loss of wolves - from any and all sources, 
including government take and illegal poaching - to keep the 
population from rapid growth and genetic rescue. 
 
To this end, please develop a Conservation Alternative to be 
analyzed in the draft environmental impact statement that would 



upgrade the legal status of the reintroduced Mexican wolves from 
their current "experimental non-essential" standing to a fully 
protected endangered status. 
 
Please do not include any alternative for analysis that would 
increase take of wolves, set any limits on wolf numbers, 
restrict their movements, or in any other respect infringe on 
the potential of establishing additional Mexican wolf 
populations, one of which is already called for in the 1982 
Mexican Wolf Recovery Plan and more of which will likely be 
required in a future revision of that plan. 
 
The Conservation Alternative should include the following 
provisions: 
 
1) Allow release of wolves from the captive breeding population 
directly into New Mexico. This is particularly important to 
enable the Fish and Wildlife Service to release genetically 
valuable animals into areas in which no wolf packs have 
established territories. 
2) Allow wolves to roam freely outside the boundaries of the 
Blue Range 
Wolf Recovery Area and not be geographically constrained by any 
other politically derived restrictions - just as other 
endangered species are allowed free movement. 
3) Require livestock owners using public lands to remove or 
render inedible the carcasses of non-wolf-killed stock so as to 
prevent wolves from being attracted to areas where domestic 
animals are vulnerable and habituating to preying on stock. This 
could be accomplished, at least in part, by holding blameless 
for subsequent depredations any wolf that has scavenged on dead 
livestock - and protecting such wolves from any governmental or 
private "take" or predator control. 
4) Authorize release of wolves into the White Sands Wolf 
Recovery Area, which is just a few dozen miles to the east of 
the Blue Range Wolf Recovery Area. White Sands has already been 
analyzed for its suitability for wolves and could serve as a 
home for genetically valuable wolves that might not otherwise be 
released. White Sands has only been found "unsuitable" if wolves 
are required to stay within its boundaries, but as part of a 
population that interacts with wolves in the Gila, it would 
serve an important role. 
 
Thank you for your consideration. 
 
 
Sincerely, 
Elizabeth Boucher 
6318 Landfall Dr. 
Madison, WI 53705 
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Dr. Brian Millsap, State Administrator, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service 
NM 
 
Dear Dr. U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, 
 
The opportunity to comment on the rule-change for managing 
reintroduced Mexican gray wolves comes not a moment too soon. 
Fish and Wildlife Service management, with its heavy reliance on 
predator control targeting the wolves, has suppressed the wolf 
population and contributed to inbreeding. The solution must 
comply with the conservation mandate of the Endangered Species 
Act and not allow loss of wolves - from any and all sources, 
including government take and illegal poaching - to keep the 
population from rapid growth and genetic rescue. 
 
To this end, please develop a Conservation Alternative to be 
analyzed in the draft environmental impact statement that would 



upgrade the legal status of the reintroduced Mexican wolves from 
their current "experimental non-essential" standing to a fully 
protected endangered status. 
 
Please do not include any alternative for analysis that would 
increase take of wolves, set any limits on wolf numbers, 
restrict their movements, or in any other respect infringe on 
the potential of establishing additional Mexican wolf 
populations, one of which is already called for in the 1982 
Mexican Wolf Recovery Plan and more of which will likely be 
required in a future revision of that plan. 
 
The Conservation Alternative should include the following 
provisions: 
 
1) Allow release of wolves from the captive breeding population 
directly into New Mexico. This is particularly important to 
enable the Fish and Wildlife Service to release genetically 
valuable animals into areas in which no wolf packs have 
established territories. 
2) Allow wolves to roam freely outside the boundaries of the 
Blue Range 
Wolf Recovery Area and not be geographically constrained by any 
other politically derived restrictions - just as other 
endangered species are allowed free movement. 
3) Require livestock owners using public lands to remove or 
render inedible the carcasses of non-wolf-killed stock so as to 
prevent wolves from being attracted to areas where domestic 
animals are vulnerable and habituating to preying on stock. This 
could be accomplished, at least in part, by holding blameless 
for subsequent depredations any wolf that has scavenged on dead 
livestock - and protecting such wolves from any governmental or 
private "take" or predator control. 
4) Authorize release of wolves into the White Sands Wolf 
Recovery Area, which is just a few dozen miles to the east of 
the Blue Range Wolf Recovery Area. White Sands has already been 
analyzed for its suitability for wolves and could serve as a 
home for genetically valuable wolves that might not otherwise be 
released. White Sands has only been found "unsuitable" if wolves 
are required to stay within its boundaries, but as part of a 
population that interacts with wolves in the Gila, it would 
serve an important role. 
 
Thank you for your consideration. 
 
 
Sincerely, 
Jessica Jasper 
2301 2nd Ave 
Seattle, WA 98121 
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Dr. Brian Millsap, State Administrator, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service 
NM 
 
Dear Dr. U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, 
 
The opportunity to comment on the rule-change for managing 
reintroduced Mexican gray wolves comes not a moment too soon. 
Fish and Wildlife Service management, with its heavy reliance on 
predator control targeting the wolves, has suppressed the wolf 
population and contributed to inbreeding. The solution must 
comply with the conservation mandate of the Endangered Species 
Act and not allow loss of wolves - from any and all sources, 
including government take and illegal poaching - to keep the 
population from rapid growth and genetic rescue. 
 
To this end, please develop a Conservation Alternative to be 
analyzed in the draft environmental impact statement that would 



upgrade the legal status of the reintroduced Mexican wolves from 
their current "experimental non-essential" standing to a fully 
protected endangered status. 
 
Please do not include any alternative for analysis that would 
increase take of wolves, set any limits on wolf numbers, 
restrict their movements, or in any other respect infringe on 
the potential of establishing additional Mexican wolf 
populations, one of which is already called for in the 1982 
Mexican Wolf Recovery Plan and more of which will likely be 
required in a future revision of that plan. 
 
The Conservation Alternative should include the following 
provisions: 
 
1) Allow release of wolves from the captive breeding population 
directly into New Mexico. This is particularly important to 
enable the Fish and Wildlife Service to release genetically 
valuable animals into areas in which no wolf packs have 
established territories. 
2) Allow wolves to roam freely outside the boundaries of the 
Blue Range 
Wolf Recovery Area and not be geographically constrained by any 
other politically derived restrictions - just as other 
endangered species are allowed free movement. 
3) Require livestock owners using public lands to remove or 
render inedible the carcasses of non-wolf-killed stock so as to 
prevent wolves from being attracted to areas where domestic 
animals are vulnerable and habituating to preying on stock. This 
could be accomplished, at least in part, by holding blameless 
for subsequent depredations any wolf that has scavenged on dead 
livestock - and protecting such wolves from any governmental or 
private "take" or predator control. 
4) Authorize release of wolves into the White Sands Wolf 
Recovery Area, which is just a few dozen miles to the east of 
the Blue Range Wolf Recovery Area. White Sands has already been 
analyzed for its suitability for wolves and could serve as a 
home for genetically valuable wolves that might not otherwise be 
released. White Sands has only been found "unsuitable" if wolves 
are required to stay within its boundaries, but as part of a 
population that interacts with wolves in the Gila, it would 
serve an important role. 
 
Thank you for your consideration. 
 
 
Sincerely, 
Linda Rosson 
P.O. Box 327 
Mimbres, NM 88049 
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Dr. Brian Millsap, State Administrator, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service 
NM 
 
Dear Dr. U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, 
 
The opportunity to comment on the rule-change for managing 
reintroduced Mexican gray wolves comes not a moment too soon. 
Fish and Wildlife Service management, with its heavy reliance on 
predator control targeting the wolves, has suppressed the wolf 
population and contributed to inbreeding. The solution must 
comply with the conservation mandate of the Endangered Species 
Act and not allow loss of wolves - from any and all sources, 
including government take and illegal poaching - to keep the 
population from rapid growth and genetic rescue. 
 
To this end, please develop a Conservation Alternative to be 
analyzed in the draft environmental impact statement that would 



upgrade the legal status of the reintroduced Mexican wolves from 
their current "experimental non-essential" standing to a fully 
protected endangered status. 
 
Please do not include any alternative for analysis that would 
increase take of wolves, set any limits on wolf numbers, 
restrict their movements, or in any other respect infringe on 
the potential of establishing additional Mexican wolf 
populations, one of which is already called for in the 1982 
Mexican Wolf Recovery Plan and more of which will likely be 
required in a future revision of that plan. 
 
The Conservation Alternative should include the following 
provisions: 
 
1) Allow release of wolves from the captive breeding population 
directly into New Mexico. This is particularly important to 
enable the Fish and Wildlife Service to release genetically 
valuable animals into areas in which no wolf packs have 
established territories. 
2) Allow wolves to roam freely outside the boundaries of the 
Blue Range 
Wolf Recovery Area and not be geographically constrained by any 
other politically derived restrictions - just as other 
endangered species are allowed free movement. 
3) Require livestock owners using public lands to remove or 
render inedible the carcasses of non-wolf-killed stock so as to 
prevent wolves from being attracted to areas where domestic 
animals are vulnerable and habituating to preying on stock. This 
could be accomplished, at least in part, by holding blameless 
for subsequent depredations any wolf that has scavenged on dead 
livestock - and protecting such wolves from any governmental or 
private "take" or predator control. 
4) Authorize release of wolves into the White Sands Wolf 
Recovery Area, which is just a few dozen miles to the east of 
the Blue Range Wolf Recovery Area. White Sands has already been 
analyzed for its suitability for wolves and could serve as a 
home for genetically valuable wolves that might not otherwise be 
released. White Sands has only been found "unsuitable" if wolves 
are required to stay within its boundaries, but as part of a 
population that interacts with wolves in the Gila, it would 
serve an important role. 
 
Thank you for your consideration. 
 
 
Sincerely, 
Larry Owens 
3 Puerto Rd. 
Santa Fe, NM 87508 
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Dr. Brian Millsap, State Administrator, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service 
NM 
 
Dear Dr. U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, 
 
The opportunity to comment on the rule-change for managing 
reintroduced Mexican gray wolves comes not a moment too soon. 
Fish and Wildlife Service management, with its heavy reliance on 
predator control targeting the wolves, has suppressed the wolf 
population and contributed to inbreeding. The solution must 
comply with the conservation mandate of the Endangered Species 
Act and not allow loss of wolves - from any and all sources, 
including government take and illegal poaching - to keep the 
population from rapid growth and genetic rescue. 
 
To this end, please develop a Conservation Alternative to be 
analyzed in the draft environmental impact statement that would 



upgrade the legal status of the reintroduced Mexican wolves from 
their current "experimental non-essential" standing to a fully 
protected endangered status. 
 
Please do not include any alternative for analysis that would 
increase take of wolves, set any limits on wolf numbers, 
restrict their movements, or in any other respect infringe on 
the potential of establishing additional Mexican wolf 
populations, one of which is already called for in the 1982 
Mexican Wolf Recovery Plan and more of which will likely be 
required in a future revision of that plan. 
 
The Conservation Alternative should include the following 
provisions: 
 
1) Allow release of wolves from the captive breeding population 
directly into New Mexico. This is particularly important to 
enable the Fish and Wildlife Service to release genetically 
valuable animals into areas in which no wolf packs have 
established territories. 
2) Allow wolves to roam freely outside the boundaries of the 
Blue Range 
Wolf Recovery Area and not be geographically constrained by any 
other politically derived restrictions - just as other 
endangered species are allowed free movement. 
3) Require livestock owners using public lands to remove or 
render inedible the carcasses of non-wolf-killed stock so as to 
prevent wolves from being attracted to areas where domestic 
animals are vulnerable and habituating to preying on stock. This 
could be accomplished, at least in part, by holding blameless 
for subsequent depredations any wolf that has scavenged on dead 
livestock - and protecting such wolves from any governmental or 
private "take" or predator control. 
4) Authorize release of wolves into the White Sands Wolf 
Recovery Area, which is just a few dozen miles to the east of 
the Blue Range Wolf Recovery Area. White Sands has already been 
analyzed for its suitability for wolves and could serve as a 
home for genetically valuable wolves that might not otherwise be 
released. White Sands has only been found "unsuitable" if wolves 
are required to stay within its boundaries, but as part of a 
population that interacts with wolves in the Gila, it would 
serve an important role. 
 
Thank you for your consideration. 
 
 
Sincerely, 
Sterling Jordan 
1719 Dotsero Ave 
Loveland, CO 80538 
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Dr. Brian Millsap, State Administrator, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service 
NM 
 
Dear Dr. U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, 
 
The opportunity to comment on the rule-change for managing 
reintroduced Mexican gray wolves comes not a moment too soon. 
Fish and Wildlife Service management, with its heavy reliance on 
predator control targeting the wolves, has suppressed the wolf 
population and contributed to inbreeding. The solution must 
comply with the conservation mandate of the Endangered Species 
Act and not allow loss of wolves - from any and all sources, 
including government take and illegal poaching - to keep the 
population from rapid growth and genetic rescue. 
 
To this end, please develop a Conservation Alternative to be 
analyzed in the draft environmental impact statement that would 



upgrade the legal status of the reintroduced Mexican wolves from 
their current "experimental non-essential" standing to a fully 
protected endangered status. 
 
Please do not include any alternative for analysis that would 
increase take of wolves, set any limits on wolf numbers, 
restrict their movements, or in any other respect infringe on 
the potential of establishing additional Mexican wolf 
populations, one of which is already called for in the 1982 
Mexican Wolf Recovery Plan and more of which will likely be 
required in a future revision of that plan. 
 
The Conservation Alternative should include the following 
provisions: 
 
1) Allow release of wolves from the captive breeding population 
directly into New Mexico. This is particularly important to 
enable the Fish and Wildlife Service to release genetically 
valuable animals into areas in which no wolf packs have 
established territories. 
2) Allow wolves to roam freely outside the boundaries of the 
Blue Range 
Wolf Recovery Area and not be geographically constrained by any 
other politically derived restrictions - just as other 
endangered species are allowed free movement. 
3) Require livestock owners using public lands to remove or 
render inedible the carcasses of non-wolf-killed stock so as to 
prevent wolves from being attracted to areas where domestic 
animals are vulnerable and habituating to preying on stock. This 
could be accomplished, at least in part, by holding blameless 
for subsequent depredations any wolf that has scavenged on dead 
livestock - and protecting such wolves from any governmental or 
private "take" or predator control. 
4) Authorize release of wolves into the White Sands Wolf 
Recovery Area, which is just a few dozen miles to the east of 
the Blue Range Wolf Recovery Area. White Sands has already been 
analyzed for its suitability for wolves and could serve as a 
home for genetically valuable wolves that might not otherwise be 
released. White Sands has only been found "unsuitable" if wolves 
are required to stay within its boundaries, but as part of a 
population that interacts with wolves in the Gila, it would 
serve an important role. 
 
Thank you for your consideration. 
 
 
Sincerely, 
Ellen McBride 
7077 Enright Drive 
Citrus Heights, CA 95621 
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Dr. Brian Millsap, State Administrator, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service 
NM 
 
Dear Dr. U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, 
 
The opportunity to comment on the rule-change for managing 
reintroduced Mexican gray wolves comes not a moment too soon. 
Fish and Wildlife Service management, with its heavy reliance on 
predator control targeting the wolves, has suppressed the wolf 
population and contributed to inbreeding. The solution must 
comply with the conservation mandate of the Endangered Species 
Act and not allow loss of wolves - from any and all sources, 
including government take and illegal poaching - to keep the 
population from rapid growth and genetic rescue. 
 
To this end, please develop a Conservation Alternative to be 



analyzed in the draft environmental impact statement that would 
upgrade the legal status of the reintroduced Mexican wolves from 
their current "experimental non-essential" standing to a fully 
protected endangered status. 
 
Please do not include any alternative for analysis that would 
increase take of wolves, set any limits on wolf numbers, 
restrict their movements, or in any other respect infringe on 
the potential of establishing additional Mexican wolf 
populations, one of which is already called for in the 1982 
Mexican Wolf Recovery Plan and more of which will likely be 
required in a future revision of that plan. 
 
The Conservation Alternative should include the following 
provisions: 
 
1) Allow release of wolves from the captive breeding population 
directly into New Mexico. This is particularly important to 
enable the Fish and Wildlife Service to release genetically 
valuable animals into areas in which no wolf packs have 
established territories. 
2) Allow wolves to roam freely outside the boundaries of the 
Blue Range 
Wolf Recovery Area and not be geographically constrained by any 
other politically derived restrictions - just as other 
endangered species are allowed free movement. 
3) Require livestock owners using public lands to remove or 
render inedible the carcasses of non-wolf-killed stock so as to 
prevent wolves from being attracted to areas where domestic 
animals are vulnerable and habituating to preying on stock. This 
could be accomplished, at least in part, by holding blameless 
for subsequent depredations any wolf that has scavenged on dead 
livestock - and protecting such wolves from any governmental or 
private "take" or predator control. 
4) Authorize release of wolves into the White Sands Wolf 
Recovery Area, which is just a few dozen miles to the east of 
the Blue Range Wolf Recovery Area. White Sands has already been 
analyzed for its suitability for wolves and could serve as a 
home for genetically valuable wolves that might not otherwise be 
released. White Sands has only been found "unsuitable" if wolves 
are required to stay within its boundaries, but as part of a 
population that interacts with wolves in the Gila, it would 
serve an important role. 
 
Thank you for your consideration. 
 
 
Sincerely, 
Kenneth Hendricks 
12938 Penn Station Ct 
Apt 102 
Orlando, FL 32821 
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Dr. Brian Millsap, State Administrator, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service 
NM 
 
Dear Dr. U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, 
 
The opportunity to comment on the rule-change for managing 
reintroduced Mexican gray wolves comes not a moment too soon. 
Fish and Wildlife Service management, with its heavy reliance on 
predator control targeting the wolves, has suppressed the wolf 
population and contributed to inbreeding. The solution must 
comply with the conservation mandate of the Endangered Species 
Act and not allow loss of wolves - from any and all sources, 
including government take and illegal poaching - to keep the 
population from rapid growth and genetic rescue. 
 
To this end, please develop a Conservation Alternative to be 
analyzed in the draft environmental impact statement that would 



upgrade the legal status of the reintroduced Mexican wolves from 
their current "experimental non-essential" standing to a fully 
protected endangered status. 
 
Please do not include any alternative for analysis that would 
increase take of wolves, set any limits on wolf numbers, 
restrict their movements, or in any other respect infringe on 
the potential of establishing additional Mexican wolf 
populations, one of which is already called for in the 1982 
Mexican Wolf Recovery Plan and more of which will likely be 
required in a future revision of that plan. 
 
The Conservation Alternative should include the following 
provisions: 
 
1) Allow release of wolves from the captive breeding population 
directly into New Mexico. This is particularly important to 
enable the Fish and Wildlife Service to release genetically 
valuable animals into areas in which no wolf packs have 
established territories. 
2) Allow wolves to roam freely outside the boundaries of the 
Blue Range 
Wolf Recovery Area and not be geographically constrained by any 
other politically derived restrictions - just as other 
endangered species are allowed free movement. 
3) Require livestock owners using public lands to remove or 
render inedible the carcasses of non-wolf-killed stock so as to 
prevent wolves from being attracted to areas where domestic 
animals are vulnerable and habituating to preying on stock. This 
could be accomplished, at least in part, by holding blameless 
for subsequent depredations any wolf that has scavenged on dead 
livestock - and protecting such wolves from any governmental or 
private "take" or predator control. 
4) Authorize release of wolves into the White Sands Wolf 
Recovery Area, which is just a few dozen miles to the east of 
the Blue Range Wolf Recovery Area. White Sands has already been 
analyzed for its suitability for wolves and could serve as a 
home for genetically valuable wolves that might not otherwise be 
released. White Sands has only been found "unsuitable" if wolves 
are required to stay within its boundaries, but as part of a 
population that interacts with wolves in the Gila, it would 
serve an important role. 
 
Thank you for your consideration. 
 
 
Sincerely, 
Carol Thompson 
2874 Amy Drive 
South Park, PA 15129-8955 
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Dr. Brian Millsap, State Administrator, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service 
NM 
 
Dear Dr. U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, 
 
The opportunity to comment on the rule-change for managing 
reintroduced Mexican gray wolves comes not a moment too soon. 
Fish and Wildlife Service management, with its heavy reliance on 
predator control targeting the wolves, has suppressed the wolf 
population and contributed to inbreeding. The solution must 
comply with the conservation mandate of the Endangered Species 
Act and not allow loss of wolves - from any and all sources, 
including government take and illegal poaching - to keep the 
population from rapid growth and genetic rescue. 
 
To this end, please develop a Conservation Alternative to be 
analyzed in the draft environmental impact statement that would 



upgrade the legal status of the reintroduced Mexican wolves from 
their current "experimental non-essential" standing to a fully 
protected endangered status. 
 
Please do not include any alternative for analysis that would 
increase take of wolves, set any limits on wolf numbers, 
restrict their movements, or in any other respect infringe on 
the potential of establishing additional Mexican wolf 
populations, one of which is already called for in the 1982 
Mexican Wolf Recovery Plan and more of which will likely be 
required in a future revision of that plan. 
 
The Conservation Alternative should include the following 
provisions: 
 
1) Allow release of wolves from the captive breeding population 
directly into New Mexico. This is particularly important to 
enable the Fish and Wildlife Service to release genetically 
valuable animals into areas in which no wolf packs have 
established territories. 
2) Allow wolves to roam freely outside the boundaries of the 
Blue Range 
Wolf Recovery Area and not be geographically constrained by any 
other politically derived restrictions - just as other 
endangered species are allowed free movement. 
3) Require livestock owners using public lands to remove or 
render inedible the carcasses of non-wolf-killed stock so as to 
prevent wolves from being attracted to areas where domestic 
animals are vulnerable and habituating to preying on stock. This 
could be accomplished, at least in part, by holding blameless 
for subsequent depredations any wolf that has scavenged on dead 
livestock - and protecting such wolves from any governmental or 
private "take" or predator control. 
4) Authorize release of wolves into the White Sands Wolf 
Recovery Area, which is just a few dozen miles to the east of 
the Blue Range Wolf Recovery Area. White Sands has already been 
analyzed for its suitability for wolves and could serve as a 
home for genetically valuable wolves that might not otherwise be 
released. White Sands has only been found "unsuitable" if wolves 
are required to stay within its boundaries, but as part of a 
population that interacts with wolves in the Gila, it would 
serve an important role. 
 
Thank you for your consideration. 
 
 
Sincerely, 
Alexis Cisneros 
2445 Monarch Dr. Unit 704 
Laredo, TX 78045 
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Dr. Brian Millsap, State Administrator, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service 
NM 
 
Dear Dr. U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, 
 
Please take special care and attention to this matter. The 
opportunity to comment on the rule-change for managing 
reintroduced Mexican gray wolves comes not a moment too soon. 
Fish and Wildlife Service management, with its heavy reliance on 
predator control targeting the wolves, has suppressed the wolf 
population and contributed to inbreeding. The solution must 
comply with the conservation mandate of the Endangered Species 
Act and not allow loss of wolves - from any and all sources, 
including government take and illegal poaching - to keep the 
population from rapid growth and genetic rescue. 
 
To this end, please develop a Conservation Alternative to be 



analyzed in the draft environmental impact statement that would 
upgrade the legal status of the reintroduced Mexican wolves from 
their current "experimental non-essential" standing to a fully 
protected endangered status. 
 
Please do not include any alternative for analysis that would 
increase take of wolves, set any limits on wolf numbers, 
restrict their movements, or in any other respect infringe on 
the potential of establishing additional Mexican wolf 
populations, one of which is already called for in the 1982 
Mexican Wolf Recovery Plan and more of which will likely be 
required in a future revision of that plan. 
 
The Conservation Alternative should include the following 
provisions: 
 
1) Allow release of wolves from the captive breeding population 
directly into New Mexico. This is particularly important to 
enable the Fish and Wildlife Service to release genetically 
valuable animals into areas in which no wolf packs have 
established territories. 
2) Allow wolves to roam freely outside the boundaries of the 
Blue Range Wolf Recovery Area and not be geographically 
constrained by any other politically derived restrictions - just 
as other endangered species are allowed free movement. 
3) Require livestock owners using public lands to remove or 
render inedible the carcasses of non-wolf-killed stock so as to 
prevent wolves from being attracted to areas where domestic 
animals are vulnerable and habituating to preying on stock. This 
could be accomplished, at least in part, by holding blameless 
for subsequent depredations any wolf that has scavenged on dead 
livestock - and protecting such wolves from any governmental or 
private "take" or predator control. 
4) Authorize release of wolves into the White Sands Wolf 
Recovery Area, which is just a few dozen miles to the east of 
the Blue Range Wolf Recovery Area. White Sands has already been 
analyzed for its suitability for wolves and could serve as a 
home for genetically valuable wolves that might not otherwise be 
released. White Sands has only been found "unsuitable" if wolves 
are required to stay within its boundaries, but as part of a 
population that interacts with wolves in the Gila, it would 
serve an important role. 
 
Thank you for your consideration. 
 
 
Sincerely, 
Michael Garth 
7201 Lyndam Hill Circle 
Lorton, VA 22079 
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Dr. Brian Millsap, State Administrator, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service 
NM 
 
Dear Dr. U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, 
 
The opportunity to comment on the rule-change for managing 
reintroduced Mexican gray wolves comes not a moment too soon. 
Fish and Wildlife Service management, with its heavy reliance on 
predator control targeting the wolves, has suppressed the wolf 
population and contributed to inbreeding. The solution must 
comply with the conservation mandate of the Endangered Species 
Act and not allow loss of wolves - from any and all sources, 
including government take and illegal poaching - to keep the 
population from rapid growth and genetic rescue. 
 
To this end, please develop a Conservation Alternative to be 
analyzed in the draft environmental impact statement that would 



upgrade the legal status of the reintroduced Mexican wolves from 
their current "experimental non-essential" standing to a fully 
protected endangered status. 
 
Please do not include any alternative for analysis that would 
increase take of wolves, set any limits on wolf numbers, 
restrict their movements, or in any other respect infringe on 
the potential of establishing additional Mexican wolf 
populations, one of which is already called for in the 1982 
Mexican Wolf Recovery Plan and more of which will likely be 
required in a future revision of that plan. 
 
The Conservation Alternative should include the following 
provisions: 
 
1) Allow release of wolves from the captive breeding population 
directly into New Mexico. This is particularly important to 
enable the Fish and Wildlife Service to release genetically 
valuable animals into areas in which no wolf packs have 
established territories. 
2) Allow wolves to roam freely outside the boundaries of the 
Blue Range 
Wolf Recovery Area and not be geographically constrained by any 
other politically derived restrictions - just as other 
endangered species are allowed free movement. 
3) Require livestock owners using public lands to remove or 
render inedible the carcasses of non-wolf-killed stock so as to 
prevent wolves from being attracted to areas where domestic 
animals are vulnerable and habituating to preying on stock. This 
could be accomplished, at least in part, by holding blameless 
for subsequent depredations any wolf that has scavenged on dead 
livestock - and protecting such wolves from any governmental or 
private "take" or predator control. 
4) Authorize release of wolves into the White Sands Wolf 
Recovery Area, which is just a few dozen miles to the east of 
the Blue Range Wolf Recovery Area. White Sands has already been 
analyzed for its suitability for wolves and could serve as a 
home for genetically valuable wolves that might not otherwise be 
released. White Sands has only been found "unsuitable" if wolves 
are required to stay within its boundaries, but as part of a 
population that interacts with wolves in the Gila, it would 
serve an important role. 
 
Thank you for your consideration. 
 
 
Sincerely, 
Barbara M A Walker 
1277 S Vine St 
Denver, CO 80210 
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Dr. Brian Millsap, State Administrator, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service 
NM 
 
Dear Dr. U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, 
 
The opportunity to comment on the rule-change for managing 
reintroduced Mexican gray wolves comes not a moment too soon. 
Fish and Wildlife Service management, with its heavy reliance on 
predator control targeting the wolves, has suppressed the wolf 
population and contributed to inbreeding. The solution must 
comply with the conservation mandate of the Endangered Species 
Act and not allow loss of wolves - from any and all sources, 
including government take and illegal poaching - to keep the 
population from rapid growth and genetic rescue. 
 
To this end, please develop a Conservation Alternative to be 
analyzed in the draft environmental impact statement that would 



upgrade the legal status of the reintroduced Mexican wolves from 
their current "experimental non-essential" standing to a fully 
protected endangered status. 
 
Please do not include any alternative for analysis that would 
increase take of wolves, set any limits on wolf numbers, 
restrict their movements, or in any other respect infringe on 
the potential of establishing additional Mexican wolf 
populations, one of which is already called for in the 1982 
Mexican Wolf Recovery Plan and more of which will likely be 
required in a future revision of that plan. 
 
The Conservation Alternative should include the following 
provisions: 
 
1) Allow release of wolves from the captive breeding population 
directly into New Mexico. This is particularly important to 
enable the Fish and Wildlife Service to release genetically 
valuable animals into areas in which no wolf packs have 
established territories. 
2) Allow wolves to roam freely outside the boundaries of the 
Blue Range 
Wolf Recovery Area and not be geographically constrained by any 
other politically derived restrictions - just as other 
endangered species are allowed free movement. 
3) Require livestock owners using public lands to remove or 
render inedible the carcasses of non-wolf-killed stock so as to 
prevent wolves from being attracted to areas where domestic 
animals are vulnerable and habituating to preying on stock. This 
could be accomplished, at least in part, by holding blameless 
for subsequent depredations any wolf that has scavenged on dead 
livestock - and protecting such wolves from any governmental or 
private "take" or predator control. 
4) Authorize release of wolves into the White Sands Wolf 
Recovery Area, which is just a few dozen miles to the east of 
the Blue Range Wolf Recovery Area. White Sands has already been 
analyzed for its suitability for wolves and could serve as a 
home for genetically valuable wolves that might not otherwise be 
released. White Sands has only been found "unsuitable" if wolves 
are required to stay within its boundaries, but as part of a 
population that interacts with wolves in the Gila, it would 
serve an important role. 
 
Thank you for your consideration. 
 
 
Sincerely, 
anna bellin 
136 so. oakhurst dr. 
beverly hills, CA 90212 
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Dr. Brian Millsap, State Administrator, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service 
NM 
 
Dear Dr. U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, 
 
The opportunity to comment on the rule-change for managing 
reintroduced Mexican gray wolves comes not a moment too soon. 
Fish and Wildlife Service management, with its heavy reliance on 
predator control targeting the wolves, has suppressed the wolf 
population and contributed to inbreeding. The solution must 
comply with the conservation mandate of the Endangered Species 
Act and not allow loss of wolves - from any and all sources, 
including government take and illegal poaching - to keep the 
population from rapid growth and genetic rescue. 
 
To this end, please develop a Conservation Alternative to be 
analyzed in the draft environmental impact statement that would 



upgrade the legal status of the reintroduced Mexican wolves from 
their current "experimental non-essential" standing to a fully 
protected endangered status. 
 
Please do not include any alternative for analysis that would 
increase take of wolves, set any limits on wolf numbers, 
restrict their movements, or in any other respect infringe on 
the potential of establishing additional Mexican wolf 
populations, one of which is already called for in the 1982 
Mexican Wolf Recovery Plan and more of which will likely be 
required in a future revision of that plan. 
 
The Conservation Alternative should include the following 
provisions: 
 
1) Allow release of wolves from the captive breeding population 
directly into New Mexico. This is particularly important to 
enable the Fish and Wildlife Service to release genetically 
valuable animals into areas in which no wolf packs have 
established territories. 
2) Allow wolves to roam freely outside the boundaries of the 
Blue Range 
Wolf Recovery Area and not be geographically constrained by any 
other politically derived restrictions - just as other 
endangered species are allowed free movement. 
3) Require livestock owners using public lands to remove or 
render inedible the carcasses of non-wolf-killed stock so as to 
prevent wolves from being attracted to areas where domestic 
animals are vulnerable and habituating to preying on stock. This 
could be accomplished, at least in part, by holding blameless 
for subsequent depredations any wolf that has scavenged on dead 
livestock - and protecting such wolves from any governmental or 
private "take" or predator control. 
4) Authorize release of wolves into the White Sands Wolf 
Recovery Area, which is just a few dozen miles to the east of 
the Blue Range Wolf Recovery Area. White Sands has already been 
analyzed for its suitability for wolves and could serve as a 
home for genetically valuable wolves that might not otherwise be 
released. White Sands has only been found "unsuitable" if wolves 
are required to stay within its boundaries, but as part of a 
population that interacts with wolves in the Gila, it would 
serve an important role. 
 
Thank you for your consideration. 
 
 
Sincerely, 
William Holden 
222 E Croydon Park Rd 
Tucson, AZ 85704 
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Dr. Brian Millsap, State Administrator, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service 
NM 
 
Dear Dr. U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, 
 
The opportunity to comment on the rule-change for managing 
reintroduced Mexican gray wolves comes not a moment too soon. 
Fish and Wildlife Service management, with its heavy reliance on 
predator control targeting the wolves, has suppressed the wolf 
population and contributed to inbreeding. The solution must 
comply with the conservation mandate of the Endangered Species 
Act and not allow loss of wolves - from any and all sources, 
including government take and illegal poaching - to keep the 
population from rapid growth and genetic rescue. 
 
To this end, please develop a Conservation Alternative to be 
analyzed in the draft environmental impact statement that would 



upgrade the legal status of the reintroduced Mexican wolves from 
their current "experimental non-essential" standing to a fully 
protected endangered status. 
 
Please do not include any alternative for analysis that would 
increase take of wolves, set any limits on wolf numbers, 
restrict their movements, or in any other respect infringe on 
the potential of establishing additional Mexican wolf 
populations, one of which is already called for in the 1982 
Mexican Wolf Recovery Plan and more of which will likely be 
required in a future revision of that plan. 
 
The Conservation Alternative should include the following 
provisions: 
 
1) Allow release of wolves from the captive breeding population 
directly into New Mexico. This is particularly important to 
enable the Fish and Wildlife Service to release genetically 
valuable animals into areas in which no wolf packs have 
established territories. 
2) Allow wolves to roam freely outside the boundaries of the 
Blue Range 
Wolf Recovery Area and not be geographically constrained by any 
other politically derived restrictions - just as other 
endangered species are allowed free movement. 
3) Require livestock owners using public lands to remove or 
render inedible the carcasses of non-wolf-killed stock so as to 
prevent wolves from being attracted to areas where domestic 
animals are vulnerable and habituating to preying on stock. This 
could be accomplished, at least in part, by holding blameless 
for subsequent depredations any wolf that has scavenged on dead 
livestock - and protecting such wolves from any governmental or 
private "take" or predator control. 
4) Authorize release of wolves into the White Sands Wolf 
Recovery Area, which is just a few dozen miles to the east of 
the Blue Range Wolf Recovery Area. White Sands has already been 
analyzed for its suitability for wolves and could serve as a 
home for genetically valuable wolves that might not otherwise be 
released. White Sands has only been found "unsuitable" if wolves 
are required to stay within its boundaries, but as part of a 
population that interacts with wolves in the Gila, it would 
serve an important role. 
 
Thank you for your consideration. 
 
 
Sincerely, 
Cynthia Bauer 
112 Snowden Drive 
Pittsburgh, PA 15229 
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Dr. Brian Millsap, State Administrator, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service 
NM 
 
Dear Dr. U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, 
 
The opportunity to comment on the rule-change for managing 
reintroduced Mexican gray wolves comes not a moment too soon. 
Fish and Wildlife Service management, with its heavy reliance on 
predator control targeting the wolves, has suppressed the wolf 
population and contributed to inbreeding. The solution must 
comply with the conservation mandate of the Endangered Species 
Act and not allow loss of wolves - from any and all sources, 
including government take and illegal poaching - to keep the 
population from rapid growth and genetic rescue. 
 
To this end, please develop a Conservation Alternative to be 
analyzed in the draft environmental impact statement that would 



upgrade the legal status of the reintroduced Mexican wolves from 
their current "experimental non-essential" standing to a fully 
protected endangered status. 
 
Please do not include any alternative for analysis that would 
increase take of wolves, set any limits on wolf numbers, 
restrict their movements, or in any other respect infringe on 
the potential of establishing additional Mexican wolf 
populations, one of which is already called for in the 1982 
Mexican Wolf Recovery Plan and more of which will likely be 
required in a future revision of that plan. 
 
The Conservation Alternative should include the following 
provisions: 
 
1) Allow release of wolves from the captive breeding population 
directly into New Mexico. This is particularly important to 
enable the Fish and Wildlife Service to release genetically 
valuable animals into areas in which no wolf packs have 
established territories. 
2) Allow wolves to roam freely outside the boundaries of the 
Blue Range 
Wolf Recovery Area and not be geographically constrained by any 
other politically derived restrictions - just as other 
endangered species are allowed free movement. 
3) Require livestock owners using public lands to remove or 
render inedible the carcasses of non-wolf-killed stock so as to 
prevent wolves from being attracted to areas where domestic 
animals are vulnerable and habituating to preying on stock. This 
could be accomplished, at least in part, by holding blameless 
for subsequent depredations any wolf that has scavenged on dead 
livestock - and protecting such wolves from any governmental or 
private "take" or predator control. 
4) Authorize release of wolves into the White Sands Wolf 
Recovery Area, which is just a few dozen miles to the east of 
the Blue Range Wolf Recovery Area. White Sands has already been 
analyzed for its suitability for wolves and could serve as a 
home for genetically valuable wolves that might not otherwise be 
released. White Sands has only been found "unsuitable" if wolves 
are required to stay within its boundaries, but as part of a 
population that interacts with wolves in the Gila, it would 
serve an important role. 
 
Thank you for your consideration. 
 
 
Sincerely, 
Chris LaRoche 
2405 
NW 75th St 
Seattle, WA 98117 
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Dr. Brian Millsap, State Administrator, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service 
NM 
 
Dear Dr. U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, 
 
The opportunity to comment on the rule-change for managing 
reintroduced Mexican gray wolves comes not a moment too soon. 
Fish and Wildlife Service management, with its heavy reliance on 
predator control targeting the wolves, has suppressed the wolf 
population and contributed to inbreeding. The solution must 
comply with the conservation mandate of the Endangered Species 
Act and not allow loss of wolves - from any and all sources, 
including government take and illegal poaching - to keep the 
population from rapid growth and genetic rescue. 
 
To this end, please develop a Conservation Alternative to be 
analyzed in the draft environmental impact statement that would 



upgrade the legal status of the reintroduced Mexican wolves from 
their current "experimental non-essential" standing to a fully 
protected endangered status. 
 
Please do not include any alternative for analysis that would 
increase take of wolves, set any limits on wolf numbers, 
restrict their movements, or in any other respect infringe on 
the potential of establishing additional Mexican wolf 
populations, one of which is already called for in the 1982 
Mexican Wolf Recovery Plan and more of which will likely be 
required in a future revision of that plan. 
 
The Conservation Alternative should include the following 
provisions: 
 
1) Allow release of wolves from the captive breeding population 
directly into New Mexico. This is particularly important to 
enable the Fish and Wildlife Service to release genetically 
valuable animals into areas in which no wolf packs have 
established territories. 
2) Allow wolves to roam freely outside the boundaries of the 
Blue Range 
Wolf Recovery Area and not be geographically constrained by any 
other politically derived restrictions - just as other 
endangered species are allowed free movement. 
3) Require livestock owners using public lands to remove or 
render inedible the carcasses of non-wolf-killed stock so as to 
prevent wolves from being attracted to areas where domestic 
animals are vulnerable and habituating to preying on stock. This 
could be accomplished, at least in part, by holding blameless 
for subsequent depredations any wolf that has scavenged on dead 
livestock - and protecting such wolves from any governmental or 
private "take" or predator control. 
4) Authorize release of wolves into the White Sands Wolf 
Recovery Area, which is just a few dozen miles to the east of 
the Blue Range Wolf Recovery Area. White Sands has already been 
analyzed for its suitability for wolves and could serve as a 
home for genetically valuable wolves that might not otherwise be 
released. White Sands has only been found "unsuitable" if wolves 
are required to stay within its boundaries, but as part of a 
population that interacts with wolves in the Gila, it would 
serve an important role. 
 
Thank you for your consideration. 
 
 
Sincerely, 
Thomas Dukes 
512 Rittiman Road 
San Antonio, TX 78209 
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Dr. Brian Millsap, State Administrator, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service 
NM 
 
Dear Dr. U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, 
 
Surely there is room on this Earth for all God's creatures, even 
the Mexican gray wolf. Perish the day when we degrade the 
environment to the point that even homo sapiens becomes extinct! 
 
The opportunity to comment on the rule-change for managing 
reintroduced Mexican gray wolves comes not a moment too soon. 
Fish and Wildlife Service management, with its heavy reliance on 
predator control targeting the wolves, has suppressed the wolf 
population and contributed to inbreeding. The solution must 
comply with the conservation mandate of the Endangered Species 
Act and not allow loss of wolves - from any and all sources, 
including government take and illegal poaching - to keep the 



population from rapid growth and genetic rescue. 
 
To this end, please develop a Conservation Alternative to be 
analyzed in the draft environmental impact statement that would 
upgrade the legal status of the reintroduced Mexican wolves from 
their current "experimental non-essential" standing to a fully 
protected endangered status. 
 
Please do not include any alternative for analysis that would 
increase take of wolves, set any limits on wolf numbers, 
restrict their movements, or in any other respect infringe on 
the potential of establishing additional Mexican wolf 
populations, one of which is already called for in the 1982 
Mexican Wolf Recovery Plan and more of which will likely be 
required in a future revision of that plan. 
 
The Conservation Alternative should include the following 
provisions: 
 
1) Allow release of wolves from the captive breeding population 
directly into New Mexico. This is particularly important to 
enable the Fish and Wildlife Service to release genetically 
valuable animals into areas in which no wolf packs have 
established territories. 
2) Allow wolves to roam freely outside the boundaries of the 
Blue Range Wolf Recovery Area and not be geographically 
constrained by any other politically derived restrictions - just 
as other endangered species are allowed free movement. 
3) Require livestock owners using public lands to remove or 
render inedible the carcasses of non-wolf-killed stock so as to 
prevent wolves from being attracted to areas where domestic 
animals are vulnerable and habituating to preying on stock. This 
could be accomplished, at least in part, by holding blameless 
for subsequent depredations any wolf that has scavenged on dead 
livestock - and protecting such wolves from any governmental or 
private "take" or predator control. 
4) Authorize release of wolves into the White Sands Wolf 
Recovery Area, which is just a few dozen miles to the east of 
the Blue Range Wolf Recovery Area. White Sands has already been 
analyzed for its suitability for wolves and could serve as a 
home for genetically valuable wolves that might not otherwise be 
released. White Sands has only been found "unsuitable" if wolves 
are required to stay within its boundaries, but as part of a 
population that interacts with wolves in the Gila, it would 
serve an important role. 
 
Thank you for your consideration. 
 
 
Sincerely, 
Kathryn Rose 
2749 Lafayette St. 
Denver, CO 80205 
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Dr. Brian Millsap, State Administrator, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service 
NM 
 
Dear Dr. U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, 
 
The opportunity to comment on the rule-change for managing 
reintroduced Mexican gray wolves comes not a moment too soon. 
Fish and Wildlife Service management, with its heavy reliance on 
predator control targeting the wolves, has suppressed the wolf 
population and contributed to inbreeding. The solution must 
comply with the conservation mandate of the Endangered Species 
Act and not allow loss of wolves - from any and all sources, 
including government take and illegal poaching - to keep the 
population from rapid growth and genetic rescue. 
 
To this end, please develop a Conservation Alternative to be 



analyzed in the draft environmental impact statement that would 
upgrade the legal status of the reintroduced Mexican wolves from 
their current "experimental non-essential" standing to a fully 
protected endangered status. 
 
Please do not include any alternative for analysis that would 
increase take of wolves, set any limits on wolf numbers, 
restrict their movements, or in any other respect infringe on 
the potential of establishing additional Mexican wolf 
populations, one of which is already called for in the 1982 
Mexican Wolf Recovery Plan and more of which will likely be 
required in a future revision of that plan. 
 
The Conservation Alternative should include the following 
provisions: 
 
1) Allow release of wolves from the captive breeding population 
directly into New Mexico. This is particularly important to 
enable the Fish and Wildlife Service to release genetically 
valuable animals into areas in which no wolf packs have 
established territories. 
2) Allow wolves to roam freely outside the boundaries of the 
Blue Range 
Wolf Recovery Area and not be geographically constrained by any 
other politically derived restrictions - just as other 
endangered species are allowed free movement. 
3) Require livestock owners using public lands to remove or 
render inedible the carcasses of non-wolf-killed stock so as to 
prevent wolves from being attracted to areas where domestic 
animals are vulnerable and habituating to preying on stock. This 
could be accomplished, at least in part, by holding blameless 
for subsequent depredations any wolf that has scavenged on dead 
livestock - and protecting such wolves from any governmental or 
private "take" or predator control. 
4) Authorize release of wolves into the White Sands Wolf 
Recovery Area, which is just a few dozen miles to the east of 
the Blue Range Wolf Recovery Area. White Sands has already been 
analyzed for its suitability for wolves and could serve as a 
home for genetically valuable wolves that might not otherwise be 
released. White Sands has only been found "unsuitable" if wolves 
are required to stay within its boundaries, but as part of a 
population that interacts with wolves in the Gila, it would 
serve an important role. 
 
Thank you for your consideration. 
 
 
Sincerely, 
Rosalinda Szliuga 
23425 SE Black Nugget Road 
Issaquah, WA 98029 
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Dr. Brian Millsap, State Administrator, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service 
NM 
 
Dear Dr. U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, 
 
The opportunity to comment on the rule-change for managing 
reintroduced Mexican gray wolves comes not a moment too soon. 
Fish and Wildlife Service management, with its heavy reliance on 
predator control targeting the wolves, has suppressed the wolf 
population and contributed to inbreeding. The solution must 
comply with the conservation mandate of the Endangered Species 
Act and not allow loss of wolves - from any and all sources, 
including government take and illegal poaching - to keep the 
population from rapid growth and genetic rescue. 
 
To this end, please develop a Conservation Alternative to be 
analyzed in the draft environmental impact statement that would 



upgrade the legal status of the reintroduced Mexican wolves from 
their current "experimental non-essential" standing to a fully 
protected endangered status. 
 
Please do not include any alternative for analysis that would 
increase take of wolves, set any limits on wolf numbers, 
restrict their movements, or in any other respect infringe on 
the potential of establishing additional Mexican wolf 
populations, one of which is already called for in the 1982 
Mexican Wolf Recovery Plan and more of which will likely be 
required in a future revision of that plan. 
 
The Conservation Alternative should include the following 
provisions: 
 
1) Allow release of wolves from the captive breeding population 
directly into New Mexico. This is particularly important to 
enable the Fish and Wildlife Service to release genetically 
valuable animals into areas in which no wolf packs have 
established territories. 
2) Allow wolves to roam freely outside the boundaries of the 
Blue Range 
Wolf Recovery Area and not be geographically constrained by any 
other politically derived restrictions - just as other 
endangered species are allowed free movement. 
3) Require livestock owners using public lands to remove or 
render inedible the carcasses of non-wolf-killed stock so as to 
prevent wolves from being attracted to areas where domestic 
animals are vulnerable and habituating to preying on stock. This 
could be accomplished, at least in part, by holding blameless 
for subsequent depredations any wolf that has scavenged on dead 
livestock - and protecting such wolves from any governmental or 
private "take" or predator control. 
4) Authorize release of wolves into the White Sands Wolf 
Recovery Area, which is just a few dozen miles to the east of 
the Blue Range Wolf Recovery Area. White Sands has already been 
analyzed for its suitability for wolves and could serve as a 
home for genetically valuable wolves that might not otherwise be 
released. White Sands has only been found "unsuitable" if wolves 
are required to stay within its boundaries, but as part of a 
population that interacts with wolves in the Gila, it would 
serve an important role. 
 
Thank you for your consideration. 
 
 
Sincerely, 
kathy gibbs 
473 Bluejay Dr 
Spring Creek, NV 89815 
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Dr. Brian Millsap, State Administrator, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service 
NM 
 
Dear Dr. U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, 
 
The opportunity to comment on the rule-change for managing 
reintroduced Mexican gray wolves comes not a moment too soon. 
Fish and Wildlife Service management, with its heavy reliance on 
predator control targeting the wolves, has suppressed the wolf 
population and contributed to inbreeding. The solution must 
comply with the conservation mandate of the Endangered Species 
Act and not allow loss of wolves - from any and all sources, 
including government take and illegal poaching - to keep the 
population from rapid growth and genetic rescue. 
 
To this end, please develop a Conservation Alternative to be 
analyzed in the draft environmental impact statement that would 



upgrade the legal status of the reintroduced Mexican wolves from 
their current "experimental non-essential" standing to a fully 
protected endangered status. 
 
Please do not include any alternative for analysis that would 
increase take of wolves, set any limits on wolf numbers, 
restrict their movements, or in any other respect infringe on 
the potential of establishing additional Mexican wolf 
populations, one of which is already called for in the 1982 
Mexican Wolf Recovery Plan and more of which will likely be 
required in a future revision of that plan. 
 
The Conservation Alternative should include the following 
provisions: 
 
1) Allow release of wolves from the captive breeding population 
directly into New Mexico. This is particularly important to 
enable the Fish and Wildlife Service to release genetically 
valuable animals into areas in which no wolf packs have 
established territories. 
2) Allow wolves to roam freely outside the boundaries of the 
Blue Range 
Wolf Recovery Area and not be geographically constrained by any 
other politically derived restrictions - just as other 
endangered species are allowed free movement. 
3) Require livestock owners using public lands to remove or 
render inedible the carcasses of non-wolf-killed stock so as to 
prevent wolves from being attracted to areas where domestic 
animals are vulnerable and habituating to preying on stock. This 
could be accomplished, at least in part, by holding blameless 
for subsequent depredations any wolf that has scavenged on dead 
livestock - and protecting such wolves from any governmental or 
private "take" or predator control. 
4) Authorize release of wolves into the White Sands Wolf 
Recovery Area, which is just a few dozen miles to the east of 
the Blue Range Wolf Recovery Area. White Sands has already been 
analyzed for its suitability for wolves and could serve as a 
home for genetically valuable wolves that might not otherwise be 
released. White Sands has only been found "unsuitable" if wolves 
are required to stay within its boundaries, but as part of a 
population that interacts with wolves in the Gila, it would 
serve an important role. 
 
Thank you for your consideration. 
 
 
Sincerely, 
Barbara Nelson 
1012 SW 317th Ct. 
Federal Way, WA 98023 
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Dr. Brian Millsap, State Administrator, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service 
NM 
 
Dear Dr. U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, 
 
The opportunity to comment on the rule-change for managing 
reintroduced Mexican gray wolves comes not a moment too soon. 
Fish and Wildlife Service management, with its heavy reliance on 
predator control targeting the wolves, has suppressed the wolf 
population and contributed to inbreeding. The solution must 
comply with the conservation mandate of the Endangered Species 
Act and not allow loss of wolves - from any and all sources, 
including government take and illegal poaching - to keep the 
population from rapid growth and genetic rescue. 
 
To this end, please develop a Conservation Alternative to be 
analyzed in the draft environmental impact statement that would 



upgrade the legal status of the reintroduced Mexican wolves from 
their current "experimental non-essential" standing to a fully 
protected endangered status. 
 
Please do not include any alternative for analysis that would 
increase take of wolves, set any limits on wolf numbers, 
restrict their movements, or in any other respect infringe on 
the potential of establishing additional Mexican wolf 
populations, one of which is already called for in the 1982 
Mexican Wolf Recovery Plan and more of which will likely be 
required in a future revision of that plan. 
 
The Conservation Alternative should include the following 
provisions: 
 
1) Allow release of wolves from the captive breeding population 
directly into New Mexico. This is particularly important to 
enable the Fish and Wildlife Service to release genetically 
valuable animals into areas in which no wolf packs have 
established territories. 
2) Allow wolves to roam freely outside the boundaries of the 
Blue Range 
Wolf Recovery Area and not be geographically constrained by any 
other politically derived restrictions - just as other 
endangered species are allowed free movement. 
3) Require livestock owners using public lands to remove or 
render inedible the carcasses of non-wolf-killed stock so as to 
prevent wolves from being attracted to areas where domestic 
animals are vulnerable and habituating to preying on stock. This 
could be accomplished, at least in part, by holding blameless 
for subsequent depredations any wolf that has scavenged on dead 
livestock - and protecting such wolves from any governmental or 
private "take" or predator control. 
4) Authorize release of wolves into the White Sands Wolf 
Recovery Area, which is just a few dozen miles to the east of 
the Blue Range Wolf Recovery Area. White Sands has already been 
analyzed for its suitability for wolves and could serve as a 
home for genetically valuable wolves that might not otherwise be 
released. White Sands has only been found "unsuitable" if wolves 
are required to stay within its boundaries, but as part of a 
population that interacts with wolves in the Gila, it would 
serve an important role. 
 
Thank you for your consideration. 
 
 
Sincerely, 
Veronica Christenson 
3203 W. Valleyheart dr 
Burbank, CA 91505 
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Dr. Brian Millsap, State Administrator, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service 
NM 
 
Dear Dr. U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, 
 
The opportunity to comment on the rule-change for managing 
reintroduced Mexican gray wolves comes not a moment too soon. 
Fish and Wildlife Service management, with its heavy reliance on 
predator control targeting the wolves, has suppressed the wolf 
population and contributed to inbreeding. The solution must 
comply with the conservation mandate of the Endangered Species 
Act and not allow loss of wolves - from any and all sources, 
including government take and illegal poaching - to keep the 
population from rapid growth and genetic rescue. 
 
To this end, please develop a Conservation Alternative to be 
analyzed in the draft environmental impact statement that would 



upgrade the legal status of the reintroduced Mexican wolves from 
their current "experimental non-essential" standing to a fully 
protected endangered status. 
 
Please do not include any alternative for analysis that would 
increase take of wolves, set any limits on wolf numbers, 
restrict their movements, or in any other respect infringe on 
the potential of establishing additional Mexican wolf 
populations, one of which is already called for in the 1982 
Mexican Wolf Recovery Plan and more of which will likely be 
required in a future revision of that plan. 
 
The Conservation Alternative should include the following 
provisions: 
 
1) Allow release of wolves from the captive breeding population 
directly into New Mexico. This is particularly important to 
enable the Fish and Wildlife Service to release genetically 
valuable animals into areas in which no wolf packs have 
established territories. 
2) Allow wolves to roam freely outside the boundaries of the 
Blue Range 
Wolf Recovery Area and not be geographically constrained by any 
other politically derived restrictions - just as other 
endangered species are allowed free movement. 
3) Require livestock owners using public lands to remove or 
render inedible the carcasses of non-wolf-killed stock so as to 
prevent wolves from being attracted to areas where domestic 
animals are vulnerable and habituating to preying on stock. This 
could be accomplished, at least in part, by holding blameless 
for subsequent depredations any wolf that has scavenged on dead 
livestock - and protecting such wolves from any governmental or 
private "take" or predator control. 
4) Authorize release of wolves into the White Sands Wolf 
Recovery Area, which is just a few dozen miles to the east of 
the Blue Range Wolf Recovery Area. White Sands has already been 
analyzed for its suitability for wolves and could serve as a 
home for genetically valuable wolves that might not otherwise be 
released. White Sands has only been found "unsuitable" if wolves 
are required to stay within its boundaries, but as part of a 
population that interacts with wolves in the Gila, it would 
serve an important role. 
 
Thank you for your consideration. 
 
 
Sincerely, 
Holly Sullivan 
3349 Central Avenue 
Spring Valley, CA 91977 
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Dr. Brian Millsap, State Administrator, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service 
NM 
 
Dear Dr. U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, 
 
The opportunity to comment on the rule-change for managing 
reintroduced Mexican gray wolves comes not a moment too soon. 
Fish and Wildlife Service management, with its heavy reliance on 
predator control targeting the wolves, has suppressed the wolf 
population and contributed to inbreeding. The solution must 
comply with the conservation mandate of the Endangered Species 
Act and not allow loss of wolves - from any and all sources, 
including government take and illegal poaching - to keep the 
population from rapid growth and genetic rescue. 
 
To this end, please develop a Conservation Alternative to be 
analyzed in the draft environmental impact statement that would 



upgrade the legal status of the reintroduced Mexican wolves from 
their current "experimental non-essential" standing to a fully 
protected endangered status. 
 
Please do not include any alternative for analysis that would 
increase take of wolves, set any limits on wolf numbers, 
restrict their movements, or in any other respect infringe on 
the potential of establishing additional Mexican wolf 
populations, one of which is already called for in the 1982 
Mexican Wolf Recovery Plan and more of which will likely be 
required in a future revision of that plan. 
 
The Conservation Alternative should include the following 
provisions: 
 
1) Allow release of wolves from the captive breeding population 
directly into New Mexico. This is particularly important to 
enable the Fish and Wildlife Service to release genetically 
valuable animals into areas in which no wolf packs have 
established territories. 
2) Allow wolves to roam freely outside the boundaries of the 
Blue Range 
Wolf Recovery Area and not be geographically constrained by any 
other politically derived restrictions - just as other 
endangered species are allowed free movement. 
3) Require livestock owners using public lands to remove or 
render inedible the carcasses of non-wolf-killed stock so as to 
prevent wolves from being attracted to areas where domestic 
animals are vulnerable and habituating to preying on stock. This 
could be accomplished, at least in part, by holding blameless 
for subsequent depredations any wolf that has scavenged on dead 
livestock - and protecting such wolves from any governmental or 
private "take" or predator control. 
4) Authorize release of wolves into the White Sands Wolf 
Recovery Area, which is just a few dozen miles to the east of 
the Blue Range Wolf Recovery Area. White Sands has already been 
analyzed for its suitability for wolves and could serve as a 
home for genetically valuable wolves that might not otherwise be 
released. White Sands has only been found "unsuitable" if wolves 
are required to stay within its boundaries, but as part of a 
population that interacts with wolves in the Gila, it would 
serve an important role. 
 
Thank you for your consideration. 
 
 
Sincerely, 
Jordanne Godwin 
2775 Kecoughtan Rd. 
Pfafftown, NC 27040 
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Dr. Brian Millsap, State Administrator, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service 
NM 
 
Dear Dr. U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, 
 
The opportunity to comment on the rule-change for managing 
reintroduced Mexican gray wolves comes not a moment too soon. 
Fish and Wildlife Service management, with its heavy reliance on 
predator control targeting the wolves, has suppressed the wolf 
population and contributed to inbreeding. The solution must 
comply with the conservation mandate of the Endangered Species 
Act and not allow loss of wolves - from any and all sources, 
including government take and illegal poaching - to keep the 
population from rapid growth and genetic rescue. 
 
To this end, please develop a Conservation Alternative to be 
analyzed in the draft environmental impact statement that would 



upgrade the legal status of the reintroduced Mexican wolves from 
their current "experimental non-essential" standing to a fully 
protected endangered status. 
 
Please do not include any alternative for analysis that would 
increase take of wolves, set any limits on wolf numbers, 
restrict their movements, or in any other respect infringe on 
the potential of establishing additional Mexican wolf 
populations, one of which is already called for in the 1982 
Mexican Wolf Recovery Plan and more of which will likely be 
required in a future revision of that plan. 
 
The Conservation Alternative should include the following 
provisions: 
 
1) Allow release of wolves from the captive breeding population 
directly into New Mexico. This is particularly important to 
enable the Fish and Wildlife Service to release genetically 
valuable animals into areas in which no wolf packs have 
established territories. 
2) Allow wolves to roam freely outside the boundaries of the 
Blue Range 
Wolf Recovery Area and not be geographically constrained by any 
other politically derived restrictions - just as other 
endangered species are allowed free movement. 
3) Require livestock owners using public lands to remove or 
render inedible the carcasses of non-wolf-killed stock so as to 
prevent wolves from being attracted to areas where domestic 
animals are vulnerable and habituating to preying on stock. This 
could be accomplished, at least in part, by holding blameless 
for subsequent depredations any wolf that has scavenged on dead 
livestock - and protecting such wolves from any governmental or 
private "take" or predator control. 
4) Authorize release of wolves into the White Sands Wolf 
Recovery Area, which is just a few dozen miles to the east of 
the Blue Range Wolf Recovery Area. White Sands has already been 
analyzed for its suitability for wolves and could serve as a 
home for genetically valuable wolves that might not otherwise be 
released. White Sands has only been found "unsuitable" if wolves 
are required to stay within its boundaries, but as part of a 
population that interacts with wolves in the Gila, it would 
serve an important role. 
 
Thank you for your consideration. 
 
 
Sincerely, 
Jack Follett 
1520 E Secretariat Drive 
Tempe, AZ 85284 
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Dr. Brian Millsap, State Administrator, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service 
NM 
 
Dear Dr. U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, 
 
The opportunity to comment on the rule-change for managing 
reintroduced Mexican gray wolves comes not a moment too soon. 
Fish and Wildlife Service management, with its heavy reliance on 
predator control targeting the wolves, has suppressed the wolf 
population and contributed to inbreeding. The solution must 
comply with the conservation mandate of the Endangered Species 
Act and not allow loss of wolves - from any and all sources, 
including government take and illegal poaching - to keep the 
population from rapid growth and genetic rescue. 
 
To this end, please develop a Conservation Alternative to be 
analyzed in the draft environmental impact statement that would 



upgrade the legal status of the reintroduced Mexican wolves from 
their current "experimental non-essential" standing to a fully 
protected endangered status. 
 
Please do not include any alternative for analysis that would 
increase take of wolves, set any limits on wolf numbers, 
restrict their movements, or in any other respect infringe on 
the potential of establishing additional Mexican wolf 
populations, one of which is already called for in the 1982 
Mexican Wolf Recovery Plan and more of which will likely be 
required in a future revision of that plan. 
 
The Conservation Alternative should include the following 
provisions: 
 
1) Allow release of wolves from the captive breeding population 
directly into New Mexico. This is particularly important to 
enable the Fish and Wildlife Service to release genetically 
valuable animals into areas in which no wolf packs have 
established territories. 
2) Allow wolves to roam freely outside the boundaries of the 
Blue Range 
Wolf Recovery Area and not be geographically constrained by any 
other politically derived restrictions - just as other 
endangered species are allowed free movement. 
3) Require livestock owners using public lands to remove or 
render inedible the carcasses of non-wolf-killed stock so as to 
prevent wolves from being attracted to areas where domestic 
animals are vulnerable and habituating to preying on stock. This 
could be accomplished, at least in part, by holding blameless 
for subsequent depredations any wolf that has scavenged on dead 
livestock - and protecting such wolves from any governmental or 
private "take" or predator control. 
4) Authorize release of wolves into the White Sands Wolf 
Recovery Area, which is just a few dozen miles to the east of 
the Blue Range Wolf Recovery Area. White Sands has already been 
analyzed for its suitability for wolves and could serve as a 
home for genetically valuable wolves that might not otherwise be 
released. White Sands has only been found "unsuitable" if wolves 
are required to stay within its boundaries, but as part of a 
population that interacts with wolves in the Gila, it would 
serve an important role. 
 
Thank you for your consideration. 
 
 
Sincerely, 
Donald Ester 
5600 NE Zenith Road 
Jackson, WY 83001 
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Dr. Brian Millsap, State Administrator, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service 
NM 
 
Dear Dr. U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, 
 
The opportunity to comment on the rule-change for managing 
reintroduced Mexican gray wolves comes not a moment too soon. 
Fish and Wildlife Service management, with its heavy reliance on 
predator control targeting the wolves, has suppressed the wolf 
population and contributed to inbreeding. The solution must 
comply with the conservation mandate of the Endangered Species 
Act and not allow loss of wolves - from any and all sources, 
including government take and illegal poaching - to keep the 
population from rapid growth and genetic rescue. 
 
To this end, please develop a Conservation Alternative to be 
analyzed in the draft environmental impact statement that would 



upgrade the legal status of the reintroduced Mexican wolves from 
their current "experimental non-essential" standing to a fully 
protected endangered status. 
 
Please do not include any alternative for analysis that would 
increase take of wolves, set any limits on wolf numbers, 
restrict their movements, or in any other respect infringe on 
the potential of establishing additional Mexican wolf 
populations, one of which is already called for in the 1982 
Mexican Wolf Recovery Plan and more of which will likely be 
required in a future revision of that plan. 
 
The Conservation Alternative should include the following 
provisions: 
 
1) Allow release of wolves from the captive breeding population 
directly into New Mexico. This is particularly important to 
enable the Fish and Wildlife Service to release genetically 
valuable animals into areas in which no wolf packs have 
established territories. 
2) Allow wolves to roam freely outside the boundaries of the 
Blue Range 
Wolf Recovery Area and not be geographically constrained by any 
other politically derived restrictions - just as other 
endangered species are allowed free movement. 
3) Require livestock owners using public lands to remove or 
render inedible the carcasses of non-wolf-killed stock so as to 
prevent wolves from being attracted to areas where domestic 
animals are vulnerable and habituating to preying on stock. This 
could be accomplished, at least in part, by holding blameless 
for subsequent depredations any wolf that has scavenged on dead 
livestock - and protecting such wolves from any governmental or 
private "take" or predator control. 
4) Authorize release of wolves into the White Sands Wolf 
Recovery Area, which is just a few dozen miles to the east of 
the Blue Range Wolf Recovery Area. White Sands has already been 
analyzed for its suitability for wolves and could serve as a 
home for genetically valuable wolves that might not otherwise be 
released. White Sands has only been found "unsuitable" if wolves 
are required to stay within its boundaries, but as part of a 
population that interacts with wolves in the Gila, it would 
serve an important role. 
 
Thank you for your consideration. 
 
 
Sincerely, 
CHRIS WATSON 
4473 Emerson Road 
South Euclid, OH 44121 
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Dr. Brian Millsap, State Administrator, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service 
NM 
 
Dear Dr. U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, 
 
The opportunity to comment on the rule-change for managing 
reintroduced Mexican gray wolves comes not a moment too soon. 
Fish and Wildlife Service management, with its heavy reliance on 
predator control targeting the wolves, has suppressed the wolf 
population and contributed to inbreeding. The solution must 
comply with the conservation mandate of the Endangered Species 
Act and not allow loss of wolves - from any and all sources, 
including government take and illegal poaching - to keep the 
population from rapid growth and genetic rescue. 
 
To this end, please develop a Conservation Alternative to be 
analyzed in the draft environmental impact statement that would 



upgrade the legal status of the reintroduced Mexican wolves from 
their current "experimental non-essential" standing to a fully 
protected endangered status. 
 
Please do not include any alternative for analysis that would 
increase take of wolves, set any limits on wolf numbers, 
restrict their movements, or in any other respect infringe on 
the potential of establishing additional Mexican wolf 
populations, one of which is already called for in the 1982 
Mexican Wolf Recovery Plan and more of which will likely be 
required in a future revision of that plan. 
 
The Conservation Alternative should include the following 
provisions: 
 
1) Allow release of wolves from the captive breeding population 
directly into New Mexico. This is particularly important to 
enable the Fish and Wildlife Service to release genetically 
valuable animals into areas in which no wolf packs have 
established territories. 
2) Allow wolves to roam freely outside the boundaries of the 
Blue Range 
Wolf Recovery Area and not be geographically constrained by any 
other politically derived restrictions - just as other 
endangered species are allowed free movement. 
3) Require livestock owners using public lands to remove or 
render inedible the carcasses of non-wolf-killed stock so as to 
prevent wolves from being attracted to areas where domestic 
animals are vulnerable and habituating to preying on stock. This 
could be accomplished, at least in part, by holding blameless 
for subsequent depredations any wolf that has scavenged on dead 
livestock - and protecting such wolves from any governmental or 
private "take" or predator control. 
4) Authorize release of wolves into the White Sands Wolf 
Recovery Area, which is just a few dozen miles to the east of 
the Blue Range Wolf Recovery Area. White Sands has already been 
analyzed for its suitability for wolves and could serve as a 
home for genetically valuable wolves that might not otherwise be 
released. White Sands has only been found "unsuitable" if wolves 
are required to stay within its boundaries, but as part of a 
population that interacts with wolves in the Gila, it would 
serve an important role. 
 
Thank you for your consideration. 
 
 
Sincerely, 
Christine Berger 
669 Alma Avenue 
Apt #103 
Oakland, CA 94610 
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Dr. Brian Millsap, State Administrator, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service 
NM 
 
Dear Dr. U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, 
 
The opportunity to comment on the rule-change for managing 
reintroduced Mexican gray wolves comes not a moment too soon. 
Fish and Wildlife Service management, with its heavy reliance on 
predator control targeting the wolves, has suppressed the wolf 
population and contributed to inbreeding. The solution must 
comply with the conservation mandate of the Endangered Species 
Act and not allow loss of wolves - from any and all sources, 
including government take and illegal poaching - to keep the 
population from rapid growth and genetic rescue. 
 
To this end, please develop a Conservation Alternative to be 
analyzed in the draft environmental impact statement that would 



upgrade the legal status of the reintroduced Mexican wolves from 
their current "experimental non-essential" standing to a fully 
protected endangered status. 
 
Please do not include any alternative for analysis that would 
increase take of wolves, set any limits on wolf numbers, 
restrict their movements, or in any other respect infringe on 
the potential of establishing additional Mexican wolf 
populations, one of which is already called for in the 1982 
Mexican Wolf Recovery Plan and more of which will likely be 
required in a future revision of that plan. 
 
The Conservation Alternative should include the following 
provisions: 
 
1) Allow release of wolves from the captive breeding population 
directly into New Mexico. This is particularly important to 
enable the Fish and Wildlife Service to release genetically 
valuable animals into areas in which no wolf packs have 
established territories. 
2) Allow wolves to roam freely outside the boundaries of the 
Blue Range 
Wolf Recovery Area and not be geographically constrained by any 
other politically derived restrictions - just as other 
endangered species are allowed free movement. 
3) Require livestock owners using public lands to remove or 
render inedible the carcasses of non-wolf-killed stock so as to 
prevent wolves from being attracted to areas where domestic 
animals are vulnerable and habituating to preying on stock. This 
could be accomplished, at least in part, by holding blameless 
for subsequent depredations any wolf that has scavenged on dead 
livestock - and protecting such wolves from any governmental or 
private "take" or predator control. 
4) Authorize release of wolves into the White Sands Wolf 
Recovery Area, which is just a few dozen miles to the east of 
the Blue Range Wolf Recovery Area. White Sands has already been 
analyzed for its suitability for wolves and could serve as a 
home for genetically valuable wolves that might not otherwise be 
released. White Sands has only been found "unsuitable" if wolves 
are required to stay within its boundaries, but as part of a 
population that interacts with wolves in the Gila, it would 
serve an important role. 
 
Thank you for your consideration. 
 
 
Sincerely, 
kenneth clark 
601 seneca manor dr APT 10e 
rochester, NY 14621 
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Dr. Brian Millsap, State Administrator, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service 
NM 
 
Dear Dr. U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, 
 
The opportunity to comment on the rule-change for managing 
reintroduced Mexican gray wolves comes not a moment too soon. 
Fish and Wildlife Service management, with its heavy reliance on 
predator control targeting the wolves, has suppressed the wolf 
population and contributed to inbreeding. The solution must 
comply with the conservation mandate of the Endangered Species 
Act and not allow loss of wolves - from any and all sources, 
including government take and illegal poaching - to keep the 
population from rapid growth and genetic rescue. 
 
To this end, please develop a Conservation Alternative to be 
analyzed in the draft environmental impact statement that would 



upgrade the legal status of the reintroduced Mexican wolves from 
their current "experimental non-essential" standing to a fully 
protected endangered status. 
 
Please do not include any alternative for analysis that would 
increase take of wolves, set any limits on wolf numbers, 
restrict their movements, or in any other respect infringe on 
the potential of establishing additional Mexican wolf 
populations, one of which is already called for in the 1982 
Mexican Wolf Recovery Plan and more of which will likely be 
required in a future revision of that plan. 
 
The Conservation Alternative should include the following 
provisions: 
 
1) Allow release of wolves from the captive breeding population 
directly into New Mexico. This is particularly important to 
enable the Fish and Wildlife Service to release genetically 
valuable animals into areas in which no wolf packs have 
established territories. 
2) Allow wolves to roam freely outside the boundaries of the 
Blue Range 
Wolf Recovery Area and not be geographically constrained by any 
other politically derived restrictions - just as other 
endangered species are allowed free movement. 
3) Require livestock owners using public lands to remove or 
render inedible the carcasses of non-wolf-killed stock so as to 
prevent wolves from being attracted to areas where domestic 
animals are vulnerable and habituating to preying on stock. This 
could be accomplished, at least in part, by holding blameless 
for subsequent depredations any wolf that has scavenged on dead 
livestock - and protecting such wolves from any governmental or 
private "take" or predator control. 
4) Authorize release of wolves into the White Sands Wolf 
Recovery Area, which is just a few dozen miles to the east of 
the Blue Range Wolf Recovery Area. White Sands has already been 
analyzed for its suitability for wolves and could serve as a 
home for genetically valuable wolves that might not otherwise be 
released. White Sands has only been found "unsuitable" if wolves 
are required to stay within its boundaries, but as part of a 
population that interacts with wolves in the Gila, it would 
serve an important role. 
 
Thank you for your consideration. 
 
 
Sincerely, 
Kris Leesekamp 
330 First Street SE 
Cedar Rapids, IA 52401 
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Dr. Brian Millsap, State Administrator, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service 
NM 
 
Dear Dr. U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, 
 
The opportunity to comment on the rule-change for managing 
reintroduced Mexican gray wolves comes not a moment too soon. 
Fish and Wildlife Service management, with its heavy reliance on 
predator control targeting the wolves, has suppressed the wolf 
population and contributed to inbreeding. The solution must 
comply with the conservation mandate of the Endangered Species 
Act and not allow loss of wolves - from any and all sources, 
including government take and illegal poaching - to keep the 
population from rapid growth and genetic rescue. 
 
To this end, please develop a Conservation Alternative to be 
analyzed in the draft environmental impact statement that would 



upgrade the legal status of the reintroduced Mexican wolves from 
their current "experimental non-essential" standing to a fully 
protected endangered status. 
 
Please do not include any alternative for analysis that would 
increase take of wolves, set any limits on wolf numbers, 
restrict their movements, or in any other respect infringe on 
the potential of establishing additional Mexican wolf 
populations, one of which is already called for in the 1982 
Mexican Wolf Recovery Plan and more of which will likely be 
required in a future revision of that plan. 
 
The Conservation Alternative should include the following 
provisions: 
 
1) Allow release of wolves from the captive breeding population 
directly into New Mexico. This is particularly important to 
enable the Fish and Wildlife Service to release genetically 
valuable animals into areas in which no wolf packs have 
established territories. 
2) Allow wolves to roam freely outside the boundaries of the 
Blue Range 
Wolf Recovery Area and not be geographically constrained by any 
other politically derived restrictions - just as other 
endangered species are allowed free movement. 
3) Require livestock owners using public lands to remove or 
render inedible the carcasses of non-wolf-killed stock so as to 
prevent wolves from being attracted to areas where domestic 
animals are vulnerable and habituating to preying on stock. This 
could be accomplished, at least in part, by holding blameless 
for subsequent depredations any wolf that has scavenged on dead 
livestock - and protecting such wolves from any governmental or 
private "take" or predator control. 
4) Authorize release of wolves into the White Sands Wolf 
Recovery Area, which is just a few dozen miles to the east of 
the Blue Range Wolf Recovery Area. White Sands has already been 
analyzed for its suitability for wolves and could serve as a 
home for genetically valuable wolves that might not otherwise be 
released. White Sands has only been found "unsuitable" if wolves 
are required to stay within its boundaries, but as part of a 
population that interacts with wolves in the Gila, it would 
serve an important role. 
 
Thank you for your consideration. 
 
 
Sincerely, 
Cheri Langlois 
PO Box 1286 
Mendocino, CA 95460 
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Dr. Brian Millsap, State Administrator, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service 
NM 
 
Dear Dr. U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, 
 
The opportunity to comment on the rule-change for managing 
reintroduced Mexican gray wolves comes not a moment too soon. 
Fish and Wildlife Service management, with its heavy reliance on 
predator control targeting the wolves, has suppressed the wolf 
population and contributed to inbreeding. The solution must 
comply with the conservation mandate of the Endangered Species 
Act and not allow loss of wolves - from any and all sources, 
including government take and illegal poaching - to keep the 
population from rapid growth and genetic rescue. 
 
To this end, please develop a Conservation Alternative to be 
analyzed in the draft environmental impact statement that would 



upgrade the legal status of the reintroduced Mexican wolves from 
their current "experimental non-essential" standing to a fully 
protected endangered status. 
 
Please do not include any alternative for analysis that would 
increase take of wolves, set any limits on wolf numbers, 
restrict their movements, or in any other respect infringe on 
the potential of establishing additional Mexican wolf 
populations, one of which is already called for in the 1982 
Mexican Wolf Recovery Plan and more of which will likely be 
required in a future revision of that plan. 
 
The Conservation Alternative should include the following 
provisions: 
 
1) Allow release of wolves from the captive breeding population 
directly into New Mexico. This is particularly important to 
enable the Fish and Wildlife Service to release genetically 
valuable animals into areas in which no wolf packs have 
established territories. 
2) Allow wolves to roam freely outside the boundaries of the 
Blue Range 
Wolf Recovery Area and not be geographically constrained by any 
other politically derived restrictions - just as other 
endangered species are allowed free movement. 
3) Require livestock owners using public lands to remove or 
render inedible the carcasses of non-wolf-killed stock so as to 
prevent wolves from being attracted to areas where domestic 
animals are vulnerable and habituating to preying on stock. This 
could be accomplished, at least in part, by holding blameless 
for subsequent depredations any wolf that has scavenged on dead 
livestock - and protecting such wolves from any governmental or 
private "take" or predator control. 
4) Authorize release of wolves into the White Sands Wolf 
Recovery Area, which is just a few dozen miles to the east of 
the Blue Range Wolf Recovery Area. White Sands has already been 
analyzed for its suitability for wolves and could serve as a 
home for genetically valuable wolves that might not otherwise be 
released. White Sands has only been found "unsuitable" if wolves 
are required to stay within its boundaries, but as part of a 
population that interacts with wolves in the Gila, it would 
serve an important role. 
 
Thank you for your consideration. 
 
 
Sincerely, 
David Beebe 
P.O. Box 148 
Petersburg, AK 99833 
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Dr. Brian Millsap, State Administrator, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service 
NM 
 
Dear Dr. U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, 
 
The opportunity to comment on the rule-change for managing 
reintroduced Mexican gray wolves comes not a moment too soon. 
Fish and Wildlife Service management, with its heavy reliance on 
predator control targeting the wolves, has suppressed the wolf 
population and contributed to inbreeding. The solution must 
comply with the conservation mandate of the Endangered Species 
Act and not allow loss of wolves - from any and all sources, 
including government take and illegal poaching - to keep the 
population from rapid growth and genetic rescue. 
 
To this end, please develop a Conservation Alternative to be 
analyzed in the draft environmental impact statement that would 



upgrade the legal status of the reintroduced Mexican wolves from 
their current "experimental non-essential" standing to a fully 
protected endangered status. 
 
Please do not include any alternative for analysis that would 
increase take of wolves, set any limits on wolf numbers, 
restrict their movements, or in any other respect infringe on 
the potential of establishing additional Mexican wolf 
populations, one of which is already called for in the 1982 
Mexican Wolf Recovery Plan and more of which will likely be 
required in a future revision of that plan. 
 
The Conservation Alternative should include the following 
provisions: 
 
1) Allow release of wolves from the captive breeding population 
directly into New Mexico. This is particularly important to 
enable the Fish and Wildlife Service to release genetically 
valuable animals into areas in which no wolf packs have 
established territories. 
2) Allow wolves to roam freely outside the boundaries of the 
Blue Range 
Wolf Recovery Area and not be geographically constrained by any 
other politically derived restrictions - just as other 
endangered species are allowed free movement. 
3) Require livestock owners using public lands to remove or 
render inedible the carcasses of non-wolf-killed stock so as to 
prevent wolves from being attracted to areas where domestic 
animals are vulnerable and habituating to preying on stock. This 
could be accomplished, at least in part, by holding blameless 
for subsequent depredations any wolf that has scavenged on dead 
livestock - and protecting such wolves from any governmental or 
private "take" or predator control. 
4) Authorize release of wolves into the White Sands Wolf 
Recovery Area, which is just a few dozen miles to the east of 
the Blue Range Wolf Recovery Area. White Sands has already been 
analyzed for its suitability for wolves and could serve as a 
home for genetically valuable wolves that might not otherwise be 
released. White Sands has only been found "unsuitable" if wolves 
are required to stay within its boundaries, but as part of a 
population that interacts with wolves in the Gila, it would 
serve an important role. 
 
Thank you for your consideration. 
 
 
Sincerely, 
Amanda Mcneese 
9024-A Capitol Drive 
Austin, TX 78753 
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Dr. Brian Millsap, State Administrator, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service 
NM 
 
Dear Dr. U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, 
 
The opportunity to comment on the rule-change for managing 
reintroduced Mexican gray wolves comes not a moment too soon. 
Fish and Wildlife Service management, with its heavy reliance on 
predator control targeting the wolves, has suppressed the wolf 
population and contributed to inbreeding. The solution must 
comply with the conservation mandate of the Endangered Species 
Act and not allow loss of wolves - from any and all sources, 
including government take and illegal poaching - to keep the 
population from rapid growth and genetic rescue. 
 
To this end, please develop a Conservation Alternative to be 
analyzed in the draft environmental impact statement that would 



upgrade the legal status of the reintroduced Mexican wolves from 
their current "experimental non-essential" standing to a fully 
protected endangered status. 
 
Please do not include any alternative for analysis that would 
increase take of wolves, set any limits on wolf numbers, 
restrict their movements, or in any other respect infringe on 
the potential of establishing additional Mexican wolf 
populations, one of which is already called for in the 1982 
Mexican Wolf Recovery Plan and more of which will likely be 
required in a future revision of that plan. 
 
The Conservation Alternative should include the following 
provisions: 
 
1) Allow release of wolves from the captive breeding population 
directly into New Mexico. This is particularly important to 
enable the Fish and Wildlife Service to release genetically 
valuable animals into areas in which no wolf packs have 
established territories. 
2) Allow wolves to roam freely outside the boundaries of the 
Blue Range 
Wolf Recovery Area and not be geographically constrained by any 
other politically derived restrictions - just as other 
endangered species are allowed free movement. 
3) Require livestock owners using public lands to remove or 
render inedible the carcasses of non-wolf-killed stock so as to 
prevent wolves from being attracted to areas where domestic 
animals are vulnerable and habituating to preying on stock. This 
could be accomplished, at least in part, by holding blameless 
for subsequent depredations any wolf that has scavenged on dead 
livestock - and protecting such wolves from any governmental or 
private "take" or predator control. 
4) Authorize release of wolves into the White Sands Wolf 
Recovery Area, which is just a few dozen miles to the east of 
the Blue Range Wolf Recovery Area. White Sands has already been 
analyzed for its suitability for wolves and could serve as a 
home for genetically valuable wolves that might not otherwise be 
released. White Sands has only been found "unsuitable" if wolves 
are required to stay within its boundaries, but as part of a 
population that interacts with wolves in the Gila, it would 
serve an important role. 
 
Thank you for your consideration. 
 
 
Sincerely, 
Albert Honican 
316 Lakeview Lane S.E. 
same 
Winter Haven, FL 33884 
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Dr. Brian Millsap, State Administrator, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service 
NM 
 
Dear Dr. U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, 
 
The opportunity to comment on the rule-change for managing 
reintroduced Mexican gray wolves comes not a moment too soon. 
Fish and Wildlife Service management, with its heavy reliance on 
predator control targeting the wolves, has suppressed the wolf 
population and contributed to inbreeding. The solution must 
comply with the conservation mandate of the Endangered Species 
Act and not allow loss of wolves - from any and all sources, 
including government take and illegal poaching - to keep the 
population from rapid growth and genetic rescue. 
 
To this end, please develop a Conservation Alternative to be 
analyzed in the draft environmental impact statement that would 



upgrade the legal status of the reintroduced Mexican wolves from 
their current "experimental non-essential" standing to a fully 
protected endangered status. 
 
Please do not include any alternative for analysis that would 
increase take of wolves, set any limits on wolf numbers, 
restrict their movements, or in any other respect infringe on 
the potential of establishing additional Mexican wolf 
populations, one of which is already called for in the 1982 
Mexican Wolf Recovery Plan and more of which will likely be 
required in a future revision of that plan. 
 
The Conservation Alternative should include the following 
provisions: 
 
1) Allow release of wolves from the captive breeding population 
directly into New Mexico. This is particularly important to 
enable the Fish and Wildlife Service to release genetically 
valuable animals into areas in which no wolf packs have 
established territories. 
2) Allow wolves to roam freely outside the boundaries of the 
Blue Range 
Wolf Recovery Area and not be geographically constrained by any 
other politically derived restrictions - just as other 
endangered species are allowed free movement. 
3) Require livestock owners using public lands to remove or 
render inedible the carcasses of non-wolf-killed stock so as to 
prevent wolves from being attracted to areas where domestic 
animals are vulnerable and habituating to preying on stock. This 
could be accomplished, at least in part, by holding blameless 
for subsequent depredations any wolf that has scavenged on dead 
livestock - and protecting such wolves from any governmental or 
private "take" or predator control. 
4) Authorize release of wolves into the White Sands Wolf 
Recovery Area, which is just a few dozen miles to the east of 
the Blue Range Wolf Recovery Area. White Sands has already been 
analyzed for its suitability for wolves and could serve as a 
home for genetically valuable wolves that might not otherwise be 
released. White Sands has only been found "unsuitable" if wolves 
are required to stay within its boundaries, but as part of a 
population that interacts with wolves in the Gila, it would 
serve an important role. 
 
Thank you for your consideration. 
 
 
Sincerely, 
Nikolai Rudd 
243 Union Street, #210 
North Adams, MA 01247 
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Dr. Brian Millsap, State Administrator, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service 
NM 
 
Dear Dr. U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, 
 
The opportunity to comment on the rule-change for managing 
reintroduced Mexican gray wolves comes not a moment too soon. 
Fish and Wildlife Service management, with its heavy reliance on 
predator control targeting the wolves, has suppressed the wolf 
population and contributed to inbreeding. The solution must 
comply with the conservation mandate of the Endangered Species 
Act and not allow loss of wolves - from any and all sources, 
including government take and illegal poaching - to keep the 
population from rapid growth and genetic rescue. 
 
To this end, please develop a Conservation Alternative to be 
analyzed in the draft environmental impact statement that would 



upgrade the legal status of the reintroduced Mexican wolves from 
their current "experimental non-essential" standing to a fully 
protected endangered status. 
 
Please do not include any alternative for analysis that would 
increase take of wolves, set any limits on wolf numbers, 
restrict their movements, or in any other respect infringe on 
the potential of establishing additional Mexican wolf 
populations, one of which is already called for in the 1982 
Mexican Wolf Recovery Plan and more of which will likely be 
required in a future revision of that plan. 
 
The Conservation Alternative should include the following 
provisions: 
 
1) Allow release of wolves from the captive breeding population 
directly into New Mexico. This is particularly important to 
enable the Fish and Wildlife Service to release genetically 
valuable animals into areas in which no wolf packs have 
established territories. 
2) Allow wolves to roam freely outside the boundaries of the 
Blue Range 
Wolf Recovery Area and not be geographically constrained by any 
other politically derived restrictions - just as other 
endangered species are allowed free movement. 
3) Require livestock owners using public lands to remove or 
render inedible the carcasses of non-wolf-killed stock so as to 
prevent wolves from being attracted to areas where domestic 
animals are vulnerable and habituating to preying on stock. This 
could be accomplished, at least in part, by holding blameless 
for subsequent depredations any wolf that has scavenged on dead 
livestock - and protecting such wolves from any governmental or 
private "take" or predator control. 
4) Authorize release of wolves into the White Sands Wolf 
Recovery Area, which is just a few dozen miles to the east of 
the Blue Range Wolf Recovery Area. White Sands has already been 
analyzed for its suitability for wolves and could serve as a 
home for genetically valuable wolves that might not otherwise be 
released. White Sands has only been found "unsuitable" if wolves 
are required to stay within its boundaries, but as part of a 
population that interacts with wolves in the Gila, it would 
serve an important role. 
 
Thank you for your consideration. 
 
 
Sincerely, 
Maggy Herbelin 
2619 Ridgeway LAne 
Eureka, CA 95501 
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Dr. Brian Millsap, State Administrator, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service 
NM 
 
Dear Dr. U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, 
 
The opportunity to comment on the rule-change for managing 
reintroduced Mexican gray wolves comes not a moment too soon. 
Fish and Wildlife Service management, with its heavy reliance on 
predator control targeting the wolves, has suppressed the wolf 
population and contributed to inbreeding. The solution must 
comply with the conservation mandate of the Endangered Species 
Act and not allow loss of wolves - from any and all sources, 
including government take and illegal poaching - to keep the 
population from rapid growth and genetic rescue. 
 
To this end, please develop a Conservation Alternative to be 
analyzed in the draft environmental impact statement that would 



upgrade the legal status of the reintroduced Mexican wolves from 
their current "experimental non-essential" standing to a fully 
protected endangered status. 
 
Please do not include any alternative for analysis that would 
increase take of wolves, set any limits on wolf numbers, 
restrict their movements, or in any other respect infringe on 
the potential of establishing additional Mexican wolf 
populations, one of which is already called for in the 1982 
Mexican Wolf Recovery Plan and more of which will likely be 
required in a future revision of that plan. 
 
The Conservation Alternative should include the following 
provisions: 
 
1) Allow release of wolves from the captive breeding population 
directly into New Mexico. This is particularly important to 
enable the Fish and Wildlife Service to release genetically 
valuable animals into areas in which no wolf packs have 
established territories. 
2) Allow wolves to roam freely outside the boundaries of the 
Blue Range 
Wolf Recovery Area and not be geographically constrained by any 
other politically derived restrictions - just as other 
endangered species are allowed free movement. 
3) Require livestock owners using public lands to remove or 
render inedible the carcasses of non-wolf-killed stock so as to 
prevent wolves from being attracted to areas where domestic 
animals are vulnerable and habituating to preying on stock. This 
could be accomplished, at least in part, by holding blameless 
for subsequent depredations any wolf that has scavenged on dead 
livestock - and protecting such wolves from any governmental or 
private "take" or predator control. 
4) Authorize release of wolves into the White Sands Wolf 
Recovery Area, which is just a few dozen miles to the east of 
the Blue Range Wolf Recovery Area. White Sands has already been 
analyzed for its suitability for wolves and could serve as a 
home for genetically valuable wolves that might not otherwise be 
released. White Sands has only been found "unsuitable" if wolves 
are required to stay within its boundaries, but as part of a 
population that interacts with wolves in the Gila, it would 
serve an important role. 
 
Thank you for your consideration. 
 
 
Sincerely, 
Shirley Hudleson 
2920 Ivy St. 
Titusville, FL 32796 
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Dr. Brian Millsap, State Administrator, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service 
NM 
 
Dear Dr. U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, 
 
The opportunity to comment on the rule-change for managing 
reintroduced Mexican gray wolves comes not a moment too soon. 
Fish and Wildlife Service management, with its heavy reliance on 
predator control targeting the wolves, has suppressed the wolf 
population and contributed to inbreeding. The solution must 
comply with the conservation mandate of the Endangered Species 
Act and not allow loss of wolves - from any and all sources, 
including government take and illegal poaching - to keep the 
population from rapid growth and genetic rescue. 
 
To this end, please develop a Conservation Alternative to be 
analyzed in the draft environmental impact statement that would 



upgrade the legal status of the reintroduced Mexican wolves from 
their current "experimental non-essential" standing to a fully 
protected endangered status. 
 
Please do not include any alternative for analysis that would 
increase take of wolves, set any limits on wolf numbers, 
restrict their movements, or in any other respect infringe on 
the potential of establishing additional Mexican wolf 
populations, one of which is already called for in the 1982 
Mexican Wolf Recovery Plan and more of which will likely be 
required in a future revision of that plan. 
 
The Conservation Alternative should include the following 
provisions: 
 
1) Allow release of wolves from the captive breeding population 
directly into New Mexico. This is particularly important to 
enable the Fish and Wildlife Service to release genetically 
valuable animals into areas in which no wolf packs have 
established territories. 
2) Allow wolves to roam freely outside the boundaries of the 
Blue Range 
Wolf Recovery Area and not be geographically constrained by any 
other politically derived restrictions - just as other 
endangered species are allowed free movement. 
3) Require livestock owners using public lands to remove or 
render inedible the carcasses of non-wolf-killed stock so as to 
prevent wolves from being attracted to areas where domestic 
animals are vulnerable and habituating to preying on stock. This 
could be accomplished, at least in part, by holding blameless 
for subsequent depredations any wolf that has scavenged on dead 
livestock - and protecting such wolves from any governmental or 
private "take" or predator control. 
4) Authorize release of wolves into the White Sands Wolf 
Recovery Area, which is just a few dozen miles to the east of 
the Blue Range Wolf Recovery Area. White Sands has already been 
analyzed for its suitability for wolves and could serve as a 
home for genetically valuable wolves that might not otherwise be 
released. White Sands has only been found "unsuitable" if wolves 
are required to stay within its boundaries, but as part of a 
population that interacts with wolves in the Gila, it would 
serve an important role. 
 
Thank you for your consideration. 
 
 
Sincerely, 
Andrew Abate 
253 Kramer Dr. 
Lindenhurst, NY 11757 
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Dr. Brian Millsap, State Administrator, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service 
NM 
 
Dear Dr. U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, 
 
The opportunity to comment on the rule-change for managing 
reintroduced Mexican gray wolves comes not a moment too soon. 
Fish and Wildlife Service management, with its heavy reliance on 
predator control targeting the wolves, has suppressed the wolf 
population and contributed to inbreeding. The solution must 
comply with the conservation mandate of the Endangered Species 
Act and not allow loss of wolves - from any and all sources, 
including government take and illegal poaching - to keep the 
population from rapid growth and genetic rescue. 
 
To this end, please develop a Conservation Alternative to be 
analyzed in the draft environmental impact statement that would 



upgrade the legal status of the reintroduced Mexican wolves from 
their current "experimental non-essential" standing to a fully 
protected endangered status. 
 
Please do not include any alternative for analysis that would 
increase take of wolves, set any limits on wolf numbers, 
restrict their movements, or in any other respect infringe on 
the potential of establishing additional Mexican wolf 
populations, one of which is already called for in the 1982 
Mexican Wolf Recovery Plan and more of which will likely be 
required in a future revision of that plan. 
 
The Conservation Alternative should include the following 
provisions: 
 
1) Allow release of wolves from the captive breeding population 
directly into New Mexico. This is particularly important to 
enable the Fish and Wildlife Service to release genetically 
valuable animals into areas in which no wolf packs have 
established territories. 
2) Allow wolves to roam freely outside the boundaries of the 
Blue Range 
Wolf Recovery Area and not be geographically constrained by any 
other politically derived restrictions - just as other 
endangered species are allowed free movement. 
3) Require livestock owners using public lands to remove or 
render inedible the carcasses of non-wolf-killed stock so as to 
prevent wolves from being attracted to areas where domestic 
animals are vulnerable and habituating to preying on stock. This 
could be accomplished, at least in part, by holding blameless 
for subsequent depredations any wolf that has scavenged on dead 
livestock - and protecting such wolves from any governmental or 
private "take" or predator control. 
4) Authorize release of wolves into the White Sands Wolf 
Recovery Area, which is just a few dozen miles to the east of 
the Blue Range Wolf Recovery Area. White Sands has already been 
analyzed for its suitability for wolves and could serve as a 
home for genetically valuable wolves that might not otherwise be 
released. White Sands has only been found "unsuitable" if wolves 
are required to stay within its boundaries, but as part of a 
population that interacts with wolves in the Gila, it would 
serve an important role. 
 
Thank you for your consideration. 
 
 
Sincerely, 
Natalie P. 
45 N. main street 
Barrington, IL 60010 
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Dr. Brian Millsap, State Administrator, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service 
NM 
 
Dear Dr. U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, 
 
The opportunity to comment on the rule-change for managing 
reintroduced Mexican gray wolves comes not a moment too soon. 
Fish and Wildlife Service management, with its heavy reliance on 
predator control targeting the wolves, has suppressed the wolf 
population and contributed to inbreeding. The solution must 
comply with the conservation mandate of the Endangered Species 
Act and not allow loss of wolves - from any and all sources, 
including government take and illegal poaching - to keep the 
population from rapid growth and genetic rescue. 
 
To this end, please develop a Conservation Alternative to be 



analyzed in the draft environmental impact statement that would 
upgrade the legal status of the reintroduced Mexican wolves from 
their current "experimental non-essential" standing to a fully 
protected endangered status. 
 
Please do not include any alternative for analysis that would 
increase take of wolves, set any limits on wolf numbers, 
restrict their movements, or in any other respect infringe on 
the potential of establishing additional Mexican wolf 
populations, one of which is already called for in the 1982 
Mexican Wolf Recovery Plan and more of which will likely be 
required in a future revision of that plan. 
 
The Conservation Alternative should include the following 
provisions: 
 
1) Allow release of wolves from the captive breeding population 
directly into New Mexico. This is particularly important to 
enable the Fish and Wildlife Service to release genetically 
valuable animals into areas in which no wolf packs have 
established territories. 
2) Allow wolves to roam freely outside the boundaries of the 
Blue Range 
Wolf Recovery Area and not be geographically constrained by any 
other politically derived restrictions - just as other 
endangered species are allowed free movement. 
3) Require livestock owners using public lands to remove or 
render inedible the carcasses of non-wolf-killed stock so as to 
prevent wolves from being attracted to areas where domestic 
animals are vulnerable and habituating to preying on stock. This 
could be accomplished, at least in part, by holding blameless 
for subsequent depredations any wolf that has scavenged on dead 
livestock - and protecting such wolves from any governmental or 
private "take" or predator control. 
4) Authorize release of wolves into the White Sands Wolf 
Recovery Area, which is just a few dozen miles to the east of 
the Blue Range Wolf Recovery Area. White Sands has already been 
analyzed for its suitability for wolves and could serve as a 
home for genetically valuable wolves that might not otherwise be 
released. White Sands has only been found "unsuitable" if wolves 
are required to stay within its boundaries, but as part of a 
population that interacts with wolves in the Gila, it would 
serve an important role. 
 
Thank you for your consideration. 
 
 
Sincerely, 
Lynnea Lux-Kosiewicz 
17036 Glendale Rd 
Bend, OR 97707 

 


